
tItLt4 and we 1t,Ise 6401 4,ofeteihes selmintt to the kinious td0.01s tI skhool
Ntikti t' 10 t14! than all 01 lilt Ot! Ando in4fead Of
Voilig if alone, we ought to whinge lot

itttt, toolving Ail Ateits thAt deal Anil titia,oi chti to onto to itiodoue A
pow of the depth anti bitiidth houran needs and the aVadahk i1uton to
them.

We in health obis anon hate no mottipoly on twit el fort. Neither 4.14i
iliolney in home et-0110;10o Of I.iJoiS ot non4nog We rived a /#14,40VC

JOU fliSeit Altit15 IRO iilentif i. the know leitge now Au

Itil. ools to olucilion PtJt lo iti le adios *shit purport 141 deill

ith hilmin health ptohlems ft we want peroms Ot 1st! 0<e, A,0 bAv to ow
then, the tools O. 011 4,41114 II I. uteate sukti

If humans are to Ise ker.'. they must he C111;1111:11/311:11 110111 tfwtt piestot

bondage of primitive mc tialisni nu oak( In tcltakc their powers of cleat ivity
and drinettatton 'there is atisolisfely no reason fit believe ihal we know all thtte
is to know ',thorn human perceptive tyt teccpitte poisav kescarchets ate
sontinuously resealing new knowledge ahinit the brain and the netvous system.
Who is to sa that new lottos of sonwirinsitess 54 ill nil 401Var: net% telation

tik ittin the human's huh Oi white 5401 lint itilVe 415 111 mast lint %hole
Noon tOfit-Clthintl iii ph, tat. IlielusA and emotional

I his plot ess of e%randitig out sontept ol Ilie human is wholly within the
hinuldattes of (hat pots lit:Mite definition of eduralion that ei s if is the ntoucss

hy *stitch ime 4.1fItte, into possession of oneself and ones powers thfortrh
continuous participation in the ak hies anent, of the taer Whete clke in all of
olusation w ill sink h art oils rthrtsit1 fti foctict ptesented lit * hies e this mansion
of ittug's awareness dun m oin three fields ol heahh eilusation, rh)skal
tilikation. and ts:-steatiorit

Wiwrld d Iv too fetOlest 141'1.411 that out ssiste is, ei at leas! u ht hi he.
04.1-tenCNI Atv40 the trlanon of honsano. 141 the isioniak id' which it is OM in
the ratio of Aloof I to Iii3OPOW Victor Shallet *Mg-gots, in the (Moho' 1447)_

Smithioriran, whethct it is iii peopk in pislitteal UM-% ot elcivtrit:
chairs, ot 01 animals in the wild. can he erosive to the human spirit. The
eintservalionisfs are telling us that the sorleture Ike hting to lite is eoutues,
tutsiofise to out pei-teo: H ficviitoes difficult to stie4 of Me s'inu-crwanion
human Me in omstacic,0 If oin the S on scivalion of all living things, and thetelote,

the heillifiedikaiiit is inSited to t'att his ot her view of iinisetvation in the light
of both mkt and inner natint foi wild animal% and lot humanity: 'Mete i%.
WM' all, only a Iim line of dif letentiation hetween the survival irquiteincensni
humans and those of 11010 forms of living things, The lesson is dear. if
humanity ts t MahritV WC. it had better We tit il that if lives in +mime WA of

hammy with its ens initinitnt.
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h n14,141144 he 4 kor us 411 film 1144 441h, kbaried, litIC iJI atiyithe eSei

OHS ill oat Nee fields, We it.e not now and will never

be I Mile. Loch ol Ilion involves e kpet lake aS one seeks III deVeitip, SIRS Ne

and expand one'v ego within iiite44 ellisitilliment 1 kis, whets we face the

cotton% bit ot educational administration by Whicn we are requited to cimstrucl

a cuoiculum fin health instruction, we lace a task that, by it% vet), nature, has to

t*e tepeated cet eat Why! Ilecause one's experience, needs, and interest%

lieSef remain slaw. 'I hey are always espanding info new fealms, One of the

titincipat tnt fi,tt ,q die eihicatii mai poreess is lead MO e'SeVilleepetilitg

mil ostidt and socolifie spbetes etittitAilm I oils can be delev

mined Iss die Welk( hid matottly id the students involved.

hot how e %know do %oil sc,e tliese tidd ol health cdocation and phy sical

oho:alum.' Vomitett to the contents of atty. good high school teidlrook?

tumvcribed

Tt-

ti the cnculatory glow tollowing a good ssilliaiiiii"1 We have, so

far. t reated many scenarios, each devoted to an esploration of sonic aspect of

homan behavior as it relates lit and helps us form a concept of human nature .

the est:rose physiologists come up ssith a fragment of knowledge regarding

interval training. Pie didician tells Os smnething about C and the

cottmtott t old rseful information, hut it must never be Isogonal that as we

seek ssivahno and understanding of the human being, the realities sit the hUman

slate Canthit he eshausted by any 111. Its single protections. Any particular human

phenomenon always telletts a state of being, A study can be fruitful only if

Mete is an ass areness of' the %hole to w t,kl, me fragments cart be rdated, 'Mete

is tot particulm harm in either discovering or learn* about these fragment% or

kilos leJge vonteromg the human being !there very well may be something in

cigarette smoke that preclikposes emphestiat, hut unless one has a vision of

AS 114,1ettesv, links.* one is pledisposed to undetsunding sshitietitss., it will not ht

ffs pt,e f,e full import of the value of fragmemed ktuttvietige,

flasic, then. no any stud% of the coniti KOS in 44 titit aiiinis svieriVes %could he

thc development of an intellettual vision of the whole. Ihcre stiould he no

tont o son' taiis (VII An utidetstatuling of ss ?vile pastor versus conception of

the w husk but fragmented ;scrim. k7niler thes,e, all of the fragmented

and ostensibly untdated ciintobutions or physics and chemistry, microbiology

and and all the others could he woven mitt A huge tapestry

ute ki t id the panne iif she huoun and useful to us as the ultimate reference

lot instruct II in in health eitueatnin

Health education, broadly defined. includes more than the insInktional

aspects ist 3 program I cate not that thew ate Millie whose isisiti is Nil Jitotiftelal

that they, try to limit Mar concept of health eilWaliononly to those things that go

on in a classosom with the usual appunenances of teaching. That is far too

itiffoiS itt make good sense. the bowler view stems from the simple concept

Nit
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that ttllilleter happens to to . vdocating, and if e plan gm fd things as part of
a school pingtom to incliiLe Omani/anon progiams, physical examinations,
lieating tests, and vision screening , then thi he things ate edueutional a wdl
ItieditA itt theft impao and thus beconte a part of defined prOgratti uf
health ethicatkirr It follows that what we call school health r,ervices and the
development of a healthful school environment become, with the instructkmal
program, a tripartite program of school health educarirm. No matter that a
variety of porfessional personnel is needed. do.s not alter the fact that
when a chihl is innounited for smallpr i it is an educational experience as well
as a medical one, Ily the time you add up all the things that happen to a child in
school that MO of do lust' a bearing Oita the child's heithh, ,s-ou Imve a htoad
program itf health educanon, \ne mote hooted and restricted cAineept is so
untealistic as to tie ahsind

One of the protoising. relatisdy new apects of all this is the gratifying rise of
interest in the medicine of learning. We are watching the espansirm of medical
interest in orgaMtcd education, from the !I upervision of vision testing and
immunilation programs and other such relatively simple processes to an up,
proach tim a thorough study of medical pmblems involved in teaming, What can
medicine offer in the instance of the slow learner? Is the lary child anemic? Is
the underachiever not merely not motivated, hut is thew a functional disorder
proem that May be nutritional or endocrinological in origin? Is there a dyslexia
or Itmetional wor&blankness behind a reading disability? What aft the
neurologie involvements in reading disability? Are we interested In discovering
any asthenia, autism, or hormonal deficiencies? Do energy.absorbing factors,
parent rejection, insomnia, delayed sesual development, or sibling rivalry put a
damper on learning.'

"this sod of esploraton has a tigaifkani hearing upon the prArrarn or
prevention, cortechrm, and deselopment that tse arrange older the aegis sit
health education: It is good to see: Let us hope that as people give thought and
arlention lo the broad and general development of education as a ts hole, theY
remember that the quahty ot learning &rends upon the quality or the tissue
doing the kaming-.

How can one be INe if one has no basis in knowledge for an ability to
separate the real from the fraudulent or to pick to pieces the massive flood of
adtenisillg with which we Are drenched et cry slay? I shudder to think of the
millions ohm people who are not free but held within the shackles of ignotatwe
asi they struggle with their problems of anxiety, generie handicaps, allergies,
nutritional defleiencies, marital diseord, infirmities, suicidal tendencies, de,
pressions. and others and who, because they have not cultivated an understand.
ing or these things in their school health education, become victims of the
multimillion,dollar program of quackery rampant in our society.
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Chose wet,. some or the things that I thought about as I tried to figure out what

the Atillentan Rom Oes N1101104 trying to tell me, To live in 0 'tee !toddy,
we have to learn cettain nominal and social skills. accept cettain tesponsibilk
ties, do uet lain things and terrain Chun tloing certain others, I tint convinced that
taw three fields are potentially in the center oi this endeavor. We con beeorne. If

we are not already4 central forees in the development of the science of human

esperience, Let's get with it. Itecause "you teachers ate the most important
people in the world!"

i Oki
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Physical Education in
Higher Education

As colleges and universities Inami Ile their places in the structme of Anted.
ran hfe, they emphasite ;heir dual role ol meeting the continuous need for
broadening the individual while preparing the indivklual professionally for
useful service. To meet the first responsibility requires a complex of curricular
and noncurticular endeavors, participattim within whkh k likely to enrich the
scope, broaden the outlook, mid produce the liberally educated person,"
[Ionian needs for grow th are not terminal, answerabk once and for all by "a
course,- They ate continuous, varied, and involve the unified nature of the
organism, Thus, some of the cm/chokes within a university arc designed to
impart knowkdge, some emphasiie its use and interpretatkm, but others deal
more whh the student's own life Physical education serves this last function,
Admittedly, it does not operate m esery trsped as other -courses," But, true to
its heritage in early tireek tradition, its aim is to enrich thr understanding of
students of themselves, to powide them with the means for a thoughtful
"adMinistration- of their own lives, to aid them in the development of the
ability to accept themsel ves. It 4 polite. in ;r medium a personal development.

This makes it none the less " academic," There is nothing in any &Nihon
of the term that would categorite midi efforts as ttfe thoughtfully expended by a
modern program of physical education as "nonacademic," Only if efforts in

IhitireJ rot th wit+ %ton bs die At aJetii U.! Council ot the Ohio State (hut-et-lay ot the relation of

plootal ettiieghwt hi genet,t1 edik mon, Not ember I OW
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We shall keep the balance even, ir we remember that the physical experknice
is filly/sit:al in its outward manifestation but mental and emotional, social and
moral, in its relationships and Illeiwings, One may not like the physical, hilt it
remains. permanent and abiding, going on from generation to generation,

The movement experience itself has emphases of its own that ate not
inconsequential. It aids with the identification of self in a way that cannot be
duplicated, it is a form of nonverbal communication reflecting a nonverbal
intelligence that is espressi vc creative. and continuously serving as a medium
ror learning,

him% sua a sic V, Point it is appatenl that both the cult of muscle and the
singular search for intellectual devekipment as the only valid outcome of
education leave nine!s to be desired, Each viewpoint neglects the implications
of unity. The modern spirit in physical education seeks the education of the
human being through physical activities as one aspect of the social effort for
human enlightenmem.

This recasting of the scene for physical education is no superficial move, but
a tendency toward deeper growth, It holds that we need to aim higher than
health, than victorious teams. than strong muscles, than profuse perspiration, It
sees physical education primarily as a way or living and seeks to conduct Its
activities so as to set a standard that will surpass the average and the coin.
monplace. There is In such a view something of the loftier virtues or courage.
endurance, and strength; the natural attributes of play. imagination. joyous.
ness, and pride: and through it all, the spirit of splendid livinghonest, worthy,
and cinopetentso much desired by each iodividuaL

Physical education. however, stands not alone in the dilemma of special
disciplines. All of education has heen, and still is, confronted with the problem.
The old scholastic and Puritan doctrines that separated mind from body, that
held the body as essentially evil. have emphasited the contrast today between
an education for life and an CsItiCalion ror death Edueation for life, or modern
education4 and education through the physical. or modern physical education.
have Mutual supports and confidences. Education for life can hardly be con.
ceived without generous allowance for this kind of physical education, but
physical education pointed at its own culture, at its own minor objectives,
becomes not an education for life at all. The identity, then. of education for life
(modem education) and education through the physical (modem physical
education) requires understanding by educators of the aim. seopes and (Alec.
fives of modem physical education and by physical educators of the objects and
concerns of modem education. Education through the physical will be judged
even as education for life will be judgedby the contribution it makes to fine
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living, It should Ilicielme be declared that physical educatitm seeks to further

the 1)111110'4es 01 modern education when it stinids for the finest kind of living.

From the pioceedings of the Twelith National Omicron!: im Higher Educa,

V51) have come many sIgnificani stalenieniS thitive to the characier and

PurPose of general education. From ProlCssor Mayhew, formerly of Michigan

Stale University. we quote this rather explicit descriptiinc

Oeneral .lueatlim seeks to achieve a number of educational values,

Snell as the development of abilities to read, write, speak. Iisten, think, he

an effective chlten. use leisure wisely, he an effeetiVe family Mettiber,

and regulate me's life whh regard for the principle or snood mew and

physical health. These goals, or vety ones, have come to be

iweepted by students and hy most facially members throughout the cowl-

try. They are also eoming to be accepted by various Milan-WM lay and

professional groups which exercise some measure or inl1uenee over

undergraduate curricula.

The experience a suident receives in physical education or health education

very clearly contributes to a number or ihor values In a rather substantial way.

To use leisure wisely, to he an effective family member, and to "regulate one's

life with regard for the principle of sound mental and physical health" are

direc dy svhltin the vortex or departmental purimses and program,

In 1954 when Frederic Ileintherger. vice,president for instruction and rc .

search, the Ohio State University. Columbus, wrote his belief that "our
baccalaureate degree should attest to the fact that its recipient bas successfully

completed a course of study designed with care to develop individuals or
eonsiderable breadth of understanding, and having reasonable command of
certain basic skills." did he have in mind the experience one gets in physical

education? Or. Heimberger hopes the course of study will "nurture the stu-

dent's awareness of his possibilities for his continuing growth as a person . . .

and aid in the fullest possible devekipMent or the student as an intelligent.
discriminating, effective individual." From experience in physical education

come unmistakable signs of such growth. of a maturity derived from pat-tit:1N-

lion in both health educatim and physical education.

Cardinal Newman would describe the liberally educated person as one who

"has common ground with every class , who is a pleasant companion . .

whose mind has resources for happiness at home when it cannot be abroad."

Front experience in physical education can come such understanding and such

talent,

The 1947 President's Commission on iligher Education advises that stu-
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they know of the Wk. the bile natur of humans, Those who would cultivate

the intellect alone os a goal of education are victims of their own spUrlinis

linclleettlill Wit and need IOl)c brought up rather sharply against the facts of life.

Illness is that state that characterizes the degree to which a person is able to

function. It implies the ability of each person to live most effectivdy within his

or her potentialities. Ability to function depends upon the many components of

fitness, all of which are related to each other and all mutually dependent,

Human development takes place only in Mat way, Leave one component out

nd the total organism suffers,

If the physical education eitiwrience has something to do with muscular

activity, either currently or in tcmis of !inure use, their its relation to fitness is
,:lear, without e \eteise, without educated attention to all the component% of
Illness, no educational program can laid y be judged either realistic or Maxi-

mally poultictive,

Thirty-seven million people were boating on the fresh or salt waterways or

the nation last summer. There were ti million golfers, 7 million tennis players,

60 million fishermen and hunters, There is a practical relation between this kind

of leisure activity and college physical, education. The latter should and does

provide the skills and understandings that make participation pleasurable.

University physical education dots not embrace as its mime responsibility the

ph asant team games of adolescence, It moves beyond those into the realm or

adult activity and makes an effort to supply the college student with opportunity

for experience in attractive and active leisure pursuits.

It is a leaming.teaching situation and the instructional effort is done with care

and Mc roughness. The leisure needs or American men and women offer a clear

challenge to colleges and to the physical education departments within those

colleges, The needs shoukl he met. Instruction in these areas place the physical

education of students clearly within the orbit of their "general education,"
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We Learn from the
Culture of People

Modern physical education can give strength to the social tmd political
culture of the day, to what do we believe? In equality among persons?

Applied to physical education, what does the concept of equality of opportu-
nity mean? It means that all students are entitled to a physical education
program geared to their interests and abilities. Girls should have opportunities
equal to boys, and the atypical should have opportunities suited to their needs
and abilities. A physical education class or an athletic event is, in a small way, a
laboratory where interracial, interreligious, irnersettual, Interregional, inter-
group problems of any kind can bc worked out, The solution is not always
apparent, nor is it always easybut it is always discoverable, and the opportu-
nity is always present to make the ideal 11 reality,

An intelligently developed physical education program will he a model for a
sophisticated and enlightened society that holds all persons worthy of admira-
tion. All persons therefore will bc given opportunities to prove themselves and
to seek their own potential. Help will be given to both the disadvantaged and thc
advantaged so that both may have the satisfaction of achieving their potential.
equality of opportunity does not mean equality of opportunity to achieve
mediocrity. It means the opportunity to reach one's highest excellence, The

Adapted from an addrot io teacher, in Emporia, Kansas. March O, 1951
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development iii athletic stars is one of the obligations of a good physical

education proglam, An "athletic arishicracy" is evil only if there is no just way

to become a member, As hay as Mc group is "open" awl can lie entered by

some of accomplishment, Mere Halle wotry iltool The !thy 414,01 educator

Win honor the star, but w iii refuse to allow hitn or her to monopolite the tittle,

Mo110. C401011011, tiltI Space Or the physical ducation pruHulti.

It is a Cottilltotl practice to use tultletics as the "whipping boy?' of modern

villa:atom. There are many that complain bout an overemphsts 1111011 athlet-

ics. What exactly do they mean? Perhaps they feel that a sc'mol gives too touch

"time away limn studies" for athletics, Or that athletics are A nois.inee with

their unselteduled pep rallies, their strutting drum motors, their yard Iricks, Or

they ore repelled by the atiogance ot a few big athletes who act as if they own

the school. Maybe they ate complaining that the athletic program "gets

every thing," and Mete is nothing la for the other aspects ol education.

One 'mint of view holds that..as long as the competitive ,ithletic program

ttilli s socially aeceptable lines, makes no extraordinary demands upon the

school calendar. and is a wholesome infloenee upon its participants, it is not

''overemphasi/ed'' Mu! should be raised to higher levels. Perhaps no program

of physical education, Winding athletics, can be overemphasited utoil every

boy and gilt in the sehool has the opportunity to learn and to he satisfyingly

successhil in a sport or other recreational actisity or his or her choice, 'here is

surely a tendency toward antklemphasis, To apply the concept to equality of

opportunit y. fully, the right (lithe highly skilled to his or her fullest developinent

must be preserved against those who would deny it.

Equality of opportunity requires that differing aspects of the program he of

equal Worth, It is a popular weakness to hold excellence in some sports or

greater value than excellence in others. If a girl is a good horsewoman, is the

held in higher or lower esteem than her classmate who is a good basketball

player! If a boy is a football player and a good one, is he thus "better" than the

golfer or the tennis player who is actually as good in his spi in? What are the

implications behind the spurious and ondemocratic distinctions between major

nd minor sports? What gives an activity status? That an activity does not draw

a big "gate" is of Ho consequence to its educational value, nor is it any reason

Mat the opponunity for status gain should not be equal, The thing that makeN

wort major or motor j rhe comriburimi %port Makes to Ihe (Me Who fr/uyA

Poinball is a Major sport to a football player. but not to a Millis player:

fencing is a major sport to 3 fencer. Any other consideration to determine

importance is unstaind educationally and is either tar a reflection of the

domination of commercial or financial considerations or (10 an interesting form

of snobbery in which those who play before the biggest crowds award them.

selves the biggest letters and have the biggest banquets. In school sports all

2 1 0
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Some Contributions of
Physical Education to an

Educated Life

All living things the movement a% an imuument of epression and impres.
don. The amoeba umkr the glass will tract to Varying Iimuli by moving
around The collie will espress his joy at the return of his magcr hy convulsive
*whir, and affectiOnine kaps, The runabout child learns that table legs am
hard by toddling full tilt into one: Of the unpredictable number of konsoty
Iftuli received by arty living orgimism, good +ate atV made possible

because that organism has the eapacity to move about, to alter his environment
by moving. and thus fo orate new and different worlds for himself that teach
him important lessons. Likewise ideas conjured up within find their efferent

pre vow' in movements as diverse as the nicker ot an eye or the mad stampede
of a frightened moh, Ideas. kelings, emotions, drives, or moods frequently can
find their most satisfadory espression only through a Movenivnt ot pitn
A*0614101 %0 as to bring satisfaction as 4 Mtutil for Ds doing,

Miinkind alkvayN kth OW this capacity tor cooftlinated tnovenwnt to sow
his purposes: The savage ran to capture or escape. the primitive tribesman
swung a dab to beat ott an attitCker. the Indian danced to invoke the favor of the
gods. and the catty areas wrestled for fun and for the beauty of body
development, Later on the middle Europeans danced to the folk sonp or their
festivals, the Swedes invemed midst* for therapeutic purposes. and the
English played games and hunted because it was such good sport nut as

RklgiAt4 J*t Ib5 r4541/4 SA«,,o,e,w1; tost,t0S- tOIS
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civilitatitm has plogiessed o has mink lcss and kss urgent the need for

1110Nelilcrit iiO3:swry to survival. Bullets:uke the place tif clubs; carpenters

build our houses for us; and the more these lahor.saving suMitutions develop,

the more dancing. playing , swimming, and climbing wedo just for the fun di!.

We jrC neither inchned from choice aor predestined biologically to give up our

capacity for muscular effort arid retire to the armchair. if we do. we die.

What has happened in American oducation? Our schools and colleges were

begun originally to train the mind. 'Ilse early Purimnie philosophy held play AS

vulgar and schoith would have none a it, The early pattern for American

higher education was cut in thr form (if devotion to a dualistic intellectualism in

which mind was an entity unrelated to the remainder of the organism. Actually

the boys whose minds were trained at Harvard in the 17th century were not

unlike the boys there now: so they ptiyed games, and when the lads at Princeton

kicked an early America+ footMl through the chapel window they thus

intruded the fact of their ..e.gleness of being into the sacred halls of this unsound

intellectualism.

Slmnly thereafter, in the 19th century, but unrelated to these impulses to

play. physical training Caine into our SChtlds. It had A Scandinavian and
Otrman ancestry. ilk English games were not a part or the beginning* or
school physical training. Ocrinanexe seises and Swedish gymnastics prevailed.

In community We. however. ma pioneers hunted and fished and later they

danced a little, They played games, either domestic or imported, and soon the

school WA doing one thing as physical training and people at large were doing

others. Me schools were at quite a loss tG know what WaS the best for the

ehildreti. The fatherlands all gave purpose to their physical training. Their

exercise wax for health, to discipline the youth of the land, ot to celebrate an

occasional festival. The AnieriCan games seemed all for fun and amusement.

Which of these purposes should the school adopt and develop its pmgram to

mete

The Nth century has made the answer clear. We Will NOV little a imported

prognams and purposes. We will choose mime of the English rugby and develop

American football, we will restive and teach some old folk dances, we will

tun foot races as did the ancient Otteks; hut we neglect soccer, are bored with .

calisthenics, use the Swedish hotse to play w, and applaud hut not petform the

ballet. We are emhusiastic about mails tiad gal ((importedproducts). we invent

baseball, and we ride and hum anII fish a all human Wings do the %kiwis) over,

flut we insist on our own purposes anti our own development, and these are

compatible with essential purposes of alt 041100011 in NS particular *mpg.

racy, lf American education ail% iit norintAljustmcnt of the indivklual tohis

world then so sloes modern physical education in American schools. If the

production of integrated personalities poiticovil of those qualities that make for
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effective Wi thin o dentin fat ), is the genetal purpose then the activities
edlitAte thomgh Mese motot avenues limn conitilttne 115 thew end+, A

sthysical ednefilifiti is littkluelite ul iniite than ittgaine ot "physical" gains:
Thew aft Important htit other tikliciiitiet can and Oinkt he. scnighl if Oiit.4 it to
apptake fairly the place i1 phymcal educittion in the AMetican prograir, of
education,

fo gain snch 4 Vie* of the pall Incor activities play in the educatimi of a
perton One MOO Of cf Mite, with a bowl vies+ III edinalion 1f54.I hi MOO

be teen at edikaliffil too liking timber than just schociling: Istundaties of
blackboarck, rec nations; and les tines Mutt not iklioe academic tespestability.
The brisad siess %fret OM anon at i *flies ol lik log espetiences. ami il books, Ot
tttps:corchalLin games,ot a tonsillectomy ate necessaty to entich that life then
thoz:e things aie -sugailihd and atranged Isy skillful teachers a% a pan of the
educaomial ptocess. We are just beginning to understand what Dewey years
ago pointed outthat ii is the whole child %se are educating, wit just his
memory centers, No pktute (.4 an educated life that ha% for its color, only the
bright hues f poetry s.rt the perspectives a outhematies will do. What a
Ilukhins tit a Hestia may de%crihe a% their ideal of an educated lile vanishes in
the face a such niclimentaty knowledge As sc:iCitce has given us alsotn the
relation of tbe psyche to the tonic Or as Williams has aptly put it,

this sit* secs life as a totality and the modem spitit in physical
education seeks the education of man through physical activities as one
aspect of the effort for human enlightenment The 'cult of MOW'
liCcottlet at ltidittout as those who wtmhip gi the akar Of mental devel-
opment Neither point of ifitift sufnces, heithet it accutate,*

Whitt ltinsf !Se pasigesl in feint ptosiom thew is nothing
new about that limo argued it in his Orpuhln% and John Locke urged the
rectignihort of Motor An% dies as a It ay tsi lit ing ; Ilerbett Spent° clamored for
the cb3sektinvent of a isk,ysical edueatioti fot tnels aful iwl. Anti coOloits(so,
lat'S such as Dewey. Kock, ltorne, hat and intros all have prw
minced the sahdits of inolot rfehericet as Okratilsknott tO educaliOn.

Hut it is necessary to panklilarite, Muscular strength is surely not the emly
outcome of a physkal education. Just what kinds Of learning keenly? Then an.,
potentially, five--,all t4 tsfikh may be classified by olhet nanScs, perhaps, and
tardy All of st.hitts depend for their esieterice in large meamge upon the quality
aleadership lhal %totk them: Until* iSankipalion one learn% jitrt4 the skills and
virategy of the activity at fund; second, the health implications of the activity;
third. the behavior control, involved in the achvily situations; fourth, the
Isatisfactiorts Inca self-expession, through the adivily as a Want; and MTh.
the hittdry. cohletniwary Mattis, and triatineohip% cit the adisity, 'thew
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Ya filo, alone Itlt the heAlth In wealth- %ahit's v.hich .ne nog discusting

hete, ate on poleithal !hes mat ut mat not :tt k. me, hell follett attainment
elependt upon good mgatiiialion utI e leaching.

110: ie',1 k:an Ie ditpoted of quit: kit It it obvious thaectfic mutt leant hove.

pho golf :Ind Mat the strategy of tennUs or hugball it tug learned ewept

thson!h ,tUttjaUntt I he 40114, the Inlet, and the plan fOr any game or dance

ate itat#Lmtemal to the other valuet. Stich le:soling it oletiontly at much of an

-intcllectnal noose at it it a "pl1)41CJI'' One: het mit ft1111104eN lei (14

"klit OW an etifIOnlinn it 1,1,4 ten; and linfore iii, fo die Ithet v41111io4:

""" th""1", fto'eth 411 t!Ol an inki01 into health.

Rine'AOIM Ot the loot hat t plead becagte pelik ate in ignigathe ul hy gienie

proceduret 14+114+tting eteicke tititcek in atliktict k dependent itt 'tome
meatmre upon diet, %limp. atnl kectintt from dittipation, Old tomtit about
healthful lit ing swing normally and forcefully ftegn such participation. and the

tefinementt of the 20th century hate not at yet deliclopcd an adequate subttitute

lot j noiOnJi tnctablth'.m II panicipanOn In adisithei e411+, op (hit kind 0r

IeJtnIng th c n the activities hate added profitably to the sum of

t00% ledge .

hod, the he ILO el4/4I01% ini0I1 of in the at MO need 0111e dithOhl,

filon. SI3ti/04.11m in the tiro t ear id life the behavior of the infant begins to take

on t4zial 011p1ieatiOn4i. flit Mita-uterine alimenett begint to disappeat: lie

bec goo tc let tothe.t., fittt to hi. mother, then hi family, then to phiymatet,

and et entualls be mat 410-divpil liioti of the telatom lit Ithotdf he the t 4gld of

people !hit mecialrtiog poscett it not dime% Musa pain. the telt-ptetemeative

drite it strong. Mid the tinneethiOn sit aggretkion 11100161M againt other

inclooluak it the took Of it. In *lett of Mit, Arthur Thome tioldt it the duly of

c it eft/anon in general ancl she 4.1044 at 04 agent 10 do kW) SIo aggtootion Imo

htu% tot want Ifl i!*ioJ' lite the holing, 4614 ittg. and the hiding of the v

olutt owslibed a% he gtotA.,

!fit:TOO an fie we it the Mk ,. t of a rftlym.al ethkafion. '"Play wooing in

-tatkialitation. fl fat the bett and pethap. the only meant of %,odalitirig the

flibl," "confine fit To-nnie.' Hay %ram him horn +.eil-Cetli.mlioa
$10.4actial Owl:1%, Ili plothinvi,, plo 1014444 4, 110 the pone, to the wOlfd 011

people MO 00404 eof=4. 440 Al the Ow, i+ ith of 44 ittotat feasleo444p. %oh of

.4A othoill the tchool flee impottant thing it he give tlitection 110 0, OA tit
utcomes. and the tc hoot and itt teacher+ -tie tespontilik lot tucti direction,

go mg and &chariot-0.mo*. NOle that vie haw WI said ihi tetpontibihty
v. a% ...defy that ot the phyOval elfiseathin teat:her, No ouch pletition it tenable.
the 0,104611 education teacher and ptogtam ate in the tones of *itch a
*04:uliting poke++ Ng the influence of 0i1l teacher. alf&t. thew (Novo
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Potthetou these uuutifying changes go tin 43liffismotoly through life, anti
play always is an instillment. We nmy go isy too old to pint kfilate !ill we Watch;

the spedatot ilooligh the well known ptocess of kkuul tot, Nooses
lteliaSiois of a social natute and has modifications made 01 hi4 conduct: Ile will

ihnuigh the players be watches.

Kimball Young adds further evidence to dUs, lk says.

Recognition orate fact Mat the self arises hoot 'wilding up toles anti the
status iluli mbets tentifie ot us should cmisitice Hs fliM a full hfe is possible

on4 when %foe tecognite of others upon us 'this
Is tat 14' %hat . 10'6,014,s

hits the activities ot phy sfial education may het:stole fifinarkable InsItti-
ment for socialiration, lit games and in spons we kato to c=1.pect things of our
friends and we know our friends are e %paling things of us. We take on status;
we hecome persons. We rise and fall as we try to meet these expectations. We

team to judge anti to he judged, and when a friend fails to measure up, lets us
down in a tight hansom e, or fumbks 41 a erudal moment. we, hecatAc Mho%
have espeded things of us, are mote tolerant of him, We recognite his
weakness MA his tlespait because we share them, We do, that is a we have
played, it our physical edmatilm has been a full ow:. II is usually the persori
whose physical educainm has been tiegleded who is intolerant enough to shout
his abuse when players snake mistakes.

The full life is possible only when we accurately gauge our tole, and know
where we stand with sefetence to out friends, We play hide,and-gooteek,
dodgeball, tenhis tsr squash-racquets, and if we disappoint others we centiliter
tweet out mistake, *silk/taw from the game, or have ott MINS totgiatti, We
itisitt Oh one of. Me thtee happenmg. Lite is uncomfonable until one does, We

i4 ill go to kngths to make one of Oiese happen, The AN has its origin in these
tocutustances. Whew the ait h.,,o tatted, we attempt to Vethalite away Os
4:swisetritelKe4, iq to e4111441, We Alsk'ays WOO to be bght, to be well

thought of. And we. sit, Oil always succeed, The teognithihol the d aintS Others
have on us, ot of the tole others eyed us to play becomes sltikingly apparent
through the matesials with which otganited physical education deals.

the technupte tsf sociahration then begins to appear, The teacher must Milke
ki eat what is expected, he must insmid us in the 414e of the tools Mat will meet
this expectancy. and when failute Mends out efforts, he ifittfit phiVhfr oppotitP
nity suitable to out capacity fot estaNishing a satisfying equilibtium with our
fellows.

Young makes it esen more esplkit when he says that "social and emotional
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mannny I itineved f nil y A.War, 01 Ireedom has a cairresponiling sense of

responsibility ' lit yaws ,,) ?i a bilk dance, Ihr participant hail freedom nid
wonsitiony ; Ile cam( -11 her It was Ile Om was casight off the bag ,1

ilablied Ito inashat 4hin, hii Hoek, or who forgo to "NO and lan
When ssne eau, ,ivtly of this soil he ha% freedoin, and U it takos

responsibility to pro4lec ,o4i.aotty theo he has 1101 also. Ilk AC(itrA.

1 konve important to this eAos, trie-st 4)1. even to !hi, s.); pluyv

cola Inol os, t retttin evade his 40,114-44joarkilt) and 1.xe'
must see Iho II 't2.rfts. aye the ftue :t4.1-tes are styli

Set tn:11 i q11,04,11,

I4l1i thi ssakIin tht
ihe'y proside a IaltlY4,-L
ur.s ptesent tempw-c,i

anl useful stimuli Iiit

flollig TheY Ipline
Jowth iqspliti41 oily ftiager," MI I

is uncettair, wlictc Likewins
enine ksho is s pert at it,,s,-01 00,1 splendid

inatuting perscoality.

It ts ssittitn these Where teta,- nJ teachMg is i)oportant. had teaching will
be WO hi this socialirio, pis:L.04s. It will permit cgon,4n, n take charge of
mirs1c, cowardice and unhai,,,.:,s born of consistent falluo,0Apread in Who's.
and woode lack of plosieilm.,011 to be the lot of iItCW, (14E4-teaching will by
paying attention to the lash vis,Al differences. selozt and rtiteli those activities
holding most promise tor sm.) -ihitiont it Will be impatient with mass activities
aod prefer small groups where i4dividual growth can be noticed; and it will help
each individual undergo IN sticialiting ptiscess hi the end that he attains his full
share of maturity.

In a routine where deioerttIc personal relatainships are expected to be the
basis of the culture. fi Is out 4i0 Much In Op& tbia all of the areas within a
cutoculuto w ill be copal* of rtok Mg a ver)' real and demonstrable contribution
nt %nal desnmratic 100% lot Its the individual. Cati a contritaitatn he made to

such democratic living throigh ph)sif,:al educatani?

If the interpky of posovoloy Wristantl found ott the play held CAM he
propetly directed4 the held, thc coutt, the pool, the out-ot4sloors can he most
significant its lahOlahities ol the dettliiitatie Phie-e%%, CoMerNay men eon be

taught to hate cash other, to hold others itt disrespect. to Mkt ad s,.antage, to "gel
the other guy, to nurse wial prejudiees. to seek advantage, all through spotl.
In oat, .00111e 411 thew lanerqualities are necessary, American men Canna* fight
the eueth) %id) kid Ones. no:Anse ike MIA wisi wat sce may hate to forsake

some of Mil notions in dean toothed. Activities can he ihsen and

taught in physical edueation in suds a *say as to produce these fighting skilk
Ilia if the essence of the democratic way is to be measured by the quality of Othr
respect for the Other personality. then organited school and college physical

edueation programs should he held strictly accountable for the kind and quality
of welling through their activities, Nothing may be tolerated that does not
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pinkie the ottiiilent PIIIt ikepr '413.1

:tiItu III uk 11 lie Ilse,.

ttiiJ r kWh'
opponociir., lot not wal perNotol itS at-
the !oil kill& taut% arising oul cf %elk'
edliek01111 rtitarsks it into the ci liter 01 1,

activities IIaVe a rich itolential ilnectt vat', then

I it I, the &filth:talk

Ns,s lug puieess, a
.q.iior---ititm through and f"

'11 v nature of physic.o
2_ Physical ethic:Moo

,...,ithert play prisoner's
have *Ith toll the tealisin they can innvict
vithialy ikappeatv. Catalog ;11 a tuNinur
thiaighk 4,0.e !bow ill the vittotti t A I iicIt at:
scliono`cmgamired rhy sieal education riot ,

oatward ditection ot coutscutusliess puluts
player becomes N4I iiiihJ Iti 1'1Ia1 hi:

hittiseli and his *ikoiitio, th101101 Yid)
ereall%0 abi ill the dance, tIii ii ccvit ol
thIn iso psychic integration. Richards
ally in helping the personality- tht has heeii;
intereq: &vire., and tesponse.."

,usr ; ti a handball gismo:,

7' -'!' anall chancv for any
Tr, i ties ,17,-,41Itolly the ittoterilat nt .1

tt, - taught rotinitg: au
.!iiho'L 11111 aolitistralun late

little u ni tulle tot
'i.k:uitly when they ate

cotaribu-
-:.; L ttitt play is our greatest

no tine outgrowing in its

Smite ol these results occur strikingly tin a physical esitteation
for the handicappoit Victims of infantile r or the bow,
heart Meets, and others hio frequently othir lo t I I h I III receive a physleal
educatiim are sumietinies put MI the shelf MIMItTritle not only
whatever thatculat tissue anti %Winn!! witty , into they develop those
completes and grievances vharacterkuc II appears possible

to allay all this through an individuadited Tivslic a doeatioli, The ViCIIM of
paralysis who hates all things athletiu . who tt, inokuomcoopletely introverted and
thus selfish and intolerant, is taught to ANIift -Fie -fv,tp,t2I with inner swimmers,
he heeornet, ittasu ;Hiving men, he Iiiod% a IWO, ,4Y ct ii Mg. Ile is well along
toward a 400.11 rehabilitation he needed hadix. The blind Can he taught to
dame. the deaf to pits gainev, the nervotivi kiwatile cakil arod throw, The

end results seem to be lifirstits/M. tu Nu 'Mc rOnade personalities,
Mem Are unesplowd opponunities ahead indut tsla tvilcd ehrc3iron of
the handieapped. We have only begun to tneiitio ts it

1.e.k.uh1le of the values a well planned ph.v.ii ;Anon will form to the
individual ate the simple rim one gets I ti Aid dancing ;mil the
ektnental satisfactions from having used leNtri", without having heen
bored. Pun in itscli. i Villnahle: Life need neAtiiill7yt,sentons Inkiness, We pay a
heavy priee for a laugh, We went to s+4.1evim joy when it conies, out way.
Those rhino are obviously attainable through physical education aetivities.

The filth type of learning. suggested as Ow hotory an4 eontemptarary maws
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and relotainshir. 4,1 the C1 i s I ties , Indds some promise in its c:ontrihtihint to an

ethicated lire, hole I mooted hi hilVe kahl, "citt,e me natty children at Iln

gales 01 the stadium itl al reveal the world to tr,111111 Ile te 111141011111,

to the contempootty reitsionships sr the activitie, that went tni in the stadium
aud me stadium iNelf. of what design k the building? What were its antece-

dents/ Why do people build and use stadiums? What values have games? What

or die history or the wora is reflected in the structure and the tiles to which It is

port 11 behooves the teacher to explore, to miss no opportunity to further the

process al megroing 0114;ilowledge told activity, The dance, alone, priwkles as

rkli an oppottunay for 4loticomitant !earnings as any othernspect of a physieal

educatioa. Daneing hi my Non Noires music, employsdrsign, may be itself a

eteative ail, mai In ik Interptetntive aspects draws its ideas from life and

espresso them mough tiw,aoistry or its movements,

1"torn class in physical. educloion or social science may come the need for

knowing of the nature and eXtelli of recreationat facilities in a community.
Some one, somewhere, may ask of the relationship between playgrounds and

juvenile delinquency, An insight into the study of human behavior under stress

may be an outgrowth of the relationships between physical education and
psychology. There is material here , not all of it vital, notall or it interesting to

all persons. The possibilities, however, have lively Nen touched.

The sum and substance or these potential contributions to an educated lire

point unmistakably to one thing. If the school harnesses these natural activities,

uses them as a fundamental avenue or learning, Calls the teaching or them

"physical education," then it must tecognite the ingmhance of skilled leader-

ship with sound scientific training. Wipe out every teacher and every program

or physical education in schools today and the physical education of the race

would still go oralbeit in a primitive fashion. The organited school Is a

product or eivilitation. It hendsalan's drives into social asest it hopes to make

the 'min himself integrated and complete. This hope makes necessary the

teaching of physkal education> !ha games alone with notdo it. Just play without

a plan, Without thought, without direction, will make littlecontribution beyond

the organic values to some or the moreeomplicated probkms of personality we

WC In !May's sehool or college. Physical education teachers should know

what thcy are doing. They should be students of thescience of human develop-

ment and educationists in the best sense of the word.

Thus physival education mates its contributions to the educated life> To

attain them the program mast he democratically administered and individually

tame; its games loot eittk. From false values and unsound practkes; its

oat v ti es must base values that are most readily harvested by the participant. If

we',om develop that game, that contest, that activity in which the individual is

u " not as a means merrily but as aft end" the-tithe foundation upon which the

supentructure el educational value may be raised will be safe.
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is the Meacning of
the N{ in Education?

Leaning is the:- ist 4d loom c4ong outcome of Lac physical eduottion
(aktieriett,v Throtaa ataverielt, otic ticvelops unders4inding of oneself and
tine's wow Onc kora% valuas and cxperiencex beauty has fun, Physical

taltwatioa lets harwq mittpuellencc to persons of oikely differing 01,11010i,

Hut to be fruit, gthwational, tit! Viiysieal education experience must provide

r."1"ities ft/r iefteCti thinking and Amy for lir imelleetualliing
ata.0,4 toms. ta, (hi!' qiiIrlirlcirir criteria bv. which the edueatkinai

value m .0 i rItsual viocation program can be judged.

rher0 iltAtt who believe Mit tutre is no thinking involved in movement,
PIO now= ii tr,appei, thv WitlifIC that stuticuts arc taught. not to meet

and .the pritif,to Ir., but to t irto liMIsn a 4crir1 reflexes that enable them.
411 wolitirittr, tthti to foltd oirrtkieit feet rather than on then'
Lwo, Portv;1.1untm at a gmne i of -,,,thltegies ptatirud and

difft;:tillies-Niallift group 0.771,Nyer; ofoiwothe will of the 6.!0:011 who

(too, thavog. ,,vki le the vitiaQatS dokklitiwiravt; modern autecitt Fieen
Iwiciraii.f. for ivii-'441 sht 5eaC4Or:tkc00,A,:tilv'1144tFaC. iftles the choreography.

dcwtmfmtle ttr Ow, rv0N-01,hts, Ott OtAt tltit!4 0,1,;*], tiesign, and -puts dancers

throw!,

&ire, 5dVCI(j i i Iht foUndirlIt of the

,,'.ci,114,141 ..O8-z;'.1o,.3eatte::,.Wohtnitloo, April 3. 1070,
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Ther! are places, t-von tsere this pictu. ol molt inking is not
overibwvti. Some teachers work toii the "'day's t viler" rior ulpht before,
plarnitt every Minnie of every horr, The resulting actisripss involVe the
indctiol very little iti ii nkig-wInt thitiking does occtir ilt won attitudes
tokklutfINe activity. Students can be found dashing limn swim l ,tation its
-they eir-,:ult train it a tezehevddelnined cadence mil wittstie-Tamcinated
intervals We have scores of teachers, coaches, athletic- or ,patsrs.i4-IL three,

tors, whobelieve thcycan sa,lve problems better than can- the moiliciorrY teach.
This grood larceny, this then ot the tight to Mink makes ratoceri, of :.-rything
we know of education,

This onlimunate frodilion of inTrotinking in inoviste in .;; aid dew=
tooted. To aalamov Uut arn,oly at the stint of one plus C.4.: feg011sr.1htmthl Nit
counting- ten push4ips cation requite is the height of abstird,o, giNflels" ate
supposed to be -trainee, '' -Vitness" Is supposeo to he ,o,zrs-vtavt: al. The
reflesei, tire supposed to take over when "activity"' i, assump.
tions remind Ui of Dcwo s caustic Aescriinion; "Thc Men, stand quality of
current customs perverts .ioarning trto a willingness in foliow -where others
point mc way, .alto conortmty, constriction, surrender of F4ktinicism and
experiment, . We think- ol the insolent coon:ions, the insintaatmg-briheries.
the pewrogic sirtemnities tvhichlie freshness of youth. minthinided and its
vivid curiosities dulled. Katuation hecomes thc an of takinriActoantnne of lie
Itelplcs:soess or the young."

our discipline is ealled phoient vifnetnion, and the. natio ti important as
the adoetive_ The adtectivephyoiva/---describa ihc utelon- The noun
edoeutthnfells what happens, Physical education-means thiri someone is
educated: to be educated means to be itble to think; iv:envelop Illenbility to think
we must give people the opportunny to think. This naums that they will weigh
sailues, make choices, solve probleins, rei*on vi* conscspaoces. plan a
MUM or actimr. test hypotheslens4(ti!O itt,wric iind.ct,sne
Any other kind or "edot:atoortF ov-vpitoue" r -iitwicnboral, 'To judge the
educational value of any eXplitiMe properly, ow Mutt eiatUlte the tonal
experiencethe performance rtpell, the events and uUS lending up to the
Nrformance, the choices tutIth dorow the nerforinvc,T, mtelte conclusion
cetised from the perforntanct Atuhletama- lw usehe alt When
enwerbent is viewed in such c fflct it ha, airtattitg, us .oaritme one
wiped of physical education ealleri.thez Liv 1 f llostratro,

Disputes are inevitable ttt oltIv i r .1.4;toot;: in lnysient

vatucation. Perhaps the Fame acugulam atmajT4c haiu,,,Jturecter .sfal' ploy tiring
them -tilnnit. How are theysertlect!'Obviouwi- v rims sways: Ihey can
belettkd by fists or loud- voleus .. fly rultdkrmi-oa*,elling ormtfighUng
methods of passion. noi of reason, dot sumnrt mreht unarequirc strength
miter than sense.
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One step above that level is lir rely on odes. Rides are the crystallim ion Iff

past esperienCe, WC Nue learned ways by which the activity goes hest.and haw

pat thetn Into rules, When an argument comes op, we omsalt the is
analyte our intetpretaboo, and tile dimwit+, cao he ,.tettlett: This inotivc, yoov,:7

tictive than strength,

liot there is still a higher level of adjusting inattrns, Titt parties inviovet...

with time, patience, and sonie regard for each Offers Interests, !Mood te

wilhog to think through the disputed simation, sec rim elements in ii weloihrhe
values involved, attl come in a decision in terms ofthis particular, and it,trotos

novel, set of circumstances,

An Interesting illusinukin of this pieisibilii 1441 ht. .`,Itiund in the
tournament basketball game iii which the wutwo cvas awarded a oneport
victory even though the referee had himself shoriov one pointl I et1111c ieb*M-

tlik way: In the final quarter of a game in a tottmarsern that Meant quite

the teams and the communities, a oae.shot :tow AN's called on A. Wten

stepped up to hoot the foul, Ihe referee notired,fw-tt MP caught on the riot.

Taking the ball, the referee flipped it through via firtaskei, disengaging the rat,

The 44:Orekeeper looked up Just n time 10 see hot hal letitning flown.through tbf

net and. thinking a point had beta scored, marbeJil Wine credit offll. AgbatIK.

the referee had shot the point and 13 had not. 'rho voas not a4414
OW the final few minutes, and infer the game A's tram !mooted. TheletioNse,,

however, signed the scorebook with the false senr-amlidkl not ask theitianian
resualeplay in 4M overtime perks'. Prom then otume pituation hcearveletrar,
warmed Li to play the game over, or at least tie /aft nintarres, 3 Itertoed,

Townspeople became involved: peon! e ro(Wsitits. "rtrooteltiquesttort waw,diti

It win or was the game a tie? The facts were cleartilatbanor4ms hatiarattatit

pints and the referee had score- one point4 wkidii bad entirn . t:settted tv 13,

Now suppose students had Fi hart II Itt the dr4Jqihte'w,telrotest. WolsOoo,

srmation of this son Ise an ex cc; I left chance to a blow st aermaindwfornaceallnd

vital thinking? Perhaps an noeuthly c011d he,tint t Virgil lime tvoloninn.of
Ihe issue could be aited. It eokiht,h: penned ont ía Itmoloi of keefolg'i41,211,Th)

that

I. The scoreboard showing a point advantage i last few otrinutcs..a

different strategy was nizied front the one that wmikt have hero itroldela
the score had been lied,

2, The game was over and the official said B had. woil. That is obat. tfarkam,

ate for and their decisions are final.
3. There would be no time to play theiturre tntrilolure theneNrotottottiunt
4. The Commissioner had sustained the t=aatitott,tie.;ortiefsoto legit/1,4+4Y

and that B was legally the winmr,
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()it the °diet sale ti idil ilitnied that.

11 hod not won, h at score was really A-34. 11.34 . l(cleiee I ,

2, 1.0 hlk! Ole .00111, s h1141ke something that mouthy did nia belong to II,
Despite all Me 1)00 ;111d 0111001 111141,10011Si tho generous and courteous

thing hi do *mild have been to plit some, ii limit nIl, Or ffie gurne over,
4. No matter what decisions are madc, no one will ever believe that II wou

the game.
3, I low wonlI 11 tcel ainou ii if the tables were turned?

II' these and Ater arguments had been presented , the students could have held
a reterendom. Alto thotough diseussion a vide ovoid have been taken hi which
the playets and the shWitth hotly alike eould have been asked to decide:

1
Shall the devision Awarding the game to It stamp

2. Shall part of the gmle be 1,layed over?
3, Shall all of the game he pl a)cil over?
4, Shall the ea!, he ruled a tie

It would have ,=lecti interesting to sce what the student reaction would have
been (0) 10 the &Atte ;old discussion mkt tbi to the (ippon unity to vote on such a
matter, Actually such Areisions arc so rarely left to the students and are s)
frequently ser IWO iv reminoril y hy adults that lme wonders how the chance for
enhancing the edneittimal content of athletics can he s1) completely missed.
Surely, if wir me goitrt to teach, we moil encourage decision making. The
student most he r iven chance to judge, to weigh. to evaluate, to test his own
powers of thinking,

Von hernime . m vievk or the fact that thinking is the process through which
meanings are nzre loped and tested by firsthand experience in problem solving.
one must riot Ornore still another opportunity to make a contribution to intellee-
tual development through the physival education experience. Many movement
patterns perwit the indivklual to develop nonverhal abstractions and relation-
ships itivolvios dine. sruce, force. design. and form, Such involvement calls
for study, thought. and malysis. It calls for the discernment of tvlationships and
the emotion of meanings and represents an acceptable form or creative inteIli .
gence at wotk. It is obvious that dance makes use or such opponunities. but it is
possibk l'or this to occur in other activities as well. When people ure encour-
aged to solve their own problems of movement, many exciting and wonderful
things happen,

to solve prohlettts; to reflect on past experietwes; to reckon with come.
quenees; to understand relationships; to act independently; to plan a course of
action; to undertake a project: to synthesize. summarize. and concludethese
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things chatacte rite learning and reflective thinking, It is the job or the physical
education teacher to provide students liberally with opportunities to engage In

these proeesses rather than do Me thinking for them. This principle applies toall

!Mills itt tetieltitip, ChnIleleinentiny school activity to Intercollegiate athletics.
The More the stinkin is Involved, the more educational the activity lends to be,
Thinking is not just talking, it is nrt just reviewing last Saturday's film in a
"skull session"it is the involvement of the total individual in a process that

makes demands 01 his or her ability 10 reason,

If, as a regular pan of Me physical education program, students llre HilOwed
to share the planning of the day000lay experience; if discussion is held on better

ways of doing things; If conduct is appraised for Its consequences; If Issues WV

made a part of class understanding: ir the day's work Is consecutive in relation
to a larger project and 1Ioes not Insult the Intelligence of students by asking them

to change Melt-direction every five minutes or by giving them drills dun require

a minimum or thought, then there is educational value in the program,

This principle poses a serious problem for modem athletic programs, particu-
larly the games of baseball. basketball, and football. The coach flashes Ole
signals, calls the pitch, tells the batter where to hit, directs the running or bases,
sends in a play with every down, calls the defense strategy from the bench, sets

tip the playing combinations. If coaches dld not do this, the game would surely

be less than perfect , But we want nearly perfect play because we want victory,
and for this we pay a heavy pricethe player is denied the opportunity to learn
many of the finer points of the game and, more important, Is denied the right to
make decisions, lest his or her judgment, and thus /earn. The more the adult
control, the greater the depreciation of educational value. A wise plan to put
coaches together in the stands during the game. and thus give the game back to
the players, has been ignored. Yet, player control of the game has great merit

and is surely worth a try.

One of ihe aims or education is to give learners such control over the methods
of living in sodety that they will become increasingly independent of instrue-

lion. 'this means that teaching should be done so well that students can quickly

learn to he self.directing and self.propelling. Students should be given'a chance

to think and aet without constant suggestion, correetion, planning, and climb
ing from the teacher. One can no more overlook the necessity for cultivating
skill in thinking through physical education than onc would overlook the
development of organic integrity. The whole person constantly confronts us.

Is it ethical for some to use the term phyAreol education to describe what they
do, when so many of them have only a vague idea of what the woN1 edueorlim

means and really could not care less? I believe that the term phyr?:al education
has great and significant meaning. I thought that it was understood by all my
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colleagues and coworkers and that our programs were evolviug clearly in the
directions American education was, and is, taking. Itta I was mistaken, We got
just so far and then stopped and, in sonw places turned back. There [cumin
today only a few thousand among us who, without an ounce of deception, can
Nee the wothl mis educatiffs using the experiences front the motor world of
gymnasium, pool, and canip as the mewo hir educational development, All
others have fallen back, either intimidated or enchanted by the draculian
dichotomy of "physical" fitness, Or they find it comfortable not to educate in
any dynamic and planned way bat to seek comfort in the sleezy arms of that old
mistress whose coal l'or thiise arms has embroidered across it that horrendous
cliche about the sound body housing the sound mind, This Is the babysitter's
view of physical education,

All we have to do is intwide a sale lefuge tor the inind---and it Is the only
thing that counts, So we exercise om kids, God, how we exercise them and drill
them and wave their arms and bend their torsos and hark at them and test them!
Back COMO the gynmasium full of apparatus, back from oblivion comes
physical training. hack from limbo comes the drillmaster with his perspirometer
to measure response to his silly commands.

We tried but we didn't quite make itat least a lot or us didn'tand we still
unethically call the resultant hodgegiodge a program or physical educathm.
They are not educators: they are conditioners, The -good workout" Is their
stock in trade and the performance and/or score of the ballgame their most
popular evaluative devices. These people still call themselves physical educa.
tors. They are not. They are physical trainers, like dog trainers or horse trainers
or exercise boys for horses, or they are professional entrepreneurs whose only
concern is with the "gate,- the championship, or the perfection or the skill.

Why this blast? Because insofar UN my own human frailty will permit me, I
detest unethical practice, and when a man or woman calls himself an educator,
particularly a physical educator. then I insist he know what education is, what
the goals or education are in this society, how the educational process works
best, the relation of education to thinking. and in short. wherein lies learning.
The noun educathm is more important than the adjective phpical. The latter
merely implies the means, the media, through which we educate.

This is an old argument in our field, and maybe we are at the stage now where
we ought to resolve it. Maybe we ought to stand up and be counted. Maybe the
time has come to separate into two campsthe educators and the trainers. I
have nothing against physical conditioning. It Is great for those who need it. It
ran be good therapyvven good development. Call It physical conditioning.
Call it physical exercise. Call it anything you want. But don't call it physical
education. There may not be room for both in American education. Let us
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A Test for
Educational Value
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The Role of Physical
Education in Health

and Fitness
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three months olsP Osses one equoIr the scientific papth, appearing in the
collection from the Institute a Noinial itultian A ninsinly meeting in Rome in
1960, and boring the imptint of midi inkfilatiOnal names as Lamm,
Hoffmann, Simon, Wo Itte, iokl, Missuto, and the others *ho comtibuted,
with the prat* of those * ho run tfw estivise emporiums k* money and *ho are
aihettised as our greawst physical educators"? Does one equate the sound advice
on cirreitpe omen, ittint twthe physiologists such as Karpovieb, tcrnhaui
or Mayer wnh opportunistic entrepreneurs who *mild not know the myocap
dium from owen

But ye *ode: Ow problem What is the tole ot physical education in
health and times*, Let me see if my vets ion ititit anctetnnc any% here Ilea
yout

In the fltst place the need tot activity On the pan of the human organism has
been %tit estahlislied, thwumentatiOn or this is iiiinccvssAty, The esiiknee is
dear, Man is an aCtivt MANN and activity is imponam to his growth,
development, and survival: The need t(it exertise is here to stay,

Out Oppartinly Whirr dist* nin care if bit hest one4te s the activity 44%404,
the lone the atlivi y fates s biologically usimpoonto as long as nottiaero
done, /tun aftiiindliteititoitt, play foot6all. dant. *Jig', otos climb a toirgilsone
pole: The heart deem tii tare. Musick does nor cam- '14ei tutus *Nimbus,
which isAmoy initortaut4illida in maintaining vi wantOak(4141101 * iscoral
chaos deo AN OW wlitiNg it is to0 in basketball trn or 'WOW); 400

it is tisest tniipeicidat Stitngiti i %SW ittl'Attel to Mita thq esiI
*OA WO %Nth wise f %eti, 'Waft skits thin S'Aft VAI Wit Vin vital
rfitc Sitength,hulltitv activities can be anyinitift lid huilds sttengthand
thus they Ned to have othe purpose no other owaning. no distend*
telationship to anytime significant ester* strength men.

I am Atuid Mit is the son of thing that some are cal* ''physical"
son ot muscular 110,01qinw m Out comes (tom semi:se and that can he used lot
any pi/mow at the disevion of the posses**.

In thew toms thee *NM be telethely Ire* problems ins oho, in making the
whin mogul/04 smolt lost gst At mdIswt school children to esetvising with
sufficient sip* anj keep them it it and we will iktsimphsti Nit Objtctitie,

Thett ansi Only Isssi thirsts laisWifi ssiin this omotsw tAtttise isonly partially
responsible for fitness. and swag* ii only one of the (siiktritii it physical
ethicaton.

Oaf *Cif 11044,00r p lowil*r§,otot etiocolork, thii,Iveder fhloffut4 phYkical
eitSictitits and *WI inif fisVis have tifititainitai that (*It iS MON to fitig.s than

"



111m*k,k, %%wool% :%%11vIvitkv 4.%1It Ito Itl It% 1456 tiv.*Vt.tli0111111V* it* `11411

Vkmh Ui ivet8t %It I* :11,14,' It% Itith;11011-** 11

nurtie. the ,titittl wk1 Nrio 11 tkvtill vtto,.111,v4 tii 04041,ItilI04.

Aml II iihne4h'e agrecti tkat al 4 Ilqh Sod ;tidy it
00041%.thorl Ittt'oeCtit! 1 IIIN tIti .111 ttliter done -"Hi egi yettit.
Alt$11141.iflOil the " dui itt.diat. W00% iiwki 4114."4/1411F1 TIOV 4441-

form ii4 t*-% en cimpowto 4.11 441 0,11111,11 .414! 1 41041414,10 flithet

41141 41e ttion4411 nneMere.04te1Ii 1 tiv.v

I Ilit01/4111 4*q.4104,' heAth 46:0/.100eni %Oh tictoftl 49.1 Me 4114i...4lim n
plescrit kriesisics4V,

2. Stith...Writ ivotillthtlioti, sIteloti, 001 coIl:01!,, .fiiiereiketes, «It
4s th,4' '-:54zitoiviii:lik 441 f144

i:,;,111P11(1titl St00.ily the Stt0s,04 411.' ',NAM of hie:
111,4.: roloSIV*t ui t %1" it II t to the tkNuirerberitS

byOisip
nrk1 oil01 1, 114,41,e Wikilitt% alttl ittlie A

totaihi: 10kii.103*

1t: URN 1110 Sikilt %NO 1.4mcipjljon this

.1441,,.

7 11,.,frritu.i1i4,04:itioi i iaItfr' iiI ikh Will theiotite
oil kleo.7iuti; voteirt):

N.1.A4 ss hp( 414I, otilk4f410111i141,.. fit 41.4 witi W00% 4% 4 c44-ilhed Hi

ihookc UjiiI r 1 , to (do ioiWitp go tin wovtl I tI ottly thtog thig Itt,tkeN
411 V4104.110118 011140Aoit! it %%otild 14j5 phlfrocitl

thanimig: 1041 111.4. iv 14 t *441 ;out kience hetAten the tiA0!

In OW '44MVNI1441 peknhat anJ n441 Ciejay 11/141411140144 4P4Mthination if$1

pht wI 1.'44 vitiovr 1104? 11144tri edwothm hesfrowl ot grod imr4n1Aruo= H I "
INC tittitic thing at% 114iltitigphysto4 It,IHIng IlI Ifutliflg HMIs, ii4s1
it*ti 11401 4 Jog 01 4 poft Kotto

\I4l%1l 01 4141 0144441104t isikaligitgit lit 11401 1%.41410 littlYet 111411 litolkoh410
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IMMO the games...volts, 1t4d d,oke ettIttitatts initiottant to otit riee ;And it is
ittipootolt 10 10110A the dittetetwet

isioCAn% ioinneh the wilat'itiVN 01 hotifan :MO Ilponor: It means to

help the iltdu,sI gam ineteasing poswkipm ot himself' ;od hi sossew, it

Meant 10 tr4:4PoutAte litsi:ultiore.. to itesisert 104 ir% IC" r! InV4tkt4, to gi

him onotn4 , qv/ thc nisI'o1 tit ittit mull tag II marod Nay Ifi

the cii4114,70 ol CAW4ti011 Fhw' iievriortherel al it 4! lioVrilie. 01 poWc-f%

thought. oi the 4: jp4eit tor reliestion, ol Norton tots'att, 1141844 40 V4111/Cinil
e 10 dovIoit Me 1111101 &4 taI tilkg III41$11t, Uk 4. 10 %Cie:114 hi ititeSa

hi erilithkr VinlVilliettlt. sitogise noHg AltrroatNr. them wily be inlict
de+ottillion. o c1ttc,404n, hut in Ow main tho- ol 4/Vsathe r.dattonship

tiOtwoott the and his e nth-00MM In %him thr Ionir 1+, aliocktd to gain
*OW perWIlill 001111111 OW dna untkfthtlidifig tit tho Otte by the ettnlYation or

inhetent withth hint Mkt. to tiiiike hint fit irttte whit. the #amictettee
desoihed: Wm to do this. lk eanihn do it us c311,1 and d Ilk goes on be

powet to the point where be ...in, I kit rhb adds thk thoughh

-Me toms teaming may then he applied to tiny fkrOVEN%
rtilOntial 'wow Meaningful, dung e iiitlflti Ate distitilittated
ssith re.pect Ist porolihic Meaning. And the lite:I

It .4, e tri 04, me.totttgl 4. the ha vie Ittiohlinghbitio 01411411y Oen!

11141 101111% 111 4 r''011IftitlitIll Of wing-i1fln141nm iI t waning 11411cto limy he

edited Ic4fning e.pvtiettee.: Any VA potiowv., tko, %Ankh II viin.e.pietkv OlIti
nteAttittglithte.. "trktra.e. Ability to iliteet the oothe ail milt.ealitent epet1 .
etke 1iti hi ealled an eihkative et petienkt.

Now if physical ofwation rneatrs that sottoc,,ne I, tik-410 thtough at hy the

"phy.kAl" operteke. or in 4 "p4tI44I" envtiontoont, Oro 11w twerience
.hould he pht.liktite 01 the youhtits docrilvd in the 4ertil(tis On this
hopotO $)øe thik hAppeit? -ay Afit Ot h). &tiff!? N4,4!*-7 j,4 IlitI 1110

ethleinnin 4 0014INCN Once throot,th I prtywal 01114411011 eveticittiv, 41 kot
in I1*ti Itii1t 1tI%1r1a thi. 1. oot *bid Me 1011101m motion oi

itipl#, !Whipaa the only relation ittiyvital oltkaithin /14' 111 0114.14h41
turtetiottoo ln pity tUol tt iillit4ri ttl iii11141111W1+41110 OfMfttIlI 041 II 4411 teedllitt

111,V1111111111111111/Vitrits tmlmt to beton* rih,oraI 1hta i. the Morrill I*
*mini h* hi *Itieh tat hOlfi0 4441 71101101d "1-1011,41. " i1tt t the athiont tik'koto,

11$41 kw i1ia $x4 it. nom', laity. To nutty remit' in phy.kAl
aor4 ki MAIM limo othet f$k. oho %AOC% 1140111 the phytkAl Aliklakm
operieniv loom lam on4 mew impottos dun the oltgoihtnitl oho,
Phivol *Agit% come tir t4h4hiI41 %AWN 4 poor vcontl, And only
vmeththst p0104 howl* lit come along,
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It shoiliki he cleat, lio$A v et, 641 it' Oat (it view is hdtt th-to it is
Ittx*rtttol It+ uw th ittii p/h vk'411 etho.litqt 111v. tctItt 4toulti pity,tictt/
t"ttthittt.:, or plo),o4.411 t'i idil iv w tua n tkamwTioitt,
oho ints POO I% the 1114011-INee hell 4 iV4i, rototkiMe, and de ototc.trahle o( ton-

chip to its .ithclawe hoist tie %lc:whited ot the sthy.teal edwattott curricula,
Someone must he eiltk:ate4. lictuvational omit:moo Mot he sought. plasm!
64. uuiriu tnt. ohl sIbuttiod.. 'rho' 111114 he 41( rime eiott:e , iui sccondary or
if)4:01.411t41 %Obit* physical citric..ation poyrAiu

WhAt I,J f 4ll Ii $411$1 he licirisidelv$1 ettocation4! The rliswer lb
tohetem to the itUolotti. Only those evetteoce. that detmatict thiniting will
procloc'e thiniong! Only that Isin41 ot turttcloittott that teolms the *ttolent
weIgh. to (oleo. hi shill, 14 $11 rwochWe thote q It *411 tt tIg Kely that
they will he protrucett try the knitl tit at:ticity in s% Witt piirpvipating
todisichial doec oot beetime insolved to write problem totintring solving,
es aluating, thinking, Can leant liAK, the ettanie s$11e some tit its twirl
rkthlettt%. ttr- mot the tmatztt ilk:1)N di re.1 the !strategy. eall the ploys',1 Can a
:las+ heetinte instilet1 in seeking tlestraltle %onetimeb hoot their sictok?
40.11. ldigiiu. metal integration of t stutlent0 WW1 rotomo
t.'4f1 tI &whim, to cheating at gi11110*, SP1)(1%10:11100. VAC% in Itiliki, and
to atrpteetatoin ot good play!

twetteme in 4 MCI1 voneeivell physieal education program can akl in the
v01011011 14 torch prohlenti, 11w un4 rstattcling ist integrative proceoe. and the

MAW 1411 the r4s$$$101214z41. ft..)(htsIttil 'tot! , anti tidier finvetiorial eletoonts
11140 chitiment van he enhanced through physiNA thlwatilm iritiirOftruintA
usi suerigth, ability. kV1IfiV, tia101, at,.4 ttr A:A(Qh:IM! 011e-7440,0*
piOPVzs in the '41iMN411iii 11li r 1t41.s kt,0::00eV1ng, 4311014,mm

lewtong 141 live

410

Art 414,, iktI- the ei tek,t-w or thew elt pale itec,o 4in oeal eifigul
tItli&11± 114 the Aittott v'tettirit with 4.4 litite.,A. .iiiIIi Loki of plicAtoil eotottIon
has 411 $111Its$410$ht teliihnii P¼4 Irrik`04

11111 041 10 Os sow *lop Itar9vi 'there Is 11ititt$IN, fti More 1tltlnLl ruiiniktn
iiKing mit OW41011101 Itl ettmi 1101 III 4Npelli$1# 411$41v*Iifentiot fltig tislo-

sit detitttoak It hai. Not tattl that ow '$$1.$11$.), MOO OttOt-ho

phmc414, mattaIl!4, nii cnitilOralrc invo-ist for krteri4.att

How slo you ito ithout 4et,wItopitg thw oiataies: 14 marching ihilltnt.
orivi`mt m tss*'s unJ 114.41% 14440 hhc. iiisperconal waretvi%ion ol liii am-
thowatimt J0111,84441 Ito cooing, the Northers while the ichnus may they sinty
he p4fed tiniket hoicilom shot telc4ttt1 lotto It vow rieVef
oohing lit d:t *OH the Vv.'s, thew livev! thhi i badly o



satisfying experience in adaptability to group living, hardly produetive of the
spiritual and moral qualities ncetkd hi live wise y4tilly in a dentocracy! This
sort athing mo temporarily produce some muscular strength hut it is ako very
likely to produce emsaional and pediaps even spiritual trauma,

Ireserve the demo:ratic way. to toting the oncooung generations into a
clear liflentamling of its meaning. to develop a deep and unmistakable sen-
sitivity what tkmocluy really is--ahis i compelling challenge, The
program of physical ejlicathin canmo afford to Pe caught napping in this
respect. Mir eian ttbc fowid guilty of teaching by precept of practice the ways of
behaving and thinking holt ate characteristic of authoritarian regimes:

Wc 114%e said that schook in general and physical education programs in
paniesdar have Always Nen Used as imatumenrs of political and social power.
One shudders at the memory of the marching Ilider youthfit, strong, !tinging
their way through exercises and spons so they could better reflect the touching
ruthlessness tif the most inhuman ivginie the 20th century has known.

What social and political purpose then does 2.0th century American physical
education save h cannot be cultutally neutral. Opponunities abound in the
physical edueation program to pnwide expettettee with democratic processes.
It should he chaffy 4444 .kidd 4leatly untlershiod that tA long al physical
education tyrants .an, eimairalit in the currieulum or 4 school or college that
dedicated toile peryemalon of die democratic way no teaching or administra .
rive practice may. with conscience. demonstrate other and contrary vahies, The
autocratic e ripincal administrator is a bad as the authoritarian teacher or
coach, Itacli lh a menace, in his or her own way, to the planned intellectuali fed
approach to Om petpetuation of dentottaey through the sditiltil§.

In some prcgrams the uttJent. aft *ear the samc kind of uniform. go thmugh
the *ante exercises. count the *one eadenve tt+ they march. respond with the
same imposel replies, affect the same posturing as they go through their
exercises. They klinfotm, The, stodard is set, The Molls-vest!** Nat Outside.
Itota se It talies thl intellectual tesponse to "countailr and to wave one's
Mal almta in a ealistelite shill aimed al "physieal condition,"

It does, however, !None telf.initiated intelketual response to figure out the
straieti of a game att4 execute it, of to cmpose a dattee.Str tst plotthe cOurse
for an overnight hike h tequites self.initiated aettsity to make what one ha.
Nan shown on how to swim use how to tick a soccer hall, This type of activity
must come hum within and be willingly ennoen as rewanhng espettence> This
son of activity is within the cultural rrodiOon of 4 free people,

The oppontmity is here: Modern physical edtleatiott can serve as an elltlea.

243



tise espetienee in it can I ianki y and honorably commies, its claims to education

and Oiled its eneigies iii piodueing the sound bskly in whkh iii Ii u%l ht sound

nnuti Thstre is soniething pathetically unscientific how IhAcibut but there is

twahing dishonorable in it--Mcpt that s iut not iiNC the WM phpical

riiin Whin .

ut t eek the integrative d elotiment of the hok man, to be as concerned

ss ith his ethics as with his ph) siology, to he helphsl in his interpretations of

motives, to aid him in his thulerstinuf hit! a hinlign MOW, In help explore those

sleep wells of yearning within himsdf, to hdp him see that excelknce is mit

tocasaired Vitiolly by stnte*----these aft of the other meows within the

tradt J well Marmot physical ctucahoti curriculum.

And so we, at any rate, believe the role of physical educatkin in health and

fitness is clearand intivrtant, It is indispensabk to both. Physical iInin. on

the tuner hand, or merely inusck exereises for strength alone may, paradoxl.

catty, Ise ktoinictiVe of the many things they are designed to help. By their sheer

me.tninglessness and potential for bsiredom, and because they nre almost

invariably terminal experiences, and because they ofkr no intrinsic appeal,

they may be so regarded by the selklirecting indisklual to drive him away from

any desire to be fit or (tom any practice that may eontribute to his fitness.

We must he careful, not merely entholaok Not Om any activity its long as

it produces sweat and At tenth i educative in die rational Interpretation of that

wool, Roin modern physical educatkin programs we expect Wing values in

ontinuotti panieipationan accumulation of "M00% S01-0" IS not only

insignificant compact, w this Ma ittay 04.1104, tV defeating this goal,

Mrir.ti

I "A IIII it I Ow*, Iltifirtowqrki I AN Iwo» 2 7, no. 6.

s
140 C. Sitho at4 Move I ka.rt I ,tm, Ofiwt (4,4 Ore %Waft thoof tNot YotIt,

tt loth

t II ttio-Atri lhifthih *0*1 110ir I i recv for thivrAi+It Pie 44144 of /Jim tithot
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On Learning Values
Through Sport

Now, no lair peeking! Aml thits Calit0 to us the first adinonition 10 assure our
confotmity to the shindards of conduct with o hktt ginnel 1141V been played ill
our land. We %am not supposed to peek! Anyone should know that. The
gamewhat was it?ten steps or hide.and.go,seekpresumed a code or
honor numlatory upon us from the first ingam we heard the rules. There were
fo he no motions: One simply did not einemOn the idea of cheating. One
went fulhout for ones own !moor and later for the honor of one's own school,
After dn. there were only two I.,ites %souse than death, aid! 011e witS 10 he eallgtn

cheating at games!

With sortie reason. one might believe that this stkerssful transmissirm of
acceptable or traditional ethical values has been one of the reassuring and
remarkaNe phenomena of 010 age, Om comes to game.. whether Ntiekball in
Manhattan or dnek,on.the.tock in Orand Island, with the understanding that

i% a way of doing this. and one oould not. either as a MAW of principk
for self.presersAisv Masons, he one to violate the code, 'Tidy (MC "ithe
hint hi% turn,'' *'I mowt1 my hall in the tough," "I touched the channel marker
with the tip of my boom," has e beconw the csinfessions of commands Nanl by
all and %undty aS the standards of gentle folk hake been transmitted through the
Vane% and 141101h or Mit people,

Games have thus ken touched with 4 &saved halo of tumor. They have
become significant in life as espetiences a tint diticient Intin the market Mom

Poisiolsoti n 0,19,o, 11,6rOso NM, pp
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glatii,th,- ( "- inatillesIltet, to rope-skipper, or tennk player)

sets toot on the Itcht ot ploy the count ts assumed to be eurfeel, The Will

tie itttoui Ns tic or advattiagv th hip . Will fIll where they will, init1 if he loses

hecouse of the inesstrahle ((trees at work he will w ithhold his tors and his ahhi.

,Icknowleslge the superioots 01 his opponent , and later. join thin in it 1001 ittid

*otig 10 the hooey 41.,*% ,00testi,

Not +per hos the cy mei oi t e '*114e. pays finish last" penetrated an or sport and

deono ed il Mlle N01 yet 114s 11`3. sponsmon who plays with honor and with

F.:1%Ni "rill, item (or thz itiaitiqw.iit the g MOO riv.hts of the opponent

disoppeoivel hoot the Or.

)lt oloto,o, (Lim s aiiit sports toe ropidly liming their simplicity of former .

days thes eitnintinul now inte ,.ittrotion of millionsof people and dollars.

Vottimes are mode (tom hem 141noations built or ruined, The sporting goods.

mast') grosses w ithin the top 1:111, °Natured athletics in schools and coin.

%moues hose %nosed twin the striltile ciure ttt Yak-Havant hoat me to

the spectoelo ot Canton-MassItlon or the Cotton Howl. Much is al stukcf
okluding the quality ot moralits that pervades the phenomenon.

And them is cause for alarm: No longer are all the games played on the high

tie of respectability. There hos ctetit inn* the program elements of immora1 .

ity and greed which hid lair to spoil the tun. And it will take more effort on the

p;irt of WW1) people to stem the tide of anti.morality aml anti-intellectualism

w rho is tvesenll engulfing spun as it is engulfing many other aspects of OUr

culttual, politico!, and soeiol esistenee,

Orgonfted effort! Teach ethicsor organited effort? Well,

let's esatnine the ease tor it:

How have any or os waived al intf proem level of ethical hehasiorl llow

hose we ochiesed the vislikes we lise by? Slainly hy litwerving own* and
pottly hy toponding to teoehing Mid the force of litss: We eon renternher tieing

gossd his). and girls long ehough in Sunday sellool to teflect upon the startling

news that "Messed ore the meek tor they shall inherit the earth." No we Were

stitnewho poplosed and shocked a little when the noted sports outthink>, Mt. .

thuoelter, was goofed 4S soying that "niee guys finish lost."

Not we toil to tv tlitittesseil with Noilthitt Coitsins when he points out

tiuw osuolls we repast swilence. whether it he ot putties, Waffle. or war. usmi .

',Itliisti*its how we slimptelds, repudime Me admonition to Will the other cheek or

no hose one's otemio. In soOli situations,

It is voilig Ns lo or o elfort Nouse oh the great "1 powerful
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influence% at work hnlay bringing games and %porta to their knees in a brutal
assault to lum them into instruments tult useful for. perpetuating Ow gentle skills
of friendly imercoutst. they now can he powerful media hit peed, hrihery+
anti ptItiap% i40141 411 alt the 0100thinating egoi.eatt hat of him who would roe
tithes litlf li;=ittt Woold We them tised-- ilk ends withal. Tim through the
particularly' litittlishil eqthsititibut hot ends which are Oot then
quartets, if we hunger and thiw Alter riOite(iiisites's it i bei?oinisig a lible more
difficult to he filled,

The caae., ti it. is al:toning, (Auntie ray neighboring twpf
iv wady with his alihi sf lw hoes a bike laCe ,tsst 90e face. It does OM dawn
on hint that Wrist) shay hate been 1 aIes. Patting. Oh Vittle I, vague and high
*amid arm ale iwnoong nin4on,1401,, tonft . the coaching WHO the
bench ttlistisA, ay against the tulcl in hielinte Is. 4101 influcn,ct itnnointit in
titilatite litisthall. A itodwieitein toliege athletic diseon matf Inechkui 4 slew
id an .All, Ante rican's scholastic it igil,ht his ytontiore }eathia hy child it
ity he tortlimied to tilay until Ma eligibility wall s..l uti Iwo )eat.c IA& floe
epliti4th 5,1 rtlayerk, coathea, tlimmisaionera, and newown aaataciated with
tournaments anti championships invariably incteaaea in volume as the gate
swellk and the audience enlaiges. "Amateur etrilege athletics have all hut
disappeared. kasing only the teats, ut a lametrtect Whitney Griswold or An irate
Lewis Mond!, flowt games multiply, TO ikriy ooe Scads Ifs a display of had
tower in the part ail the aggtieccil press. alumhi, and Ithtents %hose effiivol
standards are no higher than allow them to throw bottles through she
window, of the building where the faculty hail voted to deny the darling, a
Olathe to win and thus gloat.

It is PM a pretty pit lure

lint it ought not bc *toptiOng that ii s not 110.44ke the dt,tiliti,g in
11144:4111) it, pcotts, Ott ahatkloftv-rterit sit thoP. Ao.fel ++,1 40.0 rftetiie
childhood, ate al tilakti! 10 the orapt tr art 011001 #.44..0Pig plake 00 the character .4
sltit clilitite

krathard 111440atlit sit OW CCAIIVN, toMe 1,17i-Ntrei toh4hArry 4,pr thaw, ti

1..4114 irma this strkeaw thimgh tit teligkous irtOttslhons, out' 01111104 611M
nos and education. Ile ilas the he gin ni ne the &One ol the tespco by the
gentleman to the aflacts an Itnnnah lrfferson, and he rnal,es it dear that the
kartled man 40 *Arian, the nobleman and hia principles or condloi, the
fehliialy 44 Me arilsirk'tat fro gicen way to stamlittj al the stlith and the chth:
Ming u ha% (44:apesi, ot01 tome of to ate IttnitI4A Stroth Oils tidal *A4e 401
anti 4tstellttutAhon ato atiul ft1sit ali1 ). which holds t*Ut AIM; sutped of orety,.
thing from the teaching of the &Ohne of tacial equality rOf aH dringo todealing
tralistkally with the tnv nature DI the democratk process!.
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hold respect liff the attempt to claim ethicatiowl virtue. for modem
physical education? Why does es en a hlue.chip obit:allow! statesman like
Limes Bryant Conant rind a place tor physical education in the cuoictilum only
Nouse there is allegedly a hody,htilltling Influence involsol NomewItete
thoeitt?

Could thew phoustriew ptissibly have frothed limn Me MHO el Wive. el toil
at self.desttuction any group of sotelhineaning educators have engaged in in this
century? It seems actually that Mete has been a conspiracy noi to conduct spoil
programs opmi an educational level, nor hi teach sethitotly the ethical aspects or
sports, lint 10 deny the ofikunintal implicalisms of physical Snca!isstt M fiKe of

d single Cotketirratiott nom values hi eselcise alone .

l'ethaps it is: in the low nut, inuiossihle tot ticople in the hehl of pity sical
education to deal w ith more Matt inw k Moe al a lime.. _and, if lotted to chotoe,
the salue sit notoh and sweat. helm! the easiest attaltialsle. will he the most
widely advertised.

With such a single value Attie only one in view, the impresarios organics are
Itee fit conduct them at any k se! they wish ethically and educationally. As long
as the illtisoty valhe of "physical fitness" is Ng utithI, t1.1 other mondani% need to
he met. Neither petsonal satisfaction, not social competence nor continuous
Pinthipillion need to he sought I he atai Mtelle4:tual has taken over emu,.
pktely:

Perhaps games will never he loomed, even in pan, to those who play them or
to those who see them 111 instruments for eduotimial development but will
remain forever in the hands of the one *his gets the hest price he can out of the
schedule Pethaps there is no end to the wild dishotion of purpose. Consider,
for esampk, the stony plight of our modetn interrelations of "amaleutism," If
we had any toped for the English language I and for MO moral effect upon the
young I v. e «mold lindetsiand t katly that prokahly only 3 percent of high e.chot it
and college athletes today ate "elt/lArUfA" in any decent intoptetation tI the
word. the rank anti-ethic insohot (ignorant% the Ahletk admitudtatot piously,
lit daini amateur status lot the suhlithted athlete and suggests that thew still
may he a social of a,allonic stigma to the protessiopal!

in this day of subsidy"' What nonsense! Let's take it morally, not in some
pseuthi.legal "amateur code ," A boy or girl wins gets as nwch as a free meal is
no bmget an amateur hut osdy and tonally &ire remain a splendid gentleman ill
latl [C(1/ abandon this imtnotal makedselieve of piety with ushkhl we colm
our concept of "amateur athletic's,"

Pedlars the academic eyebrow is raised at sport: atid its badly named fainily
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physkal cducat ii us, because tit the internally geaerated el infusion relative to the

discerned ends 4.4 its (Atolls. 'this confusnin is patently sdf.destmetive,

t phy 'deal education programs had Wen moving rather steadily

tow ud ccent on Ilse MIMI. They had been est-doting the ways expettenee iii

vigOtOns could be used for total devdopnient, to recapitulate the

tlilgite of- oor land, to bring the individual into juissession of himself arid his

powers. The exploration was mainly in the area of social and psychological

des elopment because these were rdatively unesplored fields and the biological

Smile of esercise has been well known for years. Exercise is import:1M to life

and living, It is hoe to slay. Only academic fools are s,tshliisus us that.

Ent 1s hal sle needed in physical education was bill,hlown research and

esperienve in the relation of movement La the ICA hint! 1st ethics and

noir:tidy , to the onpooentent oh psychological states, and the cultivation of
social gain mong simile anti groups, *1 hoe ssc need and these we ate not

gctling because of the imnioral stand we take 01 being glad to eultivote the
sound body as the habysitter to the sound mind! We must follow the leader,

sweat profusely, walk fifty miles, do our posh-ups. patronite Vie Tanney and

Ronnie Prudden and thus will out population bc made strong, Morally?
Psychologically! Ethically! Socially? Or just muscularly? What are the great

needs for successful fife in out siseiety? What kind of manpower does our

society need for its preservation? Mis is the compelling speslisffi ftsItit the

standpoint of national nimd, and people In physieal education hadbetter have an

alissker sir they will be lost in the oceans of sWeat hy the

muscle-building anti.intellectual.

lint who was John Dew ey? To refer to him is risky business in mday's world

of the l'at Right and she dynamometer! lle once said that "The serious thteat In

our democracy is not the esistence of foreign totalitatian stales. ft is the

esistence ithin out own personal attitude, and within our own institutions sit

conditions sinnlar to those which have given a VittOty h1 Cucuta! authority.
, and depenikirse upon The Leader in foreign cow),

It is As Ohm the i-crtiAli.Oion sit those idols that We linAl the Lillifflate said

eletilal strength ol live men in a lice society, he intlisidual to he educated is a

soctil inch% ishial, fie loves not alone m a recluse hut in a society that is an

or garlic anli itt salliViduak If we ehminme this .0.espd rioot N.te ate leit with

4410 4 0114fIng 11,is tol 1114014144%M 4.,1lis dires;11100, *44% pulfliwke, saris reamitt

lilt

No sconskt Hutchins anti his group snobbishly aasise parents to avoiti

colleges where phy sical education is trotted. He knows that as likely as not the
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students may be asked to climb ropes ad nauseum or respond seriously to the
psuedo.intellectual "fitness" expert who prepares the hbles of "fitness" from
dynamometers and rope climbs, No Wonder. This sort or thing has about Me
sant relation to the educational program as ferfiliting the soll with worms does
to raising flowers, lt may have a part to play but it is a small one and a dubious
one at that?

What we in physical education must come s()011 to understand is that no orie,
but no one, will take us seriously until we begin to take ourselves seriously and
become truly intelligent about exploting the contribution that the world of
sports, games, and dancecan have to the education of mart,

Can this wotld have a bearing upon the Christian ethic? Or any other ethic? Is
it IQ be taken setiously as a means by whkh the accepted Moral standards or the
group ate to be pasted on? Can it be an effective experience in the enrichment of
Judgment about relative values? Can it help in decision making?

Well, it always luri had a beating on these things since man first taught the
young through the game and the dance. But right nowwhen we have or-
wiled a program we call physical education, brought it into the school, used
motor movement as its means and mediawe need to get down to the business
of teaching the behaviors this society of ours expects if it is to survive, We need
to eliminate the casualness of the "Oh. I say OW Hoy, that's not done"
approach. We need to get serious About a search for our total potential, not
merely our muscular,

This country is not going to be savedor de qloyedby muscle, but by the
quality of its mond fibte. What greater challenge can programs of physical
education the to meet?

NOTES

_

I. Itittuftl Hottlidttf. Ash- APO/m.8.00/s .Sosttfi4ws lift (New Ylok gs+Vt. IWO)
t. Iona (*arty. rtreusm, d*ht otnee I New 1.04: 0 P Poltam't sw,1%, 1914o
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The Discovery of
Personal Values

It can he vett/toed ivnhoul much &Tule that all of you have an interot of
one kind or another in sport. games, and perhaps dance. tffiher you play
yourselves. or you teach others to play, of you WV planning to teach these
activities. So we can assume that you must believe them worthwhile or you
would not be spending your tittle in this son of thing, and I daresav, you would
resist any et fon to abolish these things as a part of the experience of a college
woman. Because you have some feeling about their importance in the life of a
college girl, I often wonder. wherein lies this value? Is this merely a pleasant
son or thing to do to while away one's time between the more importont
academic putsuits or the college classvi1 Is it merely, or are they merely, , prime
sources of fun in which you can engage when there is nothing else to do
something loot:copy. in a pleasurable way. the leisure hours? Perhaps there arc
some who view panicipatkin as being good (mime physiologically. Then there
are those who see successful participation in these kinds of activities as a status

tobol. The question we might raise, however. is whether or not participation
in the games. spons, and donee normally found in college lik has any fa
tvating upon the fiber of the personality in the making, upon the woman, upon
the total human being,

Personally. I refer to think that it does. Let 1.1.4 NW a case and Sec if we can
find out just what son of values might be derived from such participation.

Afiattacted ariA atiartd front an *Moos cleloTtra to the Athkitc and Recreation tettetation ni
College Wooten at the Crtistriity of North Carolina al Gfeenition-r. Aprit 10, 1963.
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There is a wealth of evidence to support the idea dint die human is 11
entity, with biological goals very much the sante as mental or behavioral goals.
The famous Edward Sinnott, in a brilliant book entitled The IlinIngy of the

makes it clear to ns that goal seeking is eliatiwtetktle of the a mite
organism and not just the spiritual or emotimml at Intellectual facets of life,
Sinnott's point Is that goal seeking is the characteristic or all of
body and mind are but two aspects of a fundamental unity which seeks goals.
We are organisms in total ona simply mixtures of cmnpoirods. but a !Mott, total
architecture, no part or which is understandable except in relation to the whole.
It is quite impossible and unreasomible to view ourselves as persons enjoying an
e mot imial life unrelated to all other aspects of our being. It is quite Onacee
ble, it Sinnon's view, , t consider the Intellectual Ilk as something quite
211 fr e itt froth one's physical life. Shaunt is trying to tell us that we do not exist
at Ali in terms of these smaller parts.these fragmented Men% of IMng function
-1r of living protoplasm, Ile is saying tnot the physical and the mental, the
emotional and the intel leetua I and the spiritual, ate merely aspects of a totality.
and they are till one and the same thing. He is saying that the expression of all of
the,' aspects, united as they are together, is one of goal seeking. Whatever
.!xperiences we havewhether they he on the playfield or the swimming pool
or in the library or in the laboratoryleave u% marked. No experience leaves us
unmarked. Thus, when we play and play hard, we may have a physiological
return in terms or muscular strength or perspiration. Hut that physiological
return is only part of the total return, only part of what happened to us as we
played that game of hockey or swam that race. There is no behavior unrelated to
what we tmly are or to what we truly are becoming. We become what we live,
and we live what we are.

Sport has ror too long been shrogged oil as merely a pleasant enterprise but
not really related to some of the more recognized. formative influences in our
liveslike Sunday school. for example, or like tending poetry. or reading a
great play like Cyrano, or taking a very serious course in philosor hy in college,
We haven't particularly thought of sport in that rubric. And yet, the evidence
places such participation as central to the total development or the individual.

From the earliest days, the influence of play has been 41 significant influence
upon our development, It is in the field of play that we first learned the
rudiments or the philosophical background of personal behavior as it relates to
ethical behavior or ethical judgments. We first learned the meaning of ''no
fair" or"I datr you" or "you're chicken," and we reacted, as little children, 10
those commands or characterizations as the beginning of our total reactions to
the challenges of modern life. One imagines the bravery of a hide aid Seoul tai
she plays a game of capture.the.flag or prisoner's base. She thrills with the
excitement of it all and does not merely tract in temis that we can use to segment
her reactions as emotional or physical or intellectual. At her age. there simply is
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no suh segniemal if on, She experiowes success or failure, exeitement or bore-
dom. and she identifies the value as pleasurable, satisfying. boring, or dis-
iigteeahle, She thus seeks more or avoids future such experiences,

The hlucational Policies Commission a few years ago challenged us all to
see wAs to cultivate what it called linital Mid spiritual values in schools and it
presented these values in decalogue 101111. it was a powerful challenge to
educators in any field and particularly, I think, to physical educators beeause of
the potential wealth of opportunity for the physical educator to cultivate such
Val nes.

The Commission cited human persionality as the basic value, Physleal
education responds hy preparing-its teachers to he sensitiye

fetenco in constructing 1111,011ns tor children, tenouncing a former practice
of selecting mass activities regardless of their relevance and expecting all to
conform to the single pattern. Modern physical education sees its MANIOCS a%
means to ends, and the ends are the welfare and well-being of the children. The
child of misfortune, the handicapped, the hypersensitive. the bashful, the
maladjusted, the dub become worthy of as much attention as the skilled, the
fortunate, the star. Physical education provides for all, because the enrichment
of personality is supreme regardless of ,thry if rhe performance.

Perhaps, as another value, we seek to be self.directed. We do not like always
to be told what to do, Living as free people in a free society, we conic to the idea

that we would like to decide a few things for ourselves, We liked to east ar the
supervisory antics of our parents when we were growing up, to decide for
ourselves what to do in almost any situation, When a father asks a little boy,
"Do you want me to help you figure that out?" he says, "No, I will do it," In
this field of ours when someone begins to tell us what to dance or how to play a
game, we sometimes like to say, no, let toe figure this out for myself, This
value Is important, Iii the value of sell-direetion, of developing independence.

We seek beauty, as another one or these values, We define beauty as
hateser is in harmony with life. something that gives us no pain, is pleasura.

tile, to which %se wad with inner excitement and a soft or absolute
esmillanona choreography. w ell danced or a diVe well eSeelited or a beautiful
horse Or a heatititul painting we have done. Ileauty is a value unmatched.
We seek such values.

Then there is the simpte value of fun. So much of life can be, if we make it
that way. dull and unmspiting and boring, Tlins, when sport, with its moments
of happiness and tun and joy and exultation, enters our life, it becomes an
important value and ought not to be spoiled by the solemnity that so many
people bring to it,

20
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Then there is the value of a self.developed hearing. I remember a little girl
who was the victim of some religious persecution thin brought her to the point of
tears, She was a bit different from Nome of the other girls in her connnunity. Hut
through the simple medium of a game of volley1w11, al which she became
expert, she found her place, her status, The other g his in the grotip, tint hinki mg
though they might have been, dropped off their prejudice against this One and
accepted hem one of them. I renientherthe fat little boy who was jeered at, not
happy with his architecture, who learned to do the forward roll and they cheered
him when he accomplished it. Ile achieved his own particular niche or dignity
through the simple activities of the playfield or the gymnasium. And then there
was the lad who had come to the program afraid of the water. Hut a careful
instructor took him in hand and taught lihn how to swim. As ii result, the lad
went to the instructor in the end of the term and said, '"I'hunk you. I'm glad you
taught me to swim, because now, by golly, I can fish!" The instructor knew
that this feeling of satisfaction, of achievement, Meant something to him,
because the boy was blind, and he couldn't fish from a boat until he could swim.

Then there is the value of being able to make a decision, What to doto do
something right or something wrong, to do something sporting or something
mean,

The Commission held that if the individual personality is supreme, each
person should feel responsible for the consequence of his or her own conduct.
Children play volleyball. In that game one who inadvertently touches the net
while making a shot calls a foul upon himself. There are some who think such
behavior remarkable. In this day and age why not gel away with as much as
possible? Yet morality is nol a question of being caught at cheating. To teach
children in games to tell the truth, to accept responsibility, to call the penalties
themselves, and not to evadesuch teaching will make the physical education
experience a moral force.

If the individual personality is supreme, institutional arrangements, the
Commission said, are the servants of mankind. This means that administration
in physical educationthe rules and regulations, the schemes for attendance
taking, the little leagues and organitations, the clubs and groupsexist not as
ends in themselves but only to serve the child and the group. The rule is but a
point of departure. In conflict with human value, the rule, the udniinistrative
device, the arbitrary authority gives way. Only thus can we see the human
personality in its hallowed perspective as superior to all institutional organiza.

01111 is a moral culture, Thus, administrative itractice in physical educa
lion must, to be it Itue part of this sort of value system. be responsive to human
need.

Mutual consent is better than violence. Children can be taught to talk over
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their disputes rather than fight over them, The vision of ii adolescents standing
belligerently over the prostrate form of the twelfth, whom they had just kicked
into insensibility, is a reminder of the cruelty visited upon human personality
when violence flares. The prostrate one merely wanted to go swimming in a
ptihlic pool, bin the mob saki no. Possibly, If we could teach a concept of
morality through physical education, we could deal more successfully with the

wangles, eguMents, and tights that have reduced some play
experiences to the most unpleasant parts of the day. Can the Golden Rule be
applied in play? Surely, but it must become a value of more worth than the sheer
cold record of the score.

The Commission urges devotion to truth. bid the player step out of the court
or did he not? Were you tagged or weren't you? Is it your turn or not? bid you
score three runs that inning or four? Did you touch the net in that last volley or
dkin't you? What conceivable pressures are there on the fleld or court that make
it necessary to condone the lie, the deception? If truth is desirable, then the
multitude of chances for its expression in play must be utilized. There will be
those who will debate its application anywhere in life. But if "the human mind
is to be liberated by aCees5 to information and opinion," surely no stake in all of
physical education, including the great college athletic contests, is worth
condoning the distortion of truth and confusing or deceiving the human mind.

The physical education experience presents abundant opportunity for recap
Won and acceptance or truth both in its quantitative form (who won?) and In iLs
qualitative aspects (did we play well?). It is, or at least it should be, hard to
evade the truth on the fleld of play.

Excellence in character and creative ability should be fostered, says the
Commission, Physical education responds by worshiping not mediocrity but
the beauty and skill or the top performance, by encouraging a child to do his best
and expecting the best he has. It fosters excellence and creativity in dance, in
games, and in behavior.

All periums arc to he judged by the same moral standards. There can be no
special privilege in modem physical education. The same set of standards
applies to the skilled and to the dub. The opponunity to teach such application Is
spectacularly real on the playtield. Special privilege of the swing, or the big, or
the "home team," or for the excellent is unthinkable in a physical education
experience devoted to moral values. What goes for onc goes for all, and not to
cheat at games becomes a primary lesson. And that has as much chance of
transferring to other life situations as any other precept learned in any other
come

If individual personality is supreme, the concept of brotherhood should take
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precedence over selfish interests, Sport in particular and physical education
classes In general are excellent places in which to learn lessons in group
acceptance. Special and unearned privilege assumed for any reason is wholly
unacceptable where people play,

Each person should have the greatest possible opportunity for the pursuit of
happiness. Physical educatkm responds hy conducting a program where the
elemental satisfactkins may be had, where success and acclaim are More
prevalent titan frustration and obscurity. it believes that each student ean
achieve success according to his own abilities, as he measures himself against
discernible standards, and thus throngh ills own efforts attains happhwss. It
Offers joy, fun, contentment, pleasure. It hopes to avoid situations that provoke
anger, resentment, or humiliation. Its activities are conducted in an atmosphere
or friendly rivalry In which values me derived frmn the game and not from the
anguish of a humiliated opponent,

Last, the Commission suggo,.re.I1 !hat it indivklual ttersorhiiity is supreme.
each person shoukl he olfervil hie emotional and spiritual experiences that
transcend the materialistic aspects of life. Physical education eau offer such
experiences. It can bring to children the meaning of beauty as they dance their
way through u colorful operetta, of joy as they thrill to the excitement of a relay.
of the satisfaction of self-realization when they achieve the stunt they thought
they could not do, of the confident feeling of courage well placed when they
bravely correct an injustice in face of popular odds on the playground.

There is also the value we do not always note In our busy life of games and
sport. We sometimes find people who just like to he quiet. They just like to sit at
the edge of the sea or under the tree, dangling a line, maybe, where they can
simply relax and, thus, grow itt a sense of understanding or the total world In
which they live.

All that I have just said is why we speak of the games and participation In
sport and dunce as media. Because such participation allows so much to
develop in the human personality. I have always wanted to be somewhere near a
vast playground. where perhaps a thousand people were participating on a
sunny SaturAlay aftentoon, I could see over there a softball game going on and
someone successfully stealing second base. And over there, the horseshoe
pitchers where someone had just topped a ringer. And over there, the swim-
ming pool where many people were playing and having a marvelous time, just
splashing around in the water. And, down the line a little bit, some children
playing a rather elementary game und screaming and screeching in their
excitement. And then, over there perhaps, on the far side of the playground, the
horseback riders, just jogging along and enjoying an afternoon on their favorite
mare. And then, corning out of the woods perhaps, would be the hunters, or
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perhaps going into the next field would be a group of people with a soccer bill

ready to engage in that exciting game, And then, across the way, in my
imagination, I would see the icelkaters, racing up and down the ice, chasing a

puck in that fascinating game of ice hockey. Double that, triple that
imagerymake it 5,000 people, make it 10,000 people, make it an unlimited

number of people participating in the activities in which you and I have some

interest. You would see the strategies, the behaviors, the exercise, the physiol .

ogy, the heartbeat, the sorrows1 the choices. You would see an appreciation of

beauty, behavior. Because, all of these things involve all of the reactions of

which the human being is capable. It Is a fascinating mixture of motor expert.

me and thoughtful analysis; of reflection and exciting movement; of sight,
sound, and feeling; of exultation and sorrow; of greed, maybe, and anger; of

humility and confidence; of fun and Joy of learning about life. It must be clear

that skill and talent and physiology are simply not enough. Neither is the
scoreboard nor the gold medal. Because these activities assume their greatest
dignity and importance when what we call the heart and thu mind are lifted
equally and at once by the creative union of perception and grace. All ot this

represents our contribution to the human spirit.

It is within such simple experiences as these that spiritual virtue is com-

pounded, A child is not born with a full-blown set of values, He comes Into

them by living the daily incidents that have value overtones. His life on the
playground, in the rIonasium, in the pool, and with teams or groups or a

companion is rich with opportunities for cultivating these values. If the program

of physical education does not recognize its potential influence, if it does not

make the effort to teach personal values as strenuously as it teaches skill, it

misses its greatest opportunity.

It presents a significant opportunity to go beyond the "physical" or the skill.

But the important thing to realize is that forever and a day these values have

been learned and are being learned in these situations! Whether anyone recok

nizes them or gives credence to their presence, they are there as an inescapable

and indigenous element in the physical education experience. It is part of our

racial heritagepart of our culture, part of our way of teaching and learning.

John M. Trump recently gave us "A New Look At Teaching Moral and
Spiritual Values."' He suggested ways. He provided book lists. The only thing

he did not do was add the gymnasium and the playfield as classrooms or

laboratories where this sort of human development canand doestake place.
The possibilities are as real in these situationsperhaps even more realto
live personal values in the physical experience than in most other places.

To sum it all up, the physical education experience, properly provided, is an

educational one. It seeks to educate in the elements of personal development,

selidirection, compatibility with group, and adaptation to national Ideals. It
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can do no less and remain within the educatkmal heritage. It seeks strength and
good health us the means useful in attaining those crucially important social
goals. Strength without a declared and socially acceptable usage may easily be
dangerous to the society wc try so valiantly to preserve. "Human" values are
golden in our moral society. Nothing may he taught on the playfield or
elsewhere that subverts the best of those values,

NOTES

I, Edueational Policies Commis Oon, Moral and SpIrdual him in die Puldle Mond., (Wash.
Immo, MC: National I/Alcohol Association,

2, John M, Trump, "A New LOtik at Teaching Moral and Spiritual Values," Ohni'., School,
41, no, 9, Dee, 1963, p, 12.
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Physical Education As
a Rich Experience

The physical educator seeks to make changes for the better in human
personality. Our gynmasiums und playflelds are our laboratories. We hope the

experience our people have within our classes will be a pleasant one, a

constructive one, one that will draw them to physical education rather than repel

them from further rinicipation. We hope the experience they have with

physical education will mean something to them for a long time. We hope the

experience they have with us will be a rich one. We hope it will not be boring or

meaningless or harmful or stupid. So to provide sonic guidelines as to the nature

of a rich experience, let me propose these few characteristics of what a rich

experience might be. A learned professor by the name of Edgar Dale once

wrote an essay on the meaning of a rich experience. I shall paraphrase some of

his remarks and perhaps amplify them in terms of physical education.

A rich experience will have a quality of novelty about it, of newness, of

freshness--a sort of pleasant shock of discovery. To us this means that we

might well plan, rather frequently, some new things to do, new games, new

dances, perhaps even new freedoms, making chokes, maybe perhaps ncw

clothes and new colors, new anything. We ought not to bore students with the

same old exercises day after day. Break up the routine. Let us even knock off

participation in activity for two or three weeks and read something about sports

or dance, do something differentshow movies, take field trips, argue a point.

The daily period over and over may very well be, in some instances, our

albatrossit becomes too frequently a deadly, dull, and boring experience. A
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Sport is important and must he presetved as a reflection ior the best in tout lire1

as a showcase 4 Otif belieI\ . its a rewinding experience in human telations, It
must not be limited only as it Catiot in the ectinotnic growth or our industry ot
merely as a pleasant feetedtional pastime 0(40 social significance. Worse yet. it
must not he degraded Ono internecine warfare with 01 the hetnalities or the
jungle. lI the slashing. fight ing toietmeted %panels or uiiIsthted people,. It
t,ietht ponection agattor its enemies and. ptsmipalti. protedion from its
flicod*,

We cOnfit44 Ahout it, We do It Of WA', for etAmple. whether m pre-serve
the 19th4entuty cioneeptiOli Of entaietinSiti MOW the economk factor of
commercialism to eater' into out contests: We know that the WWI i table,
Ihit sc aft having diftkulty tieing the irtescapahle responsibility or coning a
new form ot tsphiliting competition between groups, Amateur sports. A* we
knew Wm in the IQ* and catty alth centuries. will disappear: We must
somehow develop anothet way 4 equaliting etimpetition. it that is nut oh*.
use,

We Aft confused because we do mit know whether volts have a Om in
school of college, In Wine isrein, particularly in New England, for oomph,
participation in spot? carries no academic ropectAbibty whatsoever, It has no
hearing upon die accumulation of academie credits or the winning tin dectret .
ft happcm hi he ernoitietvd A pkn*.Ins esitiklifficulitt enterprise, hi other
places. on the other kW, it canto toll ocaglemic ~ding. WWI is the boo'
way to handle sport?

We die ConftotJ tin MA know et wily who should set the
Siandinsik tot usdut Ui sports tot to what lengths any person or team or gtoup is
entitled to go in ooler to win. We do know that spott tan be tun, like Satutday
afternoon golf Or tennis. Of it tan he 0 disgusting as we firkt it sometimes when
we go to high school try college haelketbAll game, and am ovembeirocil by the
14.1W, raucous jeer§ *NI boos, Spon On he as adscrouresotot 144 a wilderness
canoe trip ot as 110fict &%rtrtkitig es is hockey game: It ean be as beautiful 0 A
regatta ot as hititiOlt% AN hosing, It can he hard hut politely fought, iw Ii CAA be
frightening and as desastating 0 a Wo of limes of mitessional ke hockey,

We a. tiss sure )el itt what age panicipation in V011 should coninwrot or
just what ptivileges should be eitetisie4 In MS end women who *ant to
participate in organired &Woes, We Aft ItOt trite sure whether %%sinning is all
thee is" or whethet that is moth mow itS paokipation than the seam* tot the
medal or the trophy..

TO seftl this conlirsUin we must hoe mut* cOktia Let Ma 41$1f01 roof
clr five that win bask to the cultural Norms undo which we live,:
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First, we hese be I ie ed since the beginning of likiS Minity duo eirch persoo -
entitled to un opportunity to progress, to beeotoe educated, to Om We call it

equality of oppottunity, and vve have consttueted our great eslucetionel systems

upon that eultural went, It 6 imponant to us, To emend that into every t6ptet
of our livel`torn WM-AMU) housing to economic mporomity to protection

to heelth opponuMtiesbeeivines one of 4.141f bask philosophical shibboleths

winh *frith we wage out peaceful coetistence.

Second. we believe dnctly in what La Picac and ohm have &scribed a*
the Freudian ethic. which involves the obendonment of blind allegiance to
auihmity and substitutes lot it the iiSScnion of the fight of the individitill itt MAC
kW000C, 'Thu*, we in physi:al education ot in spoil need to emphasize that the

decision top or to go along svith the practice of the map helms.* to the

intlividuel placed in that situation: We have rejected the atithorithriall type of
avtivity in physicel edueation ptecisely because we have found it did not assume

any compatibility with the tight of the individual to make up his own mind, to

arrive at his own decision, to do what he thinks it best, to pankipate as he sees

Wc hate established ccnain values as central as a result of the influence of

*onto a 001101101111herS, sudi AS Thomas Jefferson and John Adems, who have

helped us to estriblish the idea that individual personality is the supreme value in

a democracy. That has been civilly stated by the tidurational Nicks Coma
mission end by many ssf out great kudos in education. And thus the central

Mignon for judging value is how it streets the individual. The central purpose
of sny social unit i* to funher his best interests. I low does sport embrecc thet

panitular kkal How doe* the everyday administration of evetything from
Little 1.44/00 htselsitil Of hockey to college and high school *pont for ;idsand

boys fittatuff up to that panteular standard whkh is basic to our society'? Does

spon its you know it tetriein within thet hamessotkl

Eurthermote. out society is essentially a moral sot itty: Many have mtg.
gene4 that the ticmial forct that makes things go hat been a system of vriloo
hoed upon the old.fas,htotied (elm, a system of morah, The Decimation of

Independersee made that clear when it enilwated the pursuit of happiness its one
of out subjeettses , The Edocat ional Mities Commission makes that cleat when

it Ingo Us to seek AS OOV oi 001 basic tiuteomes of an educinional sptem a
deviunin ni tnith What does soon have to do with that, In the wan beginning,

ehildhood Volta, we teolt youngorra not to cheat, tohe (akin their play. As

we go into the sooty highly organized Ilona. we have tote* to be ohaetved, and

S+040110 iS litswited upon:

Nest, n should be cleat, as Presnknt Piney of Ilarvaid 011Ce 11+01 it, that the

significant stniggk between pod god evil is not o. *witty but in the individual.

Tbe Eilocational Milictes Commission tnsiswd, echoing dial point of view, that

evety individital be responsible for die consequences of his own conduct; that
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C111)' individual loam to stolid Up ued be vowed, No eseuse, keetise the
crowd does it, is valid. Them is no way we ean jUStiriably and rightfully phiee
the Wattle 61 our :oadaet upon the ytctn undo whkh we operate. The
institution eanant be substituted for the individual, Them is oo point in saying
thet ever). body does it end therefore it is okay rot ine, mac is no way we cm,
possibly escape the responsanlity tot the alAraoet and quality ut OUr tikn
enndabet

Then we htlieve that achievement i% a meani and not an end. It is not how
high you can jump but whet kind of e person you aft beeause you Jump 'het
high. h is not a queldion of how fast our Olympic athletes can run or what the
store is in a tennis nistch or by what margin ske *On ehampionthqs. It is not a
quesaion of the quann ten ve &Attlee or nine, h is a question of what happened to
the individual who participated as a result 44thitit penicipation, Partivipation is a
means hT, which we develop the personal qualities in the given individual.
flatting Avetoges are of no aecount until we know what kind of persoe was
produced as a result of that batting average. I have always liked the conception
of Pretkkrit Hiskr of Colby College ao to the simple arid Nide purpose of an
education, which he %loathes as "to teach the iodividual to distineuith be.
Iween the good and the heautiful and the cheap and the shoddy,"

Can we do tomething of that sort through sport? I am perfee tly ture we can,

The development of sport throughout our land in terms of the wide range of
its variety is a clear demongtation of what set mean by equality oeoppommity.
We seem to be progressing to the point where we ate recoitnieing that spon is
for eselyone. Through the development of our splendid 1V{rtniinnal systems of
our eit-its and Snine*1 the development ot out state, county, and nidiong palks's
the development of out programs of all tont from elementery sehool through
college atel into adult lik, we stem to gtasp the WU that everyooe it entitled to
a sport.. We have lowered banters among race* and ages and stars. We are
greduelly moving to the poim where there it no person living who needs to
come into thit world feeling that he is betted ot does not have aceess to a spot.' of
his choosing. That effort must be twined so that tport does become a living,
vibrant mandettevon of equality of opportunity,

We &tee speet as a prestige field. We epplaud echievement. We give honor
to out Mitts: Yet we MVO MVO allow *poet to fall into the cetegory of belonging
only to the tocial tic athletic wish/envy. We haw done our best to discard the
terms reofot and nlintlf in &Witting sports in school or colkge We recognire
INA what i minot frit wit is mabot for mother and vice teems. The only (*tenon
by which we judge the value of a sport is what it Mani to the indisidual who
participates, We Whew that we on teach a distinction of the good and the
tvautiful from the cheep anti the shoddy, by developing appreciation of friend=
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ships, eillitaredci ie, the development of all the virtues to be found In the clean,
healthy play of young people, What tm oppottunity it is to develop friendships,
and how sad it is when people conduct sport in such a way that the competitors
now ste coeh other, hewer des'elop the friencIships potentially there.

But I pterttMe that, like ail good things in We, sport must be protected from
its friends as well as from its enemies. Their art those who would remove sport
from our culture of a democratic nation and develop for it a culture of its own or.
worse yet, affiliate von with some alien or heethen euhure.

It is not slittkult to identity wine oftheSe desouctive influences now in some
of our sports programs. Let me mentkm a few of them. We seem to be
developine a cult or personality. We recognize the temptation (or anyone who is
successful in spon to tie a "colorful" player, lobe a showgirl., to be good copy
for the media. And those people betome the stendard l'or others. They cover
their weakness with their idiosynerasks and their individual peculiarities. They
use spon merely as a way to satisfy their insatiable appetite for public notice. I
think, for example, of the ranting and raving of the coaches we sometimes sec
on the sidelines in competitive sport, those who Wear peculiar clothes, canine
attention or the crowd to them. In contrast are those coaches who sit quietly on
the sidelines allowing the players and the officials to conduct the game. I am
thinking of some of our tennis players who seem to be flagramly impolite and
who seem to want to allow their personality to dominate and to color not only
their performance but the performances of others. The flamboyant pitcher in a
bevebuil game, the Oohing. erne!, Offensive ice.hockey players the curious
football player who for one feavan or another is not satisfied to let his play speak
for himself but WA.M% to develop the itkit that he himself is the game, fie loves 10
he called " Mr: Football." Ile look- on his !fon as show bit:

Then there is the eult of the impersonal, There ate those who conduct sports
as if they are wally not engaged in by human Nings hut by inanimate ot
antrhatt%he ottjeCIC The footled! emelt &plows the fact that he doesn't have
"the horses:" Or he says, "I don't Care how you do it, just get it done," Or he
uggests that the scow is the only thing that (AMR and that ott matter how we
won, "We wok, didn't We" Sport thus becomes an expetience in the sniper .
song, mid the players become a (seeks« hoetslehattel to be used in the
accomplishment of any purpose, regareless of its relation to the developing
personelity pankipating in it.

Thew is also the cult rif violetiet. We base seen a great deal oe that lately.
The riots in our hasketball pines heeause of the sk*nce, both oral and
physical, whieh seemed to be espected and tAtil fee granted in some sports.
There seems to he linle interttiott paid in some spoils to witching either

sisonsmanship ot good manners or plain country Itospitality, I dislike the Man
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things we sometimes dolike tearing oft the eltin strop In footholl and !tiding it
in order to get time out, or kicking the bull way from the second basenum, or
moving in (conk to distrect the One who k serving or drawing the other team
offside in order to get an advantage, or intemional fouling in basketball, There
Ur dozens of little things we do in order. by one means or another, to achieve

the victory.

Theo there is the cult of the immoral. of pretense. of something less than
nth. One loses a ball in a golf match and blame* the imperfect rough. One
intentionally misses a call in tennis. One does nOt adhere to an amateur rule.
One deliberately cheats or gets an undeserved advantage,

We see also the cult of injustkc The best es ample was the practice of not so
many years ago of the great collegiate athletic association known 'as the
NCA A. in which penalties for infractions of rules were placed upon the wrong
people. Whole teams, whole utliVetsiticS and ell of the teams representing that
university were placed on probation or placed on penalty, when actually the
infraetion was produced oily by one or two or three persons: This was a direct
violation of the bade laws upon whkh our judicial system is based. Unfortu
nately. injustice work s 114 way in and through many of our athletic institutions.

Last, there is the cult of the solemn and the serious, in which the coaches at a
sport cifent soracti Mc* woold have es believe that there is a religious ovenone to
their sctivity. They call their players together for a solemn prayer. or they are
solemnly imerviewed by media rer est:outlives and an as if this were not just a

pme but a let4t of Whether the country itself will survive. liven some of our
nationel organizations feel that anyone who criticizes their edministration is
deseerating a fundamental institution.

Am we permitting sport to develop a culture all its own, in which Certain
things are permissible which would tun be acceptable in society as a whole?
Are we permitting cenein practices, certain customs, certain ways or doing
things to develop in sport which we would laugh at or hold in ridicule or actually
frown upon in society at large? Are we taking our sport heroes too seriously?
Am we assuming that to win a championship is much mote important than
almost anything eke in the world? Are we assuming that a suevessful coach
that is, one whose boys ot girls haw won a championshipis some sort of a
demigml, to be hooted e,-1 p!aists1 and showered with medals and
beyond all decency? Mtn 1st teeny developed sport to the potnt white%
blown clear out of pmponion to some ot the other attivitita sSa carry on in nor
communities? Has our talent for organitina troll actually taken some of the fun
out of it? One shudders. sometimes, when one wat !les a Little League baseball

game, to we how mama:illy serious some of the poems take that tome and
how abusive they become to their boys ot girls when they haste Wit Will our
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greed, Mir ego needs, (Mu spolt0 Or will they be preserved for tL imd beeonie
the possession a all of our people who can have fun and the pleasure and the
thrill Out of participating?

104 the comment from lietbc W. Wind, made years ago, in which he said
he was afraid that we were alhosing the spirit of sports to go out of sports, lit
suggested that sports were lull of humor and fun; they were spontanems. They
were an esperience, perhaps, in ouking contact with something idealistic In our
nature when we were young and %hen the poet in all of us blossoms wordlessly
in a genuinely timning atmosphere.

If we allow sport to develop a cuhure of its own. that culture may be a eultuie
or blemish and discord and brutality and violence, It can, however, mirror the
htilltance of our own worth, It can mirror the fun emil the pleasure that we so
desNratdy want to WM onto in this changing and frightening world,
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Some Things We Need
and Some Things We Do

Not Need in Sex Education
=Ow,

I liked the comment by W. G. Rogers, reviewing the recent memoir by
Lillian Hellman, An Unfinished Woman: "A peculiar conceit of every
generationit may be the distinguishing conceit of the callow newcomers as
they swarm up among us decade after decadeis that it discovered sex. This is
one of the attitudes that render the young dull, incredible and amusing. In the
flamboyant and boastful Sixties, however, thanks in part to the pill, the
newcomers, rank upon rank, have reached further heights of arrogance. They
lay out exclusive claims to the fullest, freest and busiest sex ever: like no one
else in history, they are truly emancipated."

But not so! What any new crop of young ones needs to understand is that
much of what they do we have always done. Exploration, promiscuity, fun and
games have always been with us. So has needfor counsel and information.
And likewise has fearfear that if the young were taught Well, enlightened
aboot the mechanisms of the sex life, they would go to hell promptly and
effectiwAy. There always have been critics of the educator's efforts to

Delivered at .'he Joint Session of the American School Health Education and the School Health
Section of the American Public Health Association at their annual meetings in Philadelphia,
November 14, 1969.

Although the responsibility for what has been said in this paper belungs entirely to the author, he
has been aided by such professional friends as Robert Kaplan, Wesley P. Cushman, Elena NI.
Slicpcevich, Marion Pollock, H. S. Hoyman, Ann E. Nolte, E. J. McClendon, Wilfred Sutton,
Charlcs Richardson. Marian Hamburi,, and Stanley W. Ellis.
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informnasty, bigoted critics such as those who are spreading fear and suspi-
cion today--those self-righteous accusers who get on their radios and write
their pamphlets to scare nice parents to death with the spectre of ivory-toothed
teachers leading their innocent mini-skirted virgins down the primrose path.

I get a little tiredbut remain tolerantof those who belabor the generation
gap. Maybe there is one somewhere, but in sex education there's just a gap. It
has always been with usa gap between need and answer, between preparation
and realization. Hasn't anyone ever read Oscar Wilde or Thomas Wolfe? Don't
those fearful critics of ours, who must suffer such tortures themselves as to
blind them to the nature of sex in normal life, know their social history? Haven't
they read Fanny Hill or Homer or Thucydides, or seen Lysistrata, or heard of
Plato or Euphonius? Both the youngster of today and the protective critic who
would keep children perpetually in ignorant bondage must come to realize (but

they never will) that there are no new problems, no new needs, and very little
new information at the disposal of the educator.

Can we really say there has been a recent acceleration of interest on the part
of young people in this area of their lives? I doubt it. Early studies in this
century in Oregon, Ohio, Denver, and California showed students quite
willing to state their concerns. Onc can easily gather that the young people in
the 19th century had problems and interests largely unmet in any formal way in

education. What we have today that we did not have before is a current
willingness and enthusisam on the part of teachers working in organized
curriculum settings to get at some of these student problems and deal with them
on a constructive, scientific basis. The decade 1960-70 has seen a lot of change
in the number of schools willing to do some teaching in this area. The result has
been the production of some outstanding teaching materials for use at every
level. Advance here has been prodigious. The production of good books,
teaching outlines, films, and other paraphernalia to aid the teacher has been
almost more than we need. The colk ge teacher no longer has to rely only upon
Emslie Hutton's Hygiene of Marriage and a couple of pamphlets on venereal
disease by the American Social Hygiene Association. Today the woods are full
of excellent paperback and hardback resources.

To mention just a few: If one were to examine the teaching materials for
Concept 6, "The Family Serves to Perpetuate Man and to Fulfill Certain
Health Needs," prepared in 1969 by The School Health Education Study, one
would find excellent teaching suggestions for all grades;2 or the 36-page
paperback'Growth Patterns and Sex Education (a suggested graded outline)

published by the American School Health Association in 1967;2 or the Study

Guides from the Sex Information and Education Council (SIECUS);4 or some

of the state courses of study such as those from California, Connecticut, New
York, and a half dozen other equally good ones; or such publications as Helen
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Manley's A Curriculum Guid(' in Sex Education5 and Esther Schulz and Sally
Williams' Family Life and Sex Education." One would gather from these
efforts a sound impression of their integrity and the conscience with which the
educator is taking the responsibility to do something in the sphere of family life
and sex education. The SI EC US newsletter alone lists er. .igh good resources
to keep anyon,: busy for a lifetime just reading the material as it comes out.

But 'twas ever thus: Every time we, in education, rise to meet a problem
there are others from both within and outside the profession who try to knock us
down. From Idaho and New York, California and Ohio, Kentucky and Penn-
sylvania, from all over the land of the free come efforts to control, restrict, or
abolish sex education coursesan avalanche, a flood of opposition. Probably
nothing has so stirred the antis since the Rugg textbook controversy
spearheaded by the American Legion 30 years ago. It's a riot, and just as
terrifying as Watts or Chicago; terrifying because of the realization that we
really haven't come very far from the days of the Salem witch hunt. If we had,
what would Dan Smoot or " Dr." Drake or the John Birch Society do for a
living?

But good sense must and will prevail, provided we see clearly our needs and
recognize equally clearly some things we don't need. Let me suggest several of
these.

1. We need to know what we are doing. Strangely enough, lots of people do
not. They just stumble and bumble into and across this volatile area, teaching
little more than the mechanisms and geography of the reproductive.systeni. We
need to know that delving into this area gives the teacher an opportunity to
organize a rich educationl experience, exploring the most significant and
important aspect of life, From childhood to old age humans have their
problemsboth personal and socialas they try to adjust themselves to a
society with moral standards proscribing sexual activity. Good teaching, thus,
must become more than the transmission of static knowledge that has no
relevance to ongoing problems.

To affect behavior and to produce development are, in the long run, the
principal goals of sex education, and to achieve these, much more than the
anatomy of the parts is needed: We need to help in the resolution of the
perplexities and mysteries of individual sexuality in childhood and old age and
all ages in between. The person who says he or she has no problems, or no
unresolved curiosities, or to whom all mystery has been stripped away, either
deliberately prevaricates or is just insensitive or unaware. It is good to have help
in how to adjust to the ramifications of sex in life at age 16 or 26 or 50, and if
school counselors or teachers or school physicians can help, we call that sex
education, It is good to be knowledgeable about pregnancy or less than terrified
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at the first nocturnal emission or to be supported by standards and values as one
feels the first temptation to do what seems to come naturally. It is good to know

some things about the social problems of child neglect, child abuse and
abandonment, illegitimacy and abortion. Discussion in these areas iswithin the

broad scope of sex education. Life (June 13, 1969) devotes practically a whole
issue to "Science and Sex in the New Morality."

How can anyone in his right mind fail to encourage schools to dig into this

area so our young people will be prepared to act, to vote, to counsel their own
children on these and other matters? To discuss such problems as predetermina-

tion of sex, designing offspring for special jobs and environments, the use of
artificial insemination, generation without sperm or egg, the causes and preven-
tion of divorce, the biological origins (or lack of them) in our religious or moral

codesthese are all a part of sex education, and we ought to be dealing with

these matters if we are not now. Teach about birth control, the population
explosion, contraception? How can we miss as long as we know enough to stay
within the existing legal boundaries and have the sense to recognize the existing
but important community limits for such discussions? Who is going to prepare
the ongoing generation to understand contraception so thoroughly that when the

day comes when contraception is so cheap, so easy to prevent any risk of
unwanted pregnancy, the youngsters will know how and why to actsingle or
married? I doubt whether the membership of the John Birch Society or

seven eighths of the parents will be able to do this kind of teaching unless they
get help from teachers, nurses, physkians, or other well prepared c Amselors.

Actually, there is so much to embrace, so much to talk abodi, so much to

learn, to understand, that the teacher must simply read, study, arid develop his

or her own understanding far beyond any dilettante's efforts to teach little
children where babies come from or to promise adolescent girl i? what kissing

may lead to. The needs are clear, resounding, unmistakable, iiersonal, and

compelling.

2. To know what we are doing requires that we know more ihan the needs

people luive for hiformation and counsel. We have to understand that teaching
in this area is inescapably related to the great religious doctrines a every culture
to be found in our pluralistic society. We may think we can teaeh Sex education

without being concerned about the Christian doctrines relating to chastity,
monogamy, or divorce, or the Judaic or Moslem or any other religiblis admoni-

tions about modesty or privacy or marriage customsbut we cannot. We
cannot bring a discussion of boy-girl relationships or homosexuality or the
nomenclature of the sexual organs out of the pages of a textbook,assign them to

a Plass, and not be expected to relate to 15 or 20 centuries of religious and moral
background. We must never forget that for most of our people church and
falnily are stronger influences than schoolat least in such a personal area as

sxand to ignore this strength is to invite trouble.
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I remember very clearly a conversation I had 40 years ago with the director of
public health in Ohio. He was a staunch Roman Catholic. I was seeking his
endorsement of a plan to certify nurses as teachers in health education if they
chose that course of preparation. The idea was new to him, and he wanted to
know what in the world nurses would teach in a classroom. I mentioned the
usual areas, and when I suggested they might teach something about sex he
exploded. "Young Man," said he, "no one except parents or priests should
ever teach any child anything about sex."

Well, that is not an accurate reflection today of the attitude of the Roman
Catholic Church, but there was an encyclical produced by Pope Pius XI in 1929
that still more or less sets the boundaries for Catholic acceptance in this area.
There is no use being unaware of that in particular or the attitude of the Church
in general toward our efforts.

Our society seems to want to preserve chastity in the young. We want them to
come to the marriage bed with no previous experience in sexual intercourse. We
want them, once married, to stay married. Divorce is not yet a popular and
wholly neeptable way to solve problems. And we do not yet condone adultery.
Does a program of sex education contribute to the preservation of these three
cultural objectives or doesn't it'? Some say of course it does. Some say it
doesn't, Which paper do you read? But if someone gets an idea that sex
education will lead to the destruction of any or all of these three basic moralities
thcre will be somemaybe manyin our communities who will call us to task.
We have to know what we are doing and be able to come reasnnably close to
proving that we do it.

These three cultural objectiveschastity, monogamy, and the everlasting
marriageare the most deeply rooted patterns in our society. They are rocks
upon which our society is built. They involve our whole concept of family, and
our version of the family is the basis for our civilized society. We are not
Samoans or Kenya tribesmeu or even Frenchmen. We are what we are, with a
heritage of puritanical reverence for the word of God, and His word is still a
dominant force in the dynamics of our dailyand nightlylives. We are not
yet as hedonistic as the Romans.

Read Matthew 19:4 on divorce. Read the SexSex Behavior entry in the
Interpreter' s Dictionary of the Bible, Volume 4, page 297. Here are the strong
origins of our cultural attitudes toward sexual behavior. Read the Torah. Read
Leviticus. It is not easy to find Biblical proof, but if you will hunt, you will find
the admonitions that relate to our effortsand we will never be wholly success-
ful if we separate our teaching from the great concepts of love, morality,
reverence, and home. This setting has to be the backdrop against which we
teach. Anything else relates only to animal behavior. A bibliography of good
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religious works.. is as important to us as a Bowman7 or a McCary.' Have you

lead Dean Robert Capon's bead and Ihnird?" That is a good book on marriage

in general and as important as Bowman's Marriage for Moderns anytime. And

then there is the scholarly work of Derrick Sherwin Bailey on the Sexual

Relation in Christian Thought .1"Such hooks are important background reading

for anyone dealing with sex education.

The pendulum may he swinging toward a more permissive attitude toward

sexual behavior. Tom Jones may yet prevail over Billy Graham, but getting rid

of' hypocrisy in sex does not necessarily mean freedom from restraint. Re-
straint, chastity, or monogamy may well be self-selected and self-imposed for

good reasons, and argumentation on these points is as much a part of sex

education, if not more so, as teaching about (.ontraception. The toughest and

most difficult question I ever had put to me in a class in health education was the

one asked by a freshman who wanted to know whether there was a biological

base for either the Christian or Jewish codes of sexual morality. He could not

see his sex life in isolation from hi3 approach to life itself and was :eekjng
wholeness as he faced his own personal problems. I had to know something

about the Christian and Jewish codes of morality to satisfy him.

3. We need to know also that we are helping our students meet the so-called

new morality. They have problems. There is nothing ncw about the problems,

just more of them and affecting more young people because there are more

young people. As the old Down-Easterner said: he's not surelhere is any more

or different hanky-panky going on today than in his day, but he's just mad

because there's a different crowd doing it!

Time for July I , 1969, tells a pretty good story of what is happening on stage

nd in movies and the press and bookstalls of today. Surely young people will

not be able to escape the continued influence of all of these forces. We must

know what these forces are so as to be able to meet them. Desire (Jnder the

Elms set tongues wagging for years, four decades ago. Eugene O'Neill was an

evil force in the estimation of many. Theda Bara was not an unexciting person

on the screen, and now we have Oh, Calcutta! and Vanessa Redgrave and the

Living Theater and /, a Woman and the comic innuendos of Tommy and Dick
Smothers and Rowan and Martin and the "pornos." Are these signs of a

civilization falling apart?

If the Supreme Court has trouble defining pornography, if censorship of

entertainment is disappearing, if local groups don't know what smut is or isn't

where does that leave the lively adolescent? And us? It leaves the adolescent at

the point of searching for values in decision.ngabout his or her own

behavior, Do I or don't I? How far do / go? The outdoor movie or the overnight

beach picnic or the love-in may be the proving ground. Decisions have to be
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made and it is our job to help these young people .;nake them, not by taking out
of cold storage some unrelated fact about the vas deferens and its tributaries but
by relating, if necessary, that choice morsel of information to the whole jigsaw
puzzle of values, ideals, appetities, capabilities, hazards, and all the other
components of the,self-seeking solutions.

4. We need to know that we are teaching everybody. In this day of high
mobility in our population we are likely to have everybody in any given
classthe rich and the poor, the well and sick, the genetically favored and the
genetically handicapped. We will have children from every religion, color, and
educational backgrounu. We will have the 200,000 yoLtngsters who come
before our courts every year. We will have the half million with psychomotor
irregularities. What kind of sex education will they receive?

We will have the 10 million hungry youngsters, the 7 million whose
life expectancy is shortened by disease and despair. We will have the
youngste ,-4 million of them- --who will become our problem drinkers. Does
sex education have anything to do with these people? And still these mad critics
want us to keep hands off sex education because it is something only for the
home and church! How evasive of reality can they get?

But mainly we will have the 40 percent of all children who drop out before
their 12 years of school are finished. Why do they? Because our contemporary
programs of education do not motivate them to stay in school. And part of our
failure is the absence of jus.t such an area of study as we are talking aboutan
area that might give a little more meaning to life and cultivate a bit more of the
self-respect so badly needed by these dropoun:. We teach everybodyand no
one sex education curriculum in the world will fit them all. We need variation in
content, approach, and style to do this job right.

5. We need to know that in developing sex education as a part of a broad
program of health education, we are not only shattering an old liberal arts
tradition but we are scaring s'lple of our fellow educators to death! I cannot
resist saying once again that al .gh our colleges and universities and thus our
high schools have made heroic tempts to study man and his society, man and
his environment, man and his technology, they have been very chary about
studying man himself. The Lonely Crowd is insightful and the darling of
sociology departments. Thomas Wolfe is given a thorough treatment in classes
in American literature, but somehow the response to our request to deal well
with cancer and nutrition or the effect of this sedentary life or to talk about
sexuality is usually less than we wotild want. Tradition has it that we can talk of
humans in relations to their world but not about humans themselves. Don't get
personaland what is more personal than sex? So we need to know that we get
less support than we would hope for from our deans and principals because they
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are frightened of breaking new groundespecially with such a sharp shovel as

sex education.

If these are some of the things we need, what are some of the things we don't

need'?

1. 1 am not sure we need any more animals to help us in our teaching. Our

zoo is pretty full as it is. Sonic very earnest writers the other day told us of the

use of ducks, dogs, fish, turtles, kangaroos, and birds in teaching kindergarten

children about the beginning of life. And we have made plentiful use of cows,

horses, rabbits, elephants, guppiesthe whole bitin order to help the young
understand what daddy does to mommy and where little sister came from.

Well, I wonder. Perhaps I was brought up in the wrong generationthe one

that had Robert Benchley wondering out loud just what the advantages were of

sending city kids to the farm to observe the copulation process of horses. Are

farm families happier because they know these animal facts? Is the divorce rate

lower? Are farm husbands more faithful? Is there less promiscuity among farm

children? Less voyeurism? Fewer unwanted pregnancies? Are the ingredients

of an enduring marriage to be found in the barnyard? Or the animal cage? What

are the facts? Does it really help to raise animals in the classroom?

Or is this animal approach merely a stalla way to spend some time dodging

around the real and delicate issues involved in hunian relations? What does this

use of zoological phenomena have to do with friendship, decency, morals,
devotion, chastity, and love? Is family life education and homemaking among

human beings advanced by watching the male birds bring home the provender

to feed the hungry mouths of the young? I am particularly repelled by the filth in

the homes of a few families of purple martins whose nest I clean out each year so

that the next crowd in can soil them up in their own way!

I am not sure at all what the activities of bulls or stallions contribute to the

=Triage bed. I have a hunch something else is needed here. I don't think we

need the animal-bird-guppy approach to seY education, and as parent and

teacher, I doubt I ever will.

2. Nor do we need an indiscriminate use of descriptions of the anatomy and

physioloy Qf human reproduction. Discriminating useyes. And there is only

one clue to discriminationanatomical and physiological detail is never of any

avail except as it is needed to explain a problem or question or contribute to
understanding of function. The chapter in the text ought not to begin with the

anatomy of parts.
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lems ;ire like what speed reading is to contemplative understanding of a page.
They do not provide the beauty of the line or the melody of thought. Learning
about the ovarian capsule or the prostate gland may or may not have any relation
to a living experience. A good teacher is concerned about affecting living
experience and not about the accumulation of knowledge for its own sake.
Anatomy and structure are useful only as explanation of function. Modern

!. ects know this: so do space pilots. Why don't we?

It is because many of us have developed an unwholesome and unshakable
reverence for the sanctity of subject matter. Any suggestion that part of
anatomy or physiology of the human body be omitted tends to be treated as
heresy. The fullness of the course and its value are defended by teachers who
point proudly to the tough questions that are used to test knowledge at the end of
the course. Far too many of our health education courses are crammed with a
superabundance of uncorrelated facts, at least in the mind of the student who
takes the course.

Generally spea'..zing, no teacher can teach and no student can absorb in one
year or one semester such an overwhelming avalanche of material together with
its conceptual connections. This fact, of course, does not escape perceptive
teachers. They use, therefore, the inductive method which they regard as
essential to the learning procedure. They seek problems and develop demon-
strations, lectures, and discussions to assist students in solving these problems.
They help students relate and correlate their facts and then assist them to
develop a generalization or concept so that the facts are illuminated by the light
of principles. This inductive method has the advantage of getting right at the
probletns that are real, cogent, and germane to the lives of students. The only
flaw in this method is clearly seen when teachers become so busy that they are
unable to take the time at the end of a sub-area in health education to develop the
conceptual illumination so necessary to bring the whole thing together and build
it in as a significant part of one's well-structured concept of life itself.

3. Nor do we need evasion of these problems. The contemporary scene must
be dealt with. If a child wants to know where babies come from, he should be
told accurately now, and with love, or he'll not be happy with his information
when he does find it out. The stork and other pleasant evasive myths were fine
in their time, but their time has passed. We just don't need people who drag
their feet and resist appropriate curriculum developments.

4. We don's need people who accuse the health educator of everything from
immorality to homosexuality if he or she tries to help some student develop
decision-snaking capabilities. Nor do we need those who punish or ostracize or
in other ways make life difficult for young ones with problemslike refusing to
let girls come back to school after delivery of their baby or looking down our
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snobbish aeademic noses if youngsters want us to tell the truth instead of
evading questions. Students do not need to be sent out of the room if they use a
bad word. They need to be helped to understand why the word is not in
acceptable usage and the circumstances, if any, under which it is. Youngsters
need an open door som, where, a door that will lead to scientific decent
counseling, but on their terms and dealing with their problems as imposed upon
them by the world in which they live. We do not need teachers, principals,
board members, or citizens in the community who are cowar& or insensitive or
unaware of today's problems wherever they are and from whatever segment of
society they come.

5, Another thing we do not need, and I am sure you will all agree to this one,
is poorly prepared perswffiel i,i cha,Te of these programs. Sex education is one
of those areas where several different kinds of people get involved. Sex
education is not like physics or chemistry or mathematics, for which people
seldom claim competency unless they have been professionally prepared.
Strangely enough, almost anybodythe local barber, the busioessman, the
minister, the minister's wife, the butcher, the baker, or the candlestick maker
can talk with seeming authority about weight control, cold remedies, or the
propriety of sex education. These areas seem to be victims of enthusiastic
ignorance on the part of many people. We would hope for at least a reasonable
measure of competence on the part of anyone who would presume to accept
some responsibility for teaching others in this area.

In the first and last analysis, parents have the key to the whole thing. There is
absolutely no use for parent groups to get all stirred up for fear someone is going
to usurp their prerogative in sex education. Inevitably parents have the first
word, and both by word-of-mouth and by example most children are indelibly
affected by what goes on at home.

Parents have such obvious responsibility that I only wish they would all
accept it and equally well. From infancy on, what is learned about modesty, sex
differences, family relationships, heredity, love, restraint, dress, chastity,
promiscuity, morals, romance, marriage, and the whole gamut of values and
facts has its origin at home. There is transmitted for the first time and from the
diaper stage forward the powerful cultural values and practices that we propose
in sex education to clarify, , supplement, modify, or deny.

Wouldn't it be fine if all parents knew enough not to talk from their own
personal experience as ihose experiences were reliable criteria for the sexual
life of all others? You know, mother may have had a bad experience as a girl,
never improved upon it in marriage, know nothing of the ecstasy but only the

agony, and thus pass on her experience to her daughter as typical. Or father may
have been a virgin at marriage and so frightened still that he clams up on Junior,
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who then falls victim to the local nudity cult or somehow struggles through to
his own marriage feeling no concern for the element of beauty or compassion in
the sex life. If somehow we could persuade everyone, particularly parents,
priests, and teachers, that they have no business talking only from personal
experience but must supplement that T.xperience by reading and study of the
scientific literature of the field, children would be better off. Parent groups,
such as child study leagues and men's study groups, could well devote construe-
ti ve programs to reading and discussion of some of the fine literature for parents
now available. Personal experience alone is not enough.

In this context, one would certainly encourage the development of the
so-called marriage course at the college level as well as any course at any level
where sex education plays a part. Those who go to college wilrbecome
informed in this area before they become parents, and they may be in a better
position, therefore, to discharge their responsibilities. Otherwise. I would
personally doubt the wisdom of leaving this whole-area to parents and denying
the school its opportunity to make its effort to dispel the massive accumulation
of ignorance, folklore, fear, and fallacy that now gets in the way of some
rational understanding of sex as a function of life.

Ministers? Not if all they have is Divine Revelation! Something more is
needed. These people are in key spots with certain large segments of our
population. They are the purveyors, the architects, of our moral values. They
can influence children tremendously. Through work with adolescents they can
make or break many a confused, bewildered, and searching young one. Don't
underestimate their place or their influence.

But I wish they were better prepared to fulfill their correlative mission in this
area. I wish the local preacher were not so ready to jump on the bandwagon in
criticism of school efforts. Some of them seem to know so much! I saw one of
those abusive anti-sex education booklets the other day, from New England.
Only four names appeared to be backing it, and they were all ministers!
Ministers all over the country are in the act of objecting to our effort, when
actually they ought to know more about what we are doing and be supportive
with the whole power of their office.

It is, therefore, reassuring to hear of the efforts some denomf are

planning to advance the education of their ministers through workshops, in-
stitutes, and reading courses. The more of this the better. the clergy is to
participate as counselors or teachers in this area, every one of them from the
bishop down to the circuit-ridina preacher out in the boondocks must have solid
preparation in the area. Unfortunately, divinity schools have been just like most
schools of educationsublimely indifferent to the needs of their clients in this
area.
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As for the certified school teachers, there are so many of them who relate to

sex education. Almost all of them. Can Vo LI think of any who do not'? But

mainly we think of classroom elementary teachers, health education teachers.

physical education. science, biology, home economics teachers, and nurses. I

would not know how to appraise the level or competency of.all of these people

in this area. All I know is 111:0 1 agree with II. S. Hoyman when he says

emphatically that we arc not preparing enough teachers to meet the need.H

Hoyman says we are highly vulnerable here, and the antis are attaeking us at

this weak spot. How right he is! Right now we are paying the price for 50 years

or lethargy on the part of state departments of public instre,Aion and colleges of

education. (10 back before World War I and to the 1920s. In those days such

people as Thomas Wood and Maurice 13igelow urg,:d strenuously the prepara-

tion of teachers not ooly itt xex education but in health education as a whole. But

the response has been somewhat less than the response mathematics and science

education enjoyed after Sputnik!

What we need in 1970 to meet not ,ust the needs of young people in sex

education but in the whole field of health education is everything. We need, as

Elena Sliepeevich pointed out in 1%3, recognition and subsidy Ironl the federal

government for the preparation of teachers in cmilth education.12 Science

teachers cannot take over all there is to he taught in health education. They are

too busy with other things..S0 arc (ionic economies teachers. We need from
Congress and horn the Department of Health. Education, and Wenni a
suhstantial. solid. meaningful recognition of health education as a professional

area in education comnlensurate with its value. We need thousands of teachers

prepared in this area, and Congress and the Executive Branch must help. We

need state departments that will develop health education as a "solid subject
and take it forever out of its ridiculous category as a "special one. Look at the

experience in New York and Conneeticut and perhaps elsewhere. There the

legislatures made health education mandatory. and schools in the three or
whatever years of grace they have to find teachers and purposeful curriculums

have been frantically hut eonstructivelv meeting their anticipated situation. (he
federal government could help if it would. And we are grateful to those who

have been helping to get tangible recognition for health education from the

government. I refer particularly to the staff of the School Health Education

Study and to the staff of A A VIPER and of A ASA.)

But mainly we need continuous and strenuous effort at the level of the state

departments of public instruction. I have always thought that there was the

epicenter of our problem. There the certiHcation standards are developed and

enforced. There curriculums are recommended--some or them mandated;
there credits for graduation from approved high schools are stipulated. There

the alleged differences between special and solid, academic and nonacademic

courses are perpetuated. There the rivalries atm mg the %,arious areas of learning
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are intense. There health education in most places unfortunately comes ,off
second best. Too bad. But not all is dreary. There are bright spots where our
efforts have borne fruit and health education is emerging in full dignity and
status. In 197(1 we need a continuation of this effort. We need laws either
permissive or mandatory inserting health education into ever) grade level to
rank in importance with English and mathematics. We need teachable cur-
riculums for local use, and we need well qualified teachers at every level.

State departments of education are crucial here, but running a close second
are the sources of teachers and administratorsour college departments of
education. I could write a book about our college departinents of education and
the Nople \. to run them. There arc some excellent ones with a willingness and
farseeing programs to meet needs. And then there are some, perhaps the
majority, who unmindful, stubborn, and lethargic in the face of our pleas to
do something by -.'ay of preparing teachers and administrators in health educa-
tion or to improve what they are already doing. The youngsters coming along in
college need more than a little three-hour course to cover the whole field of
health education. To handle mathematics adequately they get 15 or 20 such
credits in some places. Is the binomial theory more useful or important than an
understanding of adolescent love'? The physical science studies sometimes
draw 10 or 12 preparatory hours. Rocks on the moon mon_ crucial a stukv than
rocks in the head? Correspondence with Drs. Pollock and Sliepcevich of the
School Health Education Study confirms the impression that there arc not
enough qualified health teachers to meet the need, and the most urgent need in
teacher preparation is for better pre n; on in the tzeneral field of health
education for prospective elemental: and .:COndary teachers. Many colleges
and universities do not provide teach,' ,..indidates with even a basic health
course. So it is perfectly true ,hat we hundreds of elementary and
secondary school teachers going into the field every year not knowina a thing
about health education or its various components.

Furthermore, the day is ,:r:!dly passing when we can leave such a significant
area as health education to the joint ministrations of an earnest student who has a
major in both health education and physical education. Health education has
emerged as a recognized field of' its own, and it needs all the attention anybody
can give it.

And by all means we need curriculum directors, principals, and superinten-
dents with enough knowledge and perception of the significance of health
education and its noisy member of the family, sex education, to present the case
in legislative hearings, board meetings, before community groups, and even
before their own staffs. There is no more justification for a curriculum director
or school superintendent to plead innocence and ignorance about health educa-
tion than to plead that way about the social studies or the physical sciences. It is
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about dine graduate schools of education from Harvard toStanford opened their

eyes a bit and incorporated into their rather highly developed curriculums for
st.hool administrators some consideration of the health problems of our popula-

tion and what organized education can do about them.

As for the othersphysicians, nurses, counselorsobviously they all have a

part to play. Science can provide an understanding of lifLi and its processes.
Physicians can provide the valuable intimate counseling of patient to doctor and

sometim.is good school presentation as a resource person with student and

parent ours. Nurses can make the same contribution well prepared teachers

can !mike, if the nurse is a well prepared teaeher. A nurse's counseling and
resource services in sex education are more valuable than a lot of' people realize.

There are some other things we do not need, too. In the last analys:s, 1

suppose we can judge the quality of teaching in this area by its accuracyand
its good taste, To many parents and to a lot of children, any public discussion of

se.x is offensive. We have to remember that not everywhere are we as permis-

sive as we seem to be on Broadway. in Hollywood, or in slick print. We have

thousands of schools where the children are brought up carefully and conserva-

tively and to whom four-letter words, descriptions of the sex act, of birth, of the

terminology of sex and reproduction are not well accepted. So when a uni-

versity professor gets splashed all over a popular news magazine extolling the

novelty of his approach to sex education by having the students name the sex

organs out loud, people have every right to raise their eyebrows. Bad taste.
Flamboyant. Unnecessary. We do not need to have children sent home with

questionnaires inquiring into their parents' sex life. Bad tastI. Let us leave that

to the Kinsey Foundation and others. Nor do we need to say that to indoctrinate

children with a set of rigid rules and ready:made formulas is doomed to failure.

That is asking for trouble unneces:Arily. We do not need the four-letter words in

class, even though there are some of us who argue for the use of the idiom as a

way to foster good teaching. As of' now, the use of four-letter words is still poor

taste. We do not need some of the starkly realistic documentaries we show to all

our students. We do riot need teachers to assign (hawing or modeling of

genitals. We do not need graphic descriptions of copulation. We should

remember that in the schoolroom we cannot do it allthat students do have

family, friends, and many have ministers and physicians who can help to

educate them. We can be a little more conservativenot quite so en-
thusiasticand still perform our fimction very well indeed.

6. We do not need inaccuracyeiwswork,JOIklore, superstition, or ignor-

nitee. Teachers who do not know an IUD from the pill and never heard of
silastie had better back away from the contraception problem until they catch up

on their reading. And if criteria for masculinity or wise remarks abont frigidity

generate from the locker room, we know we have some pretty inaccurate and

dangerous stuff. Let's be accurateor let's skip the whole thing,
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We must all understund, nevertheless, that the insistence on accuracy may be
a part of our problem. So much of the scientific aspects of our sex life is mixed
up with Christian and Judaic beliefs and the cultural patterns of tribal origin that
one who tries to bring science into the story may become a fit target for those
whose beliefs have been outraged, Furthermore, the scientists themselves,
whether physiologists, psychologists, endocrinologists, or any other kind of
organic scientist, probably know how far away they are from "accuracy" in
describing sexual function. Just try to do a scientific and accurate job on
homosexuality in the classroom! In the first place, not enough is known about
it scientifically to do a convincing job on it, and in the second place,
philosophers, religionists, scientists, and writers for 2,500 years have been
quarreling as to whether homosexuality is normal. In fact, the plot gets thicker
when you realize that there is no definitive agreement as to whether humans arc
naturally heterosexual, bisexual, or homosexual! In our culture, we make it
clear that only heterosexuality is acceptable, but is this cultural or physiologi-
cal? Nobody knowsfor sure.

7 . We do not need continued fragmentation of the currkulum into little
sub-areas relating to health. Sex education and family living is one of these. It
sticks out like a sore thumb when introduced into the curriculum as something
separate and apart from the rest. It becomes a convenient target for those who do
not understand what we are trying to do in the total field of school health
instruction, We do not need a separate treatment for sex education at the
elementary or secondary levels any more than we need a semester of environ-
mental health, or physiology of the human body, or dental health, or mental
health, or drug abuse. Such segmentation is a remnant of a past approach. To
offer these subjects as separate credit units actually h:terferes with the devel-
opment of a full-bodied curriculum in health education as represented by our
modern courses of study. Once we can develop these complete and graded
curriculums, all of these neat sub-areas will meld into an intelligent approach to
the study of human beings as a whole.

Some day we will see the light. Dawn will break and bathe our curriculum
makers in health education or physical education and other life sciences with the
truth of a person's unity and integrated nature. And we will develop our courses
of study not around these structural segments of a person's life but around the
person's various constellations of problems. We will all stop talking about body
and mind as if they were separate things. We will end this stupidity about
physical health and mental health. Physical educators will see the educational
as well as the developmental aspects of their field. The body beautiful may still
be beautiful but only as a byproduct and not as the end of their efforts. Health
educators will stop this prattle about health as an end and see their efforts as
leading to development and improvement of self as an expendable tool toward
the achievement of one's purposes.
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Finally, we need ev'mmunity involvement, Despite the unpleasant experi-

ences of sonie 50 or more communities that have come under the tire of the

organized opposition to sex education, I believe San Diego and Anaheim and

Bexley and hundreds of other places have been right. We do need community

involvement in this area, and we do not need unilateral development. Com-

munities could well start where Illinois started, with formation of a statewide

sex education advisory hoard, advisory to the office of the state superintendent

of public instruction. They have approached this area constructively and

produced " A Policy- Statement and Suggested Steps Toward Implementing

Family Life and Sex Education Programs" and other literature helpful to the

public and to school people alike. Communities might do what San Diego did

years ago, as reported in the Journal-qf School Health in 1959 and 1961 by G.

G. Wetherill." There a year or more was spent in advance of the introduction

of units on sex education in the health education program to cultivate the

interest of parents and secure not only their approval but, more important, their

understanding.

To tell the story of intent to adult groups capable of serious thought in school

matters does two things: it aids tbz adults in the broadening of their understand-

ing about the needs of 'heir children, and it frequently gives tile school people a

broader understanding of the needs of children and how to meet them. (We

found that out years ago in the Ohio study when hundreds of parents were

involved in pointing out to us the crucial areas of need in health education.)

Those who go it alone in the development of programs are asking, if not for

trouble, at least for misunderstanding.

But who could have predicted this rash, this epidemic of volatile criticism?

Did the Birch Society or Drake or Hargis or Marrow run out of things to attack

now that we have the "new leadership in the White House"? How can we

explain the vitriol, the damaging personal attacks on Mary Calderone and

others of the SIECUS organization? How does one get at the dynamics of the

efforts of these local crusaders who arc so convinced of the holy rightness of

their position? I asked these questions of some friends, and among the many

helpful answers I received was this one from Dr. Marion Pollock: "Sex is

always news. It's ironic to see the current absorption of the public with

explicitly depicted nudity, perversity, sex acts of one kind or another in films

and on the stage, in the literature, on television, advertising, at the same time

the public is reeling back in horror at the news that sex education is being taught

in the schools. Sadly, I believe it is because adults do not 1-now what sex

education is, so they interpret it in terms of their own experience. We live in a

society in which, willingly or not, we are voyeurs. Yet in the midst of it, there is

this clamor by certain groups to protect children from the 'filth' which they

preceive education about sex to be! 'Would you want your 8-year-old daughter

to hear such filth as "reproduction" and "uterus"?' asked one indignant
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mother! Are we moving too fast, too far, or arc we okay? I guess it depends on
who 'we' are, and who is looking at

I found a 10-year-old publication on Psychodynamics of Group Opposition
to Health Programs helpful.'" This one warned me not to zissu me that all our
violent opponents of the day are ci.ackpots or malevolent or ignorant. Some of
their followers may be misled, but they are not all stupid. These people must be
met on their own terms and brought around not by tactics shnilar to theirs but by
explanation, demonstration, 'aid discussion, It seems so easy for those mis-
directed people to pick on the schoolsjust when schools.rteed breathing space
to solidify gains in instructional theory and practice and adjust to the population
explosion.

But again, it has always been that way. Instead of taking on other social or
commercial institutions that may have something to do with the development of
children, these strange people find teachers easy to pick on and, for the most
part, too professional or too frightened or too something to fight back. These
scoundrels are afraid our efforts in sex education are demoralizing our youth.
Are we responsible for the high crime rate in our cities? For the higher divorce
rate, too? For racial tensions? For automobile accidents? For drug abuse?
Where do the examples or cruelty, avarice, violence, dishonesty, prejudice,
and inhumanity come from? Do these destructive leaders of this destructive
anti-sex education movement ever wonder? They seem afraid to tackle what
might be a militant adversary from the world of private enterprise, or they
would direct the fire of their anger on others. Who are the more influential
teachersVanessa Redgrave and Mia Farrow, or Miss Snodgrass in the 7th
grade? Don't be ridiculous, Dr. Drake and Mr. Hargis! Why not earn your
living elsewhere where you can pan sonic real gold?

The tempest, violent though it is, will blow over, leaving scars and some
dead bodies, leaving some silly laws on the books that will have to be repealed
or circumvented (remember the laws about evolution?). The kids will suffer
being denied access to good materialsbut they will survive to pass along the
misconceptions and irrelevancies they have picked up in place of the good stuff
they might have learned in school.

In conclusion, let me try to alleviate the fears of some about sex education in
schools. There is no war on, no diabolical plot to undermine the teachings of
Christianity orJudaism or Mohammedanism or anything else. True, there may
be capricious sensationalists among our teachers who, turned loose in this area,
may make asses of themselves and titillate and disturb their charges. But these
are so few in number compared to the rest of us who seek only to substitute
enlightenment for bewilderment and ignorance and to provide substance to be
used in the decision-making process so prominent in our lives from 8 to 80. To
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be sure, there are it few teachers who, by virtue of their perverse personalities,
know nothing of love or reverence or morality and thus barge into this area to
create chaos and criticism. Furthermore, it will be necessary to remember how

slowly the public receives any new and threatening ideasideas that threaten
established and traditional concepts, particularly those that have a close rela-
tionship to church or state. Galileo felt the scorn of the Church and suffered the
tortures of the Inquisition. Closer to our interests, perhaps, are the.struggles of
Harvey, Jenner, Semmelweiss, and Pasteur as they attempted to introduce new
ideas or change our ways of thinking concerning biological states. The idea of
the smallpox vaccination as first set forth by Jenner took almost a hundred years
to take hold in this country, and Semmelweiss' concern about contamination
took almost as long.

So here we arc again. Frankness, truth, revelation in the areas of sex
education meet with a public uproar from those who fear the destruction of
their comfortable ways of living. So they conjure up the specter of Communism
or any other wolf in sheep's clothing to persecute, embarrass, or degrade those
who would enlighten. We must remember that so much of man remains in the
realm of the unknown. We know so little about him. That is why we have these

resurgencies of mysticismof critical attitudesas seeming reactions against
modern science. But it would be a great error for all of us if we assumed that the

phenomenon of sex about which we purport to educate can be reduced to an
exact science and the ethics surrounding its use computerized. If ethics and
morals could be programed in human beings we would be in a lot less trouble
than we are, but so far we have been able only to destroy mannot .to create
him. Man 's problem thus, as I interpret Langdon Gilkey, is not just to enlighten
his mind or develop a will to control his instinctive machine, but to be seen as a
totality, a unified being made of body and of instincts; of conscious and

subconseious, of intelligence and will, all in baffling and complex interac-
tion.' 5 And it is that total psychophysical organism, that total existing selfin its

unity, that determines whether the higher powers of mind and of will are going

to be used creatively or destructively. Thus, a person's health or unhealth
depends primarily on the fundamental character, direction, and loyalty of

oneself as a whole, involving the deepest level of his being where hisspiritual

unity is achieved.
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An Appraisal of Health
Education in the

Space Age

To appraise health education in the space age gives one the opportunity to
look at many facets of the field. I have chosen to examine three of them to
discover, if we can, meaning , implication, or direction. Let us look, first, at the
advancement of science and what it means to health education; second, at the
relation of health education to liberal and general education; and third, at
curviculum problems involved in the development of health instruction in
schools.

The recent Parliament of Science held in March 1958 in Washington, D.C.,
under the auspices of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science concluded that the power of man through science is currently assuming
a new order of magnitude. How to use this knowledge and this power and what
it means for the benefit ot' mankind confronts us now .1s the most challenging
question of the day.

We are just beginning to see that these advances, tremendous as they are,
constitute the signal, rather than the nucleus of the atom. Science is entering a
new and accelerated stage of advancement, which will give to humanity the
possibility of control over our environment, over ourselves, and over our
destiny. With prospects that are both marvelous and frightening, we are on the
threshold of a revolutionary probing of the cell and of the mind.'

Delivered at the joint meeting of the American School Health Association and the School Health
and Public Health Education Sections of the American Public Health Association. at the annual

meetings in St. Louis, October 28, 1958.
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There is reason to believe, reports the Parliament, that the changes we are
now seeing, along with those to come, will make the Industrial Revolution of
the 18th and 19th centuries seem relatively insignificant in its bearing upon
human welfare. A few examples may suffice. Researchers in biophysics, like
Jiose in biochemistry, may come up with important new facts regarding such
diverse matters as metabolism, the pairing of genes, or the effect of atomic
radiation upon longevity. By-products of fissionable materials are being used in
the control of cancer. A new polio vaccine may not merely control polio but
wipe the virus from the face of the earth. Remarkable advances in the science of
anesthesia enable surgeons to attempt and succeed with operations undreamed
of 20 years ago. The effects upon people of altitude, speed, and sound are being
thoroughly studied. In recent years we have profited from the development of
the sulfa drugs, antibiotics, the sterol derivatives, and drugs for mental dis-
eases. The psychologist is teaming with the psychiatrist to get at the causes of
irrational behavior and thus possibly to make areal strides in reducing mental
disturbance .

The impact of automation and its implications for leisure will not be denied
as a health problem. New knowledge about heart disease, nutrition, dental
caries, old age, and virtually every other aspect of human existence is yielding
perhaps a secret a day to the probing, insatiable investigator.

Perhaps among the most fascinating and important of the problems that will
yield to study and research will be those in the area of mental health and social
behavior. Surely the massive nature of these problems as they exist today offer a
splendid target for both the teacher and the researcher. Not only are millions of
persons beset with problems of anxiety, fear, boredom, and lack of orientation,
but we have not yet found ways to create a healthy social climate. Perhaps we
will see the social anthropologist, the biologist, the psychiatrist, and surely
others combine their talents to reveal the causes and nature of interracial and
international unrest. We may soon learn something of the pathology of preju-
dice and treat as ill those who find themselves constitutionally or prejudicially
unable to accept the hurnan race as it is. The cooperative efforts of our scientists
of the future will, I venture to say, reveal a great deal about the kind of mentality
that permits crushing hurniliation to be vested by one person upon another.
World problems of population control, pandemics, food distribution, sanita-
tion, and the abolition of feelings of racial superiority and social bigotry herald,
with their very pressing presence, the space age.

The health educator must be aware of these problems so that he or she can
lead others to recognize them and, beyond that, to understand the causes of the
behavior that create the problem. Somehow the world must be taught to face a
set of realities involving the affairs and destiny of humanity.
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But supposing we health educators knew all about these problems. What

would we do with it all? As the farmer said when encouraged to seek some

advanced training, "Shucks, I ain't.using but half what I know now." It seems

clear that the general public is about in that situation. The public is putting to

use much less of the available scientific information than it should.

If we are to make full and good use of thi.s information, we educators must

improve our techniques not only familiarizing ourselves with the substance

of this advance, particularly in the life sciences, but perhaps even more
important, we must vastly improve our skills of communication with the
student and general public in an effort to achieve greater acceptance on their

,_
part of the material we are making available to them.

But first the health educator, both school and public, must possess the

information. It comes at us from every side. Pick up The Journal of School

Health, The American Journal of Public Health, Scienceany half dozen
other good publications in the life sciencesand one can re ,c1 indefinitely

about these modern developments. Furthermore, there must be more than a

thousand books a year published in this country alone on subjects related to

human health. Information is available everywhere, and if ever a group of

people need to work together to share.this information, we in health education

do. This is no time for jurisdictional disputes or coy snobbishness about who is

better prepared to do the job. Everyone had better be well prepared, and

everyone had better help everyone else meet the demands of the situation. From

the classroom teacher in the second grade in a small village to the well equipped

science teacher in our best metropolitan high schools, from the itinerant

consultant in a state department of health to the scriptwriters in public relations

departments, from the physical education teacher who teaches the "health

course" one hour a week to the imposing college professor with his closed-

circuit televisionall of these need resources, help, assistance, from any and

all quarters where decent aid may be obtained. This means the voluntary

agencies must get into the classroom with their educational material. It means

the state departments of health and state departments of education must give

thought to action through planning committees or other devices. It means the

beautiful materials such as published by the National Health Education Com-

mittee should reach at least every college teacher of health education in the land

and thousands of others also. It means our associations (like these meeting here

today) must redouble their efforts to bring substantial stuff to the working

personnel in health education who are in need. It means that if the government

will spend $2 million, or whatever, for the improvement of the teaching of

physics, it should spend $5 million on a similar project in health education.

The Status of Health Education. Right now we are going through a period of

sober re-examination of the purposes and content of the curriculum from the
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first grade through college. The professional educator has received an av-
alanche of advice from commissions, foundations, statesmen, admirals, and
scientists as well as generous advice from the man in the street who writes an
occasional letter to the editor. Some good will come of it. In the meantime,
where does health education stand in and through all this? How do we appraise
our position? Will the health education of the general student be thought of as
vocationally oriented only and thus denied to,the brilliant student who achieves
a liberal or general education? Or will a knowledge and understanding of
hunian life and how it is lived be considered valuable to the liberal culture of an
educated person?

At the moment, and at the college level at least, we seem to prize liberal
education over specialized or vocational education. We seem to believe our
leadership of the future will come from those men and women who have been
carefully nurtured in the liberal tradition. For the others we will seek and get a
general education composed of a minimal cultural background in science,
language, the arts, and the social studies.

Let us examine the purposes of liberal patterns of education. One source
holds that a liberal education seeks to develop a cultivated elite in our popula-
tion. Another wants to prepare students to "play a fruitful role in our social and
political life," another to teach the college student "how to think," or "to
acquaint him with the great ideas of civilization." To help the student become a
person of breadth and discrimination and to give the person inner resources of
strength and stability so to guide effectively his or her own life is a laudable aim.
Describe it any way you wishmake a "liberal" education central or inciden-
tal to your plans for the reconstruction of educationand I believe you will find
that health education, being germane to life itself and its living, will be and is as
foundational as language and as necessary to survival of the race, I daresay, as
physics or chemistry. Can you imagine anyone "playing a fruitful role in our
society" who is beset with the aberrations of a sick mindmade sick because
of an inability to solve his or her own proLlems? Can you imagine the loss of
valuable manpower from preventable disease? Can anyone be called a skillful
thinker who knows so little of human nature as to zwander his or her strength
and talent in irrational living? How can one expect our statesmen or our
politicians or anyone else for that matter to solve other people's problems or to
guide their own lives without knowing something about the life they have to
guide?

Health education can be thought of as nothing else than central to liberal or
general education. Properly put together, health education represents a syn-
thesis of the best of the sciences and the arts as this best bears upon human
health, survival, and welfare. Properly developed, it takes pertinent material
from the biologies, from medicine and kindred fields, from psychology, and
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from the social studies and makes from these contributions a study aimed at
improving the quality of human life.

But health education is not yet what the traditional scholar thinking in

traditional ways recognizes as a "discipline.- It does not stand among scholarly
fields as something uniquely contributory to this world's knowledge. It has no
unique areas of investigation, no unique methodology, not even a characteristic

philosophy to guide its application. This is not to say it cannot or will not have

these qualities. It is merely to say that as of now, the beginning of the space age,
health education does not have the traditional earmarks of an academic disci-
pline. Whether advancing knowledge in the science of personality, further

study of the relation of the psyche to the soma, and kindred frontier investiga-

tions will aid the recognition of health education as a field of knowledge
remains to be seen. Perhaps additional knowledge on the nature of creativity in
relation to fulfillment of man's purposes will help the cause.

But until then health education probably will not be considered an "aca-
demic subject. It is, as I have said, a synthesis of many fields brought together
for utilitarian. pragnlatic purposes. As such it will probably remain handi-
capped in the competitive race for a place in the curriculum. Worse yet, we have
seen in the post-Sputnik panic many of the "special" subjects like health
education, home economics. and industrial arts ridiculed as being unimportant.
Life-adjustment courses, meaning principally health education, were particu-
larly held up to scorn.

It will all shake down, and I venture to predict that when it does health

education will have a central place in the education of young people, whether
they arc pursuing a liberal education or a vocational one. It will, provided we in

health education improve our ways of presenting the material.

J. S. Haldane once said: " All true knowledge must be a gradual revelation of

the lower or more abstract in terms of' the higher or more concrete aspects of
reality; and as the conception of organism is a higher and more concrete
conception of matter and energy science must ultimately aim at gradually
.interpreting the physical world of matter and energy in terms of the biological
conception of orcanism."2 Does this mean that health education, being one
form of biological interpretation of organism, can do nothing else in the long
run than grow in stature and importance? I believe so. It may. to be sure, lose its

identity as such; but it will, if science grows and if Haldane is right, eventually
become the framework in which we shall understand the physical world of

matter and energy.

Problems of Curriculum. How can the curriculum in health education be
improved to meet the needs of the space age? I would like to suggest three ways:
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First, we could vastly improve the effectiveness of the relation between the
health educator and the students. There is far too much wordage in teaching.
Too many words, far too little action. Why are so many people under 40
unvaccinated against polio when they know better? They have been told the
facts of life! Why are so many people eating themselves into poor heaRh? They
know better too. Why do people not act more promptly in the race of illness that
is preventable through an early diagnosis?

In our teacher preparation curriculums, wherever health educators are pre-
pared, we have to step up considerably our study of motivation. We shall have
to learn a great deal more about the learning process than we know now. We
shall have to find ways of moving more surely from knowledge to action in the
field of healthful living. Nell McKeever and Mayhew Derryberry mapped out
five areas we should know much more about in this connection, in order to
make our health education more useful .3 They effectually sum up the needs in
this realm:

I . The individual's behavior, beliefs, motivations, goals, and ways of
carrying these out.

1. The individual's attitudes and past experiences that facilitate progress
or create barriers to change.

3. The group's goals, traditions, beliefs, practices, values, and cultures.
4. The leadership-followership patterns established by the people.
5. The objective advisability of change and the individual's or group's

acceptance of change.

Second, we need to re-examine all existing courses and curriculums now
offered to the general student for purposes of placing the material in more
appropriate grade levels. Such a re-examination will also turn up considerable
material that can be removed from health courses entirely. I have the feeling, as
I look at dozens of courses of study and textbooks each year, that we are gearing
our material too low, for the student. We are boring students. We are not
challenging them. 'We teach them things about nutrition in the seventh grade
they could well handle in the fifth and once handled they do not want to hear
about it again, particularly in their college health course. We dodge important
matters like the study of medical care or of sex education because they are so
"controversial" and leave in such pap as how to care for the fingernails or how
to blow the nose. We need to let some things alone, dig out the really important
substance of health education, and teach it where it will challenge these young
people to some real thinking and studying. Is there a high school or college
course taught anywhere that contains a well developed unit on racial similarities
and differences as a foundation for a discussion of the pathology of prejudice?
Are college health classes investigating radiation fallout as a phase for thought-
ful consideration of our position vis-a-vis the continuance of atomic testing?
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Would a college class or an upper division high school group find profit in
analyzing the implications of the geophysical year for improvement in human
health? Would the reading of Norman Cousins' editorial "Our Casual Ap-
proach to Violence," in the August 31, 1957, Saturday Reviewwritten, to be
sure, with reference to the international situationserve as a stimulus to a
discussion of our personal relations to each other? If it is true that the biggest
problems of the future will involve teaching people to live together and
eradicate the heritage of hatred from past aggression, then no one- or two-hour
periods on mental health will do the job!

Perhaps the college will give back to the secondary school much of the
material now taught about eating habits, prevention of disease, and "how to
choose a dentist" and concentrate its precious time on a more adult type of
productive and exciting experience suitable to the alert college student of today.
Perhaps those problems will center mostly on the areas of mental health, social
and family life, new implications of science for health, problems of population,
and how to be balanced though brilliant!

The curriculum all the way up and down need.s enriching. It would profit
from joint planning and a form of joint participation where the contributing
scientists pool their resources and come up with a solid time-consuming course
(none of these one-hour-a-week horrors will do in the space age). We should
expect our health courses to represent a synthesis of the best from all contribut-
ing fields as it applies to the health of humans.

But am I suggesting only an extension of the tradition of horizontal develop-
ment of any curriculum, so that health education becomes still another subject

to be "taken" in the course of one's educational experience? Not exclusively

so. As long as a curriculum at any level remains segmented into subjects based

on distinctions among bodies of knowledge, then I suppose we would do well to

continue our efforts in the space age to cultivate health education as the study of
the science of living healthfully into a discipline by itself with all the accoutre-
ments of time, credit, and professional personnel. The separate "course" in
health education can well .stand for greater and more productive refinement as a
learning experience on its own feet and command respect as something worth-
while. This will be an honorable effort as long as we deal with education in such
horizontal segmentation.

But the space age, whatever its other characteristics may be, will be an age
marked by integration. This concept, no matter what abuse it may be taking
now from those who ridicule educational "jargon," remains the most promis-

ing pattern for the education of the future because it represents the essence of all
that humanity is. One could hardly be expected to learn much about an
integrated organism unless one knew something of the nature of in'tegration and
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approached the study of humans and their processes of living by learning of
their integrative experiences.

It may be, therefore, that health education in the space age may center more
and more around our larger problems of economic, social, and organic survival. .

We may study the details of our "physical'. life in relation quite properly to our
wants, goals, and ambitions. We may seek to understand our diseases and
degenerations in terms not merely of invasions of our tissues but also by
knowing something of our frustrations.

The fact of a person's integrative nature and integrating development, the
fact of a person's natural struggle against disintegration have already given the
educator grounds for the acceptance in principle of integrated curriculums, We
have not as yet found the easily applied practical answer in terms of curriculum
reform, but we'll get it, The fact of human nature will force us to get that
answer.

Right now we can only surmise that the integrating influence will be felt in
health education in any of these three ways: (a) we shall present either inte-
grated or integrative studies of health problems affecting human life within the
compartmentalized health education course itself; (b) we shall seek to enrich
currently used integrating experiences now developed in core curriculums; and
(c) we shall aid teachers in traditionally subject-centered curriculums to explore
with their students the meaning of their subject matter in terms u. ;:fe as it can be
lived productively and healthfully as a result of the study of their subject. We
may even go so far in this third pattern as to encourage the complete fusion of
health education with science, us for example, into a "health-science" course.

No one should allow the current to-do urging the return to the "tough"
compartmentalized courses loaded with memory work, lectures, quizzes, and
the regurgitation of knowledge to be taken too seriously. People in education
are generally smarter than to believe that those "good old-fashioned methods"
and curriculum arrangements are the best way to educate youth. We shall get
further with our objectives if we keep moving forward with our curriculum
developments.

And thus we present an apprakal. Health education will, I hope, have a
significant role to play in the space age. It will if it succeeds in distilling from all
the sciences their substance that is most potent for human life, If Glenn Seaborg
will allow me to paraphrase him, I would say we must recognize that a basic
knowledge of health is fundamental to good citizenship and effective participa-
tion in today's society. We hold to the view that a liberal education is the best
preparation for a life of significant achievement and service and that no
education can he considered liberal that does not include health education as an
integral part," 4
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Somehow health education properly and enthusiastically ,conceiyed an(I

taught cannot help but aid man, in the words or Fillmore Sanford, "to rise to his

own best level of energy and vigor, of spontaneity, of creativity, of enjoy-
ment." 5 This could well he the goal of health education in the space age.
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Health Instruction

We are here using the term heahh instruction, rather than the term health
ethwation, in order to indicate that we are talking about the organized instruc-
tional work that goes on in the classroom or laboratory. We distinguish health
instruction from health education, because we believe that any activity con-
ducted in the schoolfrom the processes of sanitary engineering and immunol-
ogy to instruction in the classroomprovides health education to the children.
The visit to the physician or the dentist, the ventilation of the school room, the
visual problems, matters of disease prevention, experiences in the cafeteria, all
add up to and contribute to the health education of the participants. By health
instruction, we are referring to the lessons or laboratory experiences learned in
the classroom under the guidance of a prepared and, we hope, experienced
teacher.

There are those, of course, who wonder just why health instruction needs to
be offered as a special course by itself. Students actually do learn a great deal
about health from courses in the various sciences, home economics, physical
education, even history and literature. There is probably no course offered in
the curriculum that does not contribute something to learning about health. It is
difficult to teach anything without health implications. This, of course, is
because health itseff, being a study of living, ramifies through virtually every
aspect of an elementary or secondary school curriculum.

To ofkr a specific and direct approach to a study of health, however,
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produces results far in excess of those dependent upon the process of correlation

with other subjects. There are very good reasons why any school, from

elementary through secondary school and into college, should offer oppor-

tunities for direct instruction in health, as follows:

I. Because 15 percent of our students terminate their education at the end of

their secondary school experience and thus bring to an end any contact they

might have with the scientific world relating to personal or public health

except as they may pick it up from their readings and study as adults in

continuing education programs.

2. Because there is far too much going on in disease prevention and treat-

ment, in child protection, in surgery, and in other forms of interesting scientific

development to let the students rely on lesser sources.

3, Bec. ,
the American public has a % 'Id health is a

public anal,. Thus, some study of its persouai and public implications are

necessary to and desirable for a literate and understanding population.

4. Because the American public spends billions on quacks, false leads, false

hopes, and disappointments, and-early education will protect them against

much of that.

5. Because there are some half million or more new cases of psychological

disturbance in our population every year. It is estimated, for example, that one

out of every 20 thirteen-year-old school children need some kind of psychologi-

cal or emotional guidance, without which they may develop more serious

psychoses and become personal problems to the family or the community.

6. Because there are still too many broken homes and unhappy marriages,

many of which might be prevented with more appropriate kinds of health

instruction.

7. Because there is still far too much L.a.=.cessary maternal mortality.each

year, and some half a million babies still icin the first year of their lives

many of them needlessly because mmlers are uninformed about early

childhood care.

8. Because there are still far too many babies born with congenital syphilis,

too many deaths from whooping cough, far too many instances of rheumatic

heart disease, and far too many tuberculous school childrenmuch of which

could be prevented with a better kind of health instruction given to the prospec-

tive parent.
9
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9. Because there is important information in the fields of nutrition, family .
life, recreation, santitation, and various other frontiers of health instruction,
which need to he brought to the .:ttention of students of any age.

It is not too difficult to develop a set of clear-cut objectives of school health
instruction, which we suggest as follows:

I. To secure behavior (action, conduct, habits) favorable to a high pant) of
living, and to point the way to those acts that, if performed, will assure this high
quality.

2. To assist in the development of a well integrated personality, enjoying
life with no reliance upon false superiorities or inferiorities but with a stability
rooted in a capacity for accurate self-appraisal.

3. To clarify thinking about personal and public health matters; to remove
the superstitions, the false beliefs, the ignorance; and to substitute the ac, aracy
of science, where available, for the darkness of falsehood and misbelief.

4: To facilitate the development of security against the threats and destruc-
tive forces of the world through the acquisition of scientific knowledge, the
formation of scientific attitudes, and the practice of scientific behavior.

5. To enrich the life of the community and commonwealth thnAqh the
collective action of individuals well taught in the ad vantag healthIneasures
to be taken for the common good.

6. To establish the ability in students to see cause and .'ecognize
consequences, and thus to preserve life and the fullness fit it.

To affect favocably the personal life of an individual is th irtgoal not
only of health teaching but of all public health work. Surdk't healthteaching
must be focused directly on the impact it makes upon o ,Ovenpo,..,on. The
favorable changes that may he' made in a person's life arc th,7,chiouges that
count. Whenever one sees a tatne showing, for example, thit I .000 nothers die
for every 100,000 births one r:Aist recognize that each of tl-osethowIrd was an
individual. Nothing could be effective in saving their live Ii7ouched
each one of them. If instruction could have done it in sorra...,:.: dies. thefts n had to
be instruction that was acceptable and used by that woman. cugineers
have improved the public health by cleaning up the wgrf vitpply and thus
protecting individuals against typhoid fever. No heahh spoke for
an hour to 500 people and did any good whatever except ir--i.Akt the people
themselves individually lived by the advice given. "The pc is but
the sum of the individual "healths" of the people who nm.,-e ip tin: public."
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Thus. all lwalth teaching must be direewd at pe.-sons. No impersonal general

approach will be as effective.

Such teaching, therefore, must be based upon, must be related to, must in

fact be identical with the needs and interests of consuming learners. People of

all ages have needs and interests. Sometimes they are articulate about them,

.sometimes not. Sometimes students readily reveal their interests. Sometimes

they hide them. The teacher of health instruction must have the ability to dig

them out wherever they are, to organize them for class purposes, and to use

them as the material with which the class deals. (We shall discuss later how

these interests may be discovered.) We can hope for a greater acceptance of

health information if it relates to the problems of students than if it is arbitrarily

selected and unrelated to these real problems.

On what grounds can we justify the satisfaction of personal needs in health

teaching? Three general statements may be made to support this view:

1. People will not think vitally about a subject unless the subject is vital to

them. The material s.;lected to go into a course in health ought to be material

that is an intrinsic part of the life of the learners. W. H. Kilpatrick once said that

learners must see and feel the utility and pertinence of what is being learned as a

matter of present concern to them, Only thus will they intelligently join in the

movement or apply the knowledge to an actual situation. The closer the

conscious relationship, the better the learning.

In view of these statements, then, the best way to get students to think vitally

about their health problems would be to seek out those problems of living that

are vital to them. Their interests and felt needs play just such a role.

2. Learning, for the most part. is highly specific. Students do not, as a

general rule, first learn gt.tneralities and then make their applications. Learning

about a particular thing takes place by specific experiences with each particular

subject.

There are very good reasons to questiortthe desirability of teaching generali-

zations or abstractions first. To know that digestion is principally an acid

reaction or that there is phosphorus in bone may be interesting factual material

to the physiologist or the anatomist, but to the ordinary consumerthe student

who merely wants help in solving his or her problems of livingthese are not

relevant facts until they can be shown in relation to the known problem. They

remain unrelated generalizations until their hearing upon some specific matter

calls thzm up.

The idea that a person has of an abstract matter is dependent upon the sort of
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situations in which that matter has been previously experienced. Symonds
makes this apparent when he says, " A misconception that is found throughout
all education is that learning proceeds from the general to the particular. . . .

Conduct begh.s by the formation of separate skills and habits. . . . It is a
curious anomaly that we take the end result in our own learning and try to make
it the beginning in the learning of children." In other words, the generalizations
we make about health, such as "the mouth is an avenue of eiitrance of disease,"
or "exercise is beneficial to health," are conclusions not readily apparent at
first except by persons with trained minds or by those with an exceptionally
high degree of intelligence. The generalizations or logical arrangements of
experiences are continuous with, but represent the later stages of, the learning
process and should not be used as points of departure.

Students have traditionally been taught to understand the best health prac-
tices only after they have studied the anatomy and physiology involved. Thus,
to understand the importance of the balanced diet, they have had first to know of
enzymes, amino acids, calorimeters, and nitrogen equilibrium. In order to
understand how to develop a wholesome adjustment to life, they have ap-
proached the problem through the Fissures of Rolando, the centers in the
medulla, or the cortical areas.

The wealth of material in:human anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, and the
other great sciences that have revealed the workings of.human life is teachable
in explanation of a human problem. The material is largely wasted when given
as new material and merely to teach the student the structure and function of the
body. /tmay even be said that there is tic e at all in teaching the structure and

function of the ')ody unless the learner c., Ise the material to further his or her
development and solve his or her problems. It is the problems and the develop-
ment that offer the point of approach for the science. Otherwise the science may
become wasted because, being unrelated to anything going on in the life of the
learner, it is dry and dull.

3. Interests manifested by questions or outspoken curiosity represent the
individual's attempts to maintain a favorable relationship with his or her
environment. We may call these articulate interests. They are revealed to the
teacher by the spoken word in the form of questions arising out of some
situation in which learning is taking place and in which the need for a new
adjustment to environment has appeared.

Raup has described this as a constant effort on the part of the human being to
maintain a state of favorable adjustment with his or her world. Raup's conten-
tions are based upon the universality of the characteristic of living things
continually to be seeking a balance, or a "complacency," between themselves
and their environment.
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Thus, daily problems of living present the most favorable media for effective

learning about health. It is within those experiences that one seeks the answers

rather than have the answers to problems thrust upon oneself. A learning
experience has the elements within it of the ongoing activitity, the hindrance,
the search for promising ways to overcome the hindrance, the application or
trial of the ways, and the resumption of the activity or the solution of the

problem.

Our problems are so numerous that they are not, of course, all of the same

simplicity. Some are very complex, and to solve them requires learning in many

areas of living. One learns of marriage, for example, not by studying some of
the rudimentary phenomena of sex life but by delving far into the factors that

make for successful marriage. The economic, the psychological, and the

social factors are all important. When they are taught, they are better learned if
erela:tfri to the personal problems of marriage is apparent. Thus material is

intrinsic woen it deals with or helps solve d problem and its relation to the
problem is seen. It is extrinsic when it is learned merely for its own_sake and

without reference to any ongoing activity or problem in the life of thelearner.
The material intrinsic to the solution of a ra3blem has the better chance of being

learned effectively. .

But where and how can a teacher discover the interests and needsof students?

So far some 12 sources of student needs and interests have been tapped by

those who seek to discover them, as follows:

I . Student questions. Given a fair and honest chance to ask questions,

students will ask them in abundance. The questions, for the most part, are
reliable indications of need. They are, in fact, needs themselves,

2. Parental testimony. Parents can, if they will, throw considerable light on

important problems suitable for class discussion.

3. The opinions of experts. Sirniliar in value to parental testimony-would be

the opinions and observations of experts in child life or health education.
Teachers, counselors, physicians, nurses, and others close to children or to

families are excellent sources of student health problems.

4. Morbidity statistics, What is the nature of the illnesses of the age group

being taught? From what diseases do they suffer? What are th principal causes
of their illness? Such information locally for the age groups being taught would

make the morbidities a fit subject for classroom discussion.

5. Mortality. Similarly, a study of the death rates for any age will reveal

opportunities for education concerning the causes.
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6. Analyses of school life. School life itself produces health problems.
There is no reason to believe that "going to school" is altogether a healthy
experience. Many a child, as a direct result of having to go to school, now has
impaired vision or is nervous and emotionally unbalanced or has tuberculosis or
caught a communicable disease and now has impaired hearing. Schooling
frequently leaves its mark. To find these sources of problems, and to discuss the
adjustments necessary to meet them, is a splendid subject for health instruction.

7. Analyses of home life. What problems are created by the home? Whit
sor of 1).-.11th conditions are found there? This is a rich source for student

8. Analyses of community life. If there are great sources of infection in the
community environment, if there are no playgrounds useful in combatting
idleness, if the water or food supply is unsafe because of lack of sanitary
measures, or if sources af pollution abound, these make fit subjects for discus-
sion in health instmction.

9. Analyses of literature. What do students read?

10. Analyses of -_,-_iodern communications. What programs on radio and
television affect the mealth of children? What are the influences of commer-
cials?

11. Analyses of me findings from physical examinations.

12. Analyses of school health records.

These are sources of needs and interests, and with probing on the part of the
teacher and the students they can be brought out for classroom discussion. As
measures of the daily problems of living , they are favorable media for effective
learning about health.
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The Mental Health
of Childrer

To many of us there is no more fascinating study than that of the adjustment

of youth to the favorable and adverse circumstances of their world. Once it is

possible to throw aside preconceived notions, obstructing superstitions, and

19th-century concepts of "childrearing," one can strike gold in the promising

fields of problem-discovery and action-planning in regard to the mental health

of children. As of now, child behavior is relatively unpredictable. We know

little about it. And yet our generation of investigators has made great progress

in revealing to those of us who teach or otherwise work with children some of

the conditions under which our work can best go on.

It was J. K. Hall, twenty years ago, who said:

Most of the difficulty in modern life is not caused by our struggle with

matter, hut with our own beliefs and our own thoughts, and with the

thoughts of others. The field of man's battle is within his own
mindwith his own instincts, his own thoughts, his own feelings.

His life is made constantly more difficult, not only by the multitudi-

nous devices with which he has to work but even more so by the

network of laws and customs with which he has entangled himself.

Most of the tragedies of life are due to conflicts between primitive

ways and the demands of civilization.

Delivered at the annual meeting of the Association for Childhood Education International.

Seattle. Washington. March 27. 1951.
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If there are those who are alarmed about the mental health of our population,
if we are unhappy about such contemporary matters as morals, manners, and
values, it would be well to examine the character of the environment we have
built for an adolescent of today. Let us say he is 17 years old. He was born in
1934. He went to school at about the time Hitler was beginning his destruction
of the Western world. Six million Jews were in the process of being murdered.
A quarter of a million Americans were soon to give their lives to a cause that
they little understood. The papers of his elementary years were filled with news
of the fascist aggression abroad and of social upheaval at home.

In childhood he saw six years of the most terrifying war the world has known.
These children have never known peuce. In early adoleseence;lately that is, he
has seen danger, threats, hydrogen bombs, the draft, strikes, walkouts, talk of
bacterial warfare, anxiety over high prices, a rising suicide rate, quick mar-
riages, insecure teachers, and inunorality in his sports. What a world! These
young people have lived in times characterized in almost every respect by moral
retrogression.

The effort the 17-year-old must expend to develop those sturdy qualities of
personality that mark him as "emotionally mature," "psychologically sta-
ble," or more simply, "well adjusted" is prodigious. We, the adults of his
world, are slowly driving him to distraction. It is more of a wonder that our
children survive psychologically than it is that a few million of them crack up!

What are the facts? There are, so many of them one has to choose among
them. Among third-grade children, 15 to 20 percent need psychological atten-
tion right now. They are beginning to show signs of poor rnental health. Among
15-year-olds, we can count on one out of every 20 being committed for
psychiatric care before going much further in life. Among the 18-year-olds,
that group of stalwart and courageous boys and girls upon whom we place so
much of the burden of this world that we have been unable to carry, 10 percent
of the boys will be so unfit emotionally that they will be rejected from military
life. To be sure, girls are better adjusted than boys, hut in neither case is there
anY'cause for cheering.

Some studies show that there are fewer disturbing tensions in rural areas; at
least rural children show a greater sense of personal security and freedom from
nervous mannerisms. High school students who have friends are better off
psychologically than those who are Izss popular. Friendship seems an impor-
tant ingredient in the prescription for psychological stability. The brighter
students have a higher level of mental health than those who are retarded. The
old saw that one can be "just as happy as ir he had good sense" is inappropriate
because it rarely can be true.
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The facts of the case are worth your investigation. The situation is now more
savory than it was when smallpox and tuberculosis were rampant in the 17th

centuryor in the 18th when cancer and diabetes went unrecognized until they

struck down at the end. We are today, in our understanding, prevention, and

treatment of tnental health problems, only a little bit further along than that.

Where does advance in the understanding of mental health problems begin?

One who would understand must bring to the task a mind free from the
prejudices and archaic ideas and be willing to admit that we are not very close to

the ultimate solution let alone an understanding of causes of mental health
problems. But progress is being made. For example, it is estimated that some

300 million children are living in underdeveloped areas on low-protein diets,

starving for want of food in areas hit by drought. They may never be able to

"catch up" mentally with their richer counterparts in other parts of the world.

Dr. Winick of Cornell found direct evidence in humans that the &triage to the

brain of a human infant may be irreversible if malnutrition begins before six

months of agc. Early malnutrition, early disease, early neglect or child abuse

are seen now as causes of serious aberrations of behavior in adolescence.

The early awareness of prejudice, for example, is now being recognized as

one of the psycho-social causes of a childhood form of mental illness. The dawn
of the awareness of ethnic difference (color or religious variations) leaves

impressions devastating to later mental health. A case in point: Ruth.

I can remember Ruth so wella charming and lovable I 6-year-old whose

parents moved to a-strange town and put her in a public school. Soon she
became ill, pleaded to stay home from school, was nauseated at the thought of

school. Thoughtful people took over, found Ruth was meeting rejection at

school for the lust time, helped her develop a skill (no mOre complex than

expertness at volleyball), and soon Ruth's mental problem vanished. Ruth's

illness, you see, stemmed from her first experience with anti-Semitism, and her

acceptance was restored because her classmates loved a winner more then they

disliked a deviate.

Investigators find the study of the mental health problems of youth em-
bryonic, fascinating, and promising. They are probing and experimenting, and

it is reasonable to believe that some day we will understandas some day we

will understand cancerthe ways best to motivate a child, the influences of
competition, the dynamics of group action, the ways to teach good behavior,

the means of preventing the anxieties and tensions that lead to psychoses. Some

day we will understand these things and be able to help children vastly more

than we now can.
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What are the currently apparent origins of psychological maladjustment?
The study of them presents opportunities for studying relationships. One most
certainly has to deal with origins before a plan of action can be developed. Most
of the time the problem is to help the youngster who finds difficulty at a time, at
a place, or in a set of circumstances that irritate. Many of these experiences in
maladjustment are something like scarlet fever, or poliomyelitis; they come,
cause great distress while they last, impair growth and retard development,
perhaps leave some scar tissue. They may even be fatal. Their origins are
important; the media in which they grow and the means of transmission are as
significant as if we were studying communicable disease. One writer has
described these causes as follows:

There are probably no one or two big causes of poor adjustment
among adolescents, such as great emotional shocks, malnutrition, or
inherited defects. It is more probably that the causes are to be found in
an accumulation of little thingssmall and repeated blows to the
child's ego, small emotional hurts repeated over and over. These may
add up to unrelieved anxiety, pent-up inferiority feelings, distorted
impressions, warped attitudes, and emotional carryovers which are
the substance of mental ill health.

It is the specificity of these origins that intrigues us in education. We know
that the cumulative influence of the school experience has a bearing upon child
health. One could not confine a child roughly five hours a day, five days a
week, thirty weeks a year, tor twelve years, to an environment in which he or
she reacts to pressures, meets success and failure, is victimized by or gets along
with othersan environment in which the child is led to believe that he or she
will never amount to anything really important in life unless he or she is
successful there. The school experience is powerful. An analysis of its day-
by-day, , hour-by-hour influence on a child's life will reveal how necessary it is
for educators to accept their responsibility for their share of the mental health
conditions found among our people. If the population is seemingly losing its
sanity, then the school must look at its influence to see whether, during the
formative years, it does as much good as it does harm.

Here is an area of study that can be commended to anyone interested enough
to make an analysis of school life to find factors that unfavorably influence
emotional stability. We must not deal with them in broad generalizations. We
must not be content to say, "Competition is an evil factm-we-must-substitute
cooperation for it." That is too much like saying "sitting in drafts causes
colds," when no research on the common cold has as yet proven that statement
conclusively. Competition is a tool to be used. It may be used unwisely in a
Science class and thus produce frustration and despair in the heart of a 12-year-
old who wants greatly to be well thought of but who did not build as good a
crystal set as someone else. Or it may be used wisely in the same class to spur
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the group on to revealing even more interesting facts of an assignment, because

the children vie with each other to see who can bring in the most recent advances

on the subject at hand.

Competition need not be condemned as such, any more than we condemn
night air or starchy foods or vigorous exercise. It all depends upon how it is

used, and thus it is these dependencies we must study, these situations in which
individual children react to the circumstances that surround them and that must
be explored. We cannot now accept the old familiar cliches like "spare the rod
and spoil the child" or "let the baby cryhe'll soon learn not to" any more
than we accept "an apple a day keeps the doctor aw4." Such generalizations
are merely convenient "outs" for the one who is baffled in the search for an
understanding of some particular aberration of child life.

We tilt.,st be more scientific, more spe,:h:c. We must come to understand and
accept the practice of the differential diagnosis. We must be able to separate the

many influences and experiences in school from each other and see them at

work on a particular child at a particular time. This has been the experience in

other phases of preventive or therapeutic effort; there is little reason to believe

we shali escape such careful individualizing of our efforts in the mental health

field.

When we see a child who is "nervous" or upset or a "problem," we must
know that such personality traits did not develop overnight. A child does not

develop these traits all at once and as a general quality of his life any more than
he becomes honesfor courageous or trustworthy all at once as some God-given,
inherited quality. Youngsters are ushered into the world neither ProteStant nor
Catholic, honest or untruthful, fearful or courageous, deceitful or guileless.
They have potentials to be sure, but without specific environmental influences
playing upon them these potentials will not be seen. We are what we have
learned. And if the youngsters hear the words "tattle-tale," or "chicken," or
"be good," they do not know what they mean until they have specific experi-

ence in the cireumstances described by the words. No child is naturally
"nervous" in the sense that he has to keep biting his nails or tapping his feet or

screaming at sudden noises. The feelings inside make children do those things,
their reactions to previous experiences, the "build-up." The clue to rectifying

is-to-study-the child-,-examine-his-record0ocate-his-emotional-allergiesJind-the
. irritations that inflame them.

And what about the home? Volumes have been written about its influence.
Tens of thousands of meetings have been held to aid parents understand their

influence upon the health of their children. Presumably not one of them has
been wasted motion, for the arrow points straight at the home:as the place where
the early influences are felt and lasting impressions are made. When parents
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stand by their children when the children are in difficulty, when they show by
words and action that the child is loved, when they have fun together as a
family, when they are consistent in the way they deal with their children, and
when they are understanding of them, then the home creates the atmosphere in
which children have the best chance of being well adjusted.

The home will have to be examined, like the school, to find those specific
situations that make for tensions. The argument over the television set, the
friction over race relations, the disapproval of a boyfriend, the constant belit-
tling of one's efforts, the fear that the son will grow up to know more than the
fatherthese and scores of others are the elements that we must deal with in the
solution of adjustment problems.

Can we describe the broad outlines of a program that will favorably affect the
development of good adjustment to this anything-but-comfortable environment
in which we five? At the risk of being either trite or unscientific or both, let me
suggest several characteristics such a program would have.

First of all, let us examine the sort of life we think is good. Do we want
children to live in tranquility and peace? In friendship with one another where
hatreds are gone and rivalries are friendly ones? Do we want them to respect one
another, to honor their competitors, to develop an atmosphere of democratic
acceptance and equality? Do we pray for the development of self-respect and
security, which will produce confidence rather than ulcers, satisfaction rather
than frustration? If we do then we must remember that these things are not
learned or acquired in the abstract. We cannot talk a child into becoming
democratic. The child becomes democratic by doing those things that are later
called democratic, by living democratically in specific relationships. Thus, we
must provide specific experiences in democratic living, concrete evidence that
persons are equal, specific assistance in discriminating between an ungracious
act and a sporting one.

If we believe it is best to become caln,, composed, fair-minded, or poised,
then we nmst temper the frenzy of an overstimulating school situation with its
hyperthyroidal basketball tournaments, for example, its synthetic enthusiasms
for so many unimportant things. One cannot preach ethics. They have to be
lived. One cannot expect children to grow up to take charge of their lives if
during the school years they are never given a chance to make a decision. One
cannot appreciate the democratic way unless one lives it in a hundred different
specifics each day.

Today's problem of bringing up a child in the way he should go would baffle
a Rousseau whose concern for Emile was no greater than ours today. In this
world of ours where the beauties of our natural surroundings are sometimes
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soiled by thievery and the waste of exploitation, in this world of immorality,

hypocrisy, violence, subversiveness, and self-seeking, what values can we

inculcate? What censure can we invoke when old-fashioned virtues are found

missing? How can we seriously condemn aspiring young basketball players

who yield to bribes when bribery and influence are commodities as freely sold

as eggs and butter in the high places of our national life?

A second item in the broad outline of a program is the necessity of somehow

making virtues as clear, as real, as understandable as vices. If we want
favorable attitudes toward work or the church or parents, they should not be

preached about or their values exhorted, but satisfying experiences with each in

some understandable detail must be had. For example, nature seems to have

made us alldogs, cats, humans, and monkeysto feel better if we feel
superior, at least to something. If my plane did not fly faster than yours then my

headwinds were stronger. If you are taller than I, well, at least my skin is

whiter. If we have no television, we have two cars. We give the person who

wants to brag a little hardly a chance to finish before we properly put him in his

place by the recitation of our own achievements. Not even a good stirring

account of how Uncle Sam wrecked our pocketbooks with his income tax is

allowed to stand for long. Someone is sure to come along who suffered superior

anguish and who is broke much flatter than we.

Growth and development refer not merely to long bones and bicuspids, but to

egos as well. And just as tallness needs long bones and long bones need

vitamins, so also does personality need ego and ego-development need

superiority. We need to experience superiority in something. We cannot live

inferior to everybody in everything.

But is there a difference between ego-development and egocentricity? Is

there a difference between group pride and ethnocentricity? Can we find the clue

here to the racial and religious tensions that figure so largely in our national life?

Children are reasonably free from such bigotry, but soon the adult teaches

them, in order to preserve their personal or group superiority, that they must be

snobbish or prejudiced or that they must hate. Such anti-personal attitudes are

evidence of illness.

The unhappy newsstand attendant in an Alabama railroad station, as reported

the other day, who insulted a Negro who crossed over the Jim Crow line to buy a

paper, is suffering. The Northwesterner who angrily states that his country isn't

what it used to be because of the influx of "hunkies and niggers" is ill

psychologically. Many who hold to mean, bitter prejudices, who nourish their

snobbishness, do so because their lives are so impoverished, so lacking in

personal culture that they greedily preserve their fancied superiority at cost to

others. Here is a tremendous opportunity for concerted guidance from both
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home and school to unite in an educational program that will direct our native
need for being superior into channels where it will not impede the development
of others who have the same impulses.

Third, we must realize that children must be helped to develop ample
resources for joy, for self-entertainment. To live a life wholly dependent upon
the veinial stimulations of friends, radio, movies, ballgames, and the
thousands of other forms of entertainment a community thoughtfully provides
may be dangerous. We need inner resources for contentment, inner strength to
support ourselves when we cannot rely safely on the quality of support provided
by others. In books, in writing, in the arts and crafts, in games and sports are to
be found such resources. The problem is so to teach or to guide children that
they become happy or find satisfactions from and with things they find to do
themselves, things they have created within themselves. How soon, for exam-
ple, can we persuade the people in charge that the most important part of our
great natio-11 effort in games and athletics is that which brings to every girl and
boy some skill and joy from his own attainment and that the great championship
spectacles, the bowl games and tournaments, are pleasant but materially incon-
sequential as solutions of some of our critical and chronic problems of youth?
More money, space, time, and leadership for youth and community enterprises
where millions can participate and thus find satisfactions are involved. Here,
with the great majority of people is to be found the real problemnot with our
stars and our professionals. Our youth need to cultivate their own resources in
joy and not be denied their chance to learn to ice-skate, read or write stories, act
out a part in a community show, or learn the fiddle or the zither, for their own, if
not others', satisfaction.

Perhaps, in conclusion, we can catch the spirit of the best advice of the times
when we summarize the needs of youth in the following statements:

I . All of us, young or old, seek status. We have to "be somebody" to be
respected, to feel confident. If we cannot earn this distinction we will steal it, or
fake it, or peremptorily demand it. This urge is at the root of many behavior
problems and must be satisfied by providing children with spheres in which
they can acceptably be superior to others in some respect.

2. When handicaps, organic or otherwise, doom children to disappointment,
to a lowered achievement, one of the great contributions teachers can make to
them is to help them find compensation by developing skill in other ways.

3. Our times seem to lead toward finding the cheap way, the easy out, the
unearned security. Money is plentiful, wages are good. Neither our income nor
our debt have ever been higher. Profits are astronomical. To make "an easy
buck" is more alluring than to cultivate the enduring skills of competency or
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A Challenge iL
the Profeseic'

Many professional groups have a legitimate interest in Cr eal school
children. Nurses, physicians, health educators (both school dplw. den-
tists, physical educators, nutritionists, and school psycholog ar arning to
share their experiences, as they explore their common inter

Here we meet in assemblY. The purpose of this annual gatheing2. is !:-)practice
together. It is like batting practice, when we help each other imypve orswing,
criticize the other fellow's stance, and help him level on thelball TT? r--ratter who
is doing the throwing, so that when the game begins on the helm field we will
be improved players as a result of our association with this-..=...aniz2tion.

The focus of our mutual interest is clear enoughthe child..the youniy,:person
in school, the growing and developing human being. We .are all mutually
concerned about the child's welfare. We want to see the child 1;!."..; and

prosperous life, not struck down with polio or run over by an autolau'aiit'.:or later
caught in the web of an unhappy home life. We hope to be ablf._ arrtagh our
pooled efforts, to give the child sound counsel that will be usefuLam::.fitz-ctive
throughout life. We hope that as a result of our efforts the child-will kriox netter
how to live a good life and meet problems intelligently.

Delivered at the general session of the American School Health Associatioh, Kansas City,
Missouri, November 14, 1955.
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We are people with a shared concern. We seek the same ends. We want to
achieve the same results. We combine our various talents to do a job unique to
the 20th centurynamely, to improve The quality of human life..and living
through the agency of the school. Schook],herc and elsewhere were, in previous
centuries, relatively unconcerned about tic learner, the child. They wanted the
child to learn, to amass knowledge, to pass subjects, to read and write and
figure. But the effort to give young persons a better purchase on their own life,
to safeguard and improve its quality, is a recent, and disputed, concept.

Knowing what we know about the tuman organism, we are not greatly
impressed with this former concept of a s:Mool. We know that many still think it
exists solely to transmit knowledge, to recapitulate and deepen the culture, to
improve communication among people. Others are content if the school devel-
ops those skills that will give the child a start on making an economic way in the

world. We recognize those views. But we believe them to be limited, because
we know that none of this business of education can go on successfully without
taking into account the receptivity, the readiness of the whole child for it, and
any educational program from kindergarten to university had better be planned

with that in mind.

For us the outstanding fact, the.fact that brings these professional groups
together in a common bond, the fact that tells us we had better work together or
else, is the fact rf the oneness, the wholenes!i of the human being. Aristotle
knew an about this. So did John Locke. But the poets of the Middle Ages and

the clerics of the early church, and the scholars who dreamed up the unholy
fictions about humanity would have none of it. They gave us the atomistic
concept. They pulled the human apart. They separated humans into mind,
body, and spirit and cOnceived the school as a place to train the mind. They
glorified the spirit and degraded the body. They held in contempt those who
concerned themselves with anything physical. Their lineal descendants are
about us now, preaching the doctrine that schools need have no part of any
mental health movement or that physical education is something unwanted and
profane to the sacredness of an academic hall.

This separatist view has profoundly shaped American education. To my way
of thinking it is the most influential of all the forces that have a bearing upon the

American school. It has so molded the beliefs and understandings of people as

to make if virtually impossible, in some school systems and in some universi-

ties, to place the things in which this association is interested in more than an

auxiliary or caretaking role. In these places we are looked upon as competent
babysitters while Cr& main business of education is carried on by the Adler-
esque giants of an exclusive intellectualism.

Conversely, there iac those among us who so believe in this ancient atomistic
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view that they believe a cardiac infcr erely a cardiac inferiority and hw,,

no bearing upon any aspect of per, --alit) -.tveloprnent or intellectual attain-

ment. To them a nurse is no counselor. mer.4 a sterilizer, and a physician is
merely an appendaee to education who can re-set the dislocated thumb, diaimose
the impetigo, or issue the appropriate war7rings to parents about mumps. I
shudder to think what some of the atorn:sr..tic physi..:.al educators think of
themselves! They believe their principal li' .J)r1 in lij:e is to develop. through
exercise, a physical fitness based almost on muscular strength
unrelated to purpose, drive, function, moo or arr 'iither aspect of life.

None of those views in tenable. We sen=rthat. 3u.rwe must be sure of it.
That is, we must be sure of the nature and_theaning of the child's integrated
state. It is only here that we find our strength in education. If we do not know
this or if we are insecure in our convich.on on this, if we as educators.
physicians, and nurses are not impressed witn the overpowering meaning of the
fact of a human's unity then we had bettzr start reading. We should read
Hopkins,' and Witmer and Kotinsky,2and Angyal.3 We should read Arthur
Mangus on the social components of sickness and health,4 and Kelley and
Rasey's little book Education and the Nature of Man.5 We should know
Hartmann's Educational Psycho1ogy6 for its discussion of the dependence of
psychological phenomena upon the state of the body, and not to know Cattell's
study of Personality' is to miss a great deal. Anything we can read on the
correlation of psychic and somatic disorders, like Fetterman's article," is

illuminating. Alexander,0 Flanders Dunba" Kluckhohn and. Murray," and
Gardner Murphy's PersonalityA Biosocal Approach:to Origins and Struc-

re 12 are standard works for any of us whoarnestly want a solid footing for an
...wraisal of the kind of work we do.

To realize that the whoke child comes to school, that the whole child is
educated, that reactions s7ring from the unified organism, that however
mathematics-dr-history orgihysical education or a physical examination are
received by a child they bear totally upon his or her development, is to make it
clear that many kinds of professional people have to do with the educational
process. The nurse is not merely an applicator of bandages, the physical
educator not merely a bull in a china shop, and the physician not merely a
dispenser of the Salk vacciae. The conception of unity as the basic nature of the
human being not only assumes us to be of professional worth in the devel-
opmental lifeline of a child, but it opens up for usif we!will but see itand use
itan opportunity to make the school health team the leading influence.irn child
development. If we will take time to learn atvut hthnans and not mereiv their
parts, if we will see our problem not in provircial terms, if we will take ame to
find out what the educational process is all about, and it' we will see woat and
Who we ourselves are and can bethen we wEl achieve an inestir.rrklitiuseful--
ness to the developmental progress of younz people.
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If this selnIness con:I:-..nces at (lc point c complete understanc.rr:;*, Wale.
nature of jehumanbeirthenthe ;cond stet' is the exploration of

potential :.-zten-elationshhw.. How & relate to vouand you to me? Ifthe nclirse

is struzgLna to deal an it may be that by worldng
with physical education :eachers ste ligir:Dn the personality inferiority that

may dispose toward acc:..:_ents can h- disco..:!d.. Or it may be that a naironium-
cular rehanilitation proF..,:i.m can bt which will go a long way

reducing :;ie number o:

If phy:al educatio,7 teachers warn r7. .d.rvelop a thorough progr:.... of

physical c..-iucation for ail children,- ttome of them, they are-dep=tent
upon the ;;nysician and the nurse for-1--, and diagnostic backgrotztaon
each chiLi as a basis for -,lassificutiot: .itto the various parts of a.ircaothrn
program. o physical education proal:arc..:L.an he conducted without apprppr-ate

medical ,i,:vice.

Mayht:the physician is dealing w:th a.psychosomatic situation originza in
a rejection situatidn stemming from ;rid socJI life of Om patient. The phy..:tian
should know the importance of sport skill as.an "open.sesame," as a co=ter-
balancing acceptance factor. By working acthely .with physical educ_aion

teachers, the physician may be able 'to solve the-medical problem.

Surely no school dentist needs to benremindelof the-personalityimplications

of disfiguring teeth. Likewise, school dentists are aware of their importance to

the health educator who needs information .M order to teach young people

something about dental care.

Children with heart disease used to be harred from all paysical education.

Now the physician and the physical educator come together to work out a

limited or adapted program for thchildren with cardiac histories.

The nurse dealing with a fithaued child kmows how antidotal vinnrous play

may be and uraes participatiotr=ther than restricticns in apprupriute cases.

'The physician should be 2. ,#) .of the usefulness the scre,,y7i.,77.talents of

nurses and teachers, becauseAvnetsuch screening-hoxell plawiNittie-contribu-

tion the physician maki....s. 1:,.;:ttAanced Conversely, therturse-=dslizir..p.enetrat-
ing and sensitive coweraticco nf th physician: to (deal rror- aniy with the
puvil,patient but with 7fir aicxs atinnts who- want strai#t taik .and not

evaLL-ion.

The relation of physical .-.Ltiacancim and medithne- alone is one of:infinite

possibilities. Conateration, a,rel understuniing oasuct trtattm bed

rest versus early ambulatioc,.cms=rotion riot by groups-) of



therapeutic eo SC, th ,:onvalescence of caaliiic a:id circulatory Atients.
convalescence ,T1 genet, the use of exercise in orthopedics and sun:ery, in
obstetrics and ...necolo:r . and in psychiatry will be useful." It is Ircquentl,
suggested that we neec o develop another specialty in the medical field
comparable to tie 'spill doctor in Europe who is adept at research and
practice in the broad anci fruitful field of sports medicine. In spite of the great
numbers who participate in sport in this country, we have only nonmedical
athletic trainers, a few medical advisers to teams, our school physicians, .ind
scattering of unorthodox others who pay some attention to the medical w-oect,
of training, conditioning, performance, prevention of injuries, and the pf , sio--
ogy of exercise. We all could use more shared information in this are

The reciprocal relationships between cl& ,.room teachers, teachers of science
or health, and of the researcher or clinical 7ractitioner in the health sciences is
Hassle. The history of the control of comm:Llicable diseases for which preven-
tive measures have been found, of the control of deficiency diseases or nu-
tritional aberrations, the record of public Inderstanding and use of scientific
medical services in general is a story of reaprocity. You supply me with the
information, I'll pass 1: on, and together we will get the work done with a
receptive public. Today we have a relatively well-cared-for public, inee
and dentally speaking_and much of that i .L.7.tributab1e to the efforts of the
educator in schools and colleges.

There is a wealth of experience now available illustrating the importance of
the team approach in solving, individual and group problems. The-electrical
engineer and the pathologist cooperate in the construction of ma6ines for
inducing fever. The physicist and the gynecologist are indispensable :o each
other as they explore the use of isotopes in uterine cancer. T&_-. social
caseworker, the orthopedist, and the corrective therapist 'make te.um of
experts, each sharing in the rehabilitation of the didustrLd accident

It should be clear that the team approach to time solution of sorn. of ,jur
problems would he helpful. Perhaps we shouhtstartat the level of atir -..i.,tra-

tion. There are many ways to organize and conduct a school health and:rlysacal
education program in order to get maximum efficiency. Thus it \k,iiii(.1
reasonable to expect that pooled experience zed opinion is b tter tdl1 orti.
person's judgment as the group seeks for the. het. adaptati to tii -oca.
situation. Furthermore, a group judgment is more likel v 10 riyi:q.:1.::Le_acti, thar,-

is a didactic "telling of others what to do.

The pressing .and constant task of curriculum.construction health educa-
iion needs team judgment for most effective plamiing. It is 7..-f,iser for many
.judgments to be used regarding what to teach to whom and when than merely
the judgment of one expert. This seems difficult for some persons to under-
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stand. A few seem to believe that there is a body of information .about health

that every child should know and that all one has to do is wrap it up in neat grade

packages and deliver it, preferably by the lecture method. Experts in cur-
riculum know this is not so. They know that research on need, consultation with

many who have contributions to make, participation by students in the plan-

ning, and group discussion are all a part of modern curriculum techniques. The

"health team" has a group job to do here in a very real .sense.

Certainly in dealing with a problem in the development of an individual

child, there is just as much reason for us to pool our judgments as the would be

in the illustration used from the field of cleft palate rehabilitation. The physical
education teacher secs one facet of the problem, the nurse another. the physi-

cian a third. Together with the parents and teachers some synthe,-.ofjudgment

can be arrived at that will probably be different from what it would have been

had anyone gone it alone and that will have the added merit of beirre the product

of multiple observations. This sort of approach to problems may:Li:amt.-more time

and effort than the unilateral method, but in most instances it will make better

sense because it will he more productive of sound results.

Here, then, is one aspect of our "challenge." A challeiwe is a "call to a

contest of skill." The call asks us to become a team of cooperating persons,

each making a contribution in terms of his best lights but, Mon important. each
listening to and learning from the other and aiding in the solutionwhich-may
not be recognized as that proposed by anyone in its original ,forrn_ We are
challenged to seek a synthesisnot a choice.

This is difficult. This takes skill. It requires patience, study. amlierstanding,

and an intellectual modesty to permit us to be less inclined to onDur-way

to the neg!ect of the .merit found in the way of-somebody else. I t requires the

elimination of some of our stereotypes by which we judge' all Tel:Infers. or all

physicians, or all nurses in a one-dimensional manner. How ofter,. :cm-el:am-

ple, have some of us been guilty of sayinfz.. "Well, there'l; no. -Ilse even

considering what the physical education teacher had to say.. He's itist dumb

coach intent on winning and cares nothing avail:for the personai.di.f.l.t=s of the

student's life.' Or. "The nurse? No, there is:no judgment there -,w.arth seek-

ing." Or, "Dr. School? No, if he were a good doctor he would1-.' zit:private

practice." These stereotypes and others like them have to be ..shaimered. To

divide thc world into bad and good on the basis ofjudgments made.orrevidence
gathered incompletely from a few experiences prevents growth and=lerstand-
ing and impedes the development of this team approach so badb:: needed in

dealing with problems arising from school life. A physician will understand an

educator better if he is willing to slip into the educator's st tn 7and try his

argument on to see how it fits. And vice versa. It would.k: aij mdeed if we

all would (a) spend part of a month's time reading up on tht,J.kirferper,,-0.1s ffeld;
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(b) spend part of every conference ddiberately listening to the other person's
view rather than try to show our own brightness by grabbing the floor and
holding it against Al corners; and (c; when the other person has little contribu-
tion to make be plient instead of condemning.

In such union there is strength. 1 heard a nationally prominent person say to a
general session at a state teachers' convention the other day that he would
remove from the school any work whatsoever in mental health, physical health,
or recreation. He rneant it. And he is not without influence in American
education.

A beloved and respected dean of a fine liberal arts college asked the other
day what the men in our university who do not make the varsity teams "do for
exercise." It was a perfectly reasonable question, but it was asked in a context
that made it clear he has virtually no understanding of what physical education
is or can be in the educational prograrn of the college. An examination of the
required freshrnan curriculurn of that college shows no rnention of any instruc-
tion in health and nothing in physical education. The activities of the college
health service are respected for the same reason we associate a veterinarian with
any good racing stable. Someone has to look after the animals. In this college,
the main business is the cultivation of the intellect, and nothing, or virtually
nothing, that might inform the studerq in the realm of the art and science of
living is of much count.

The worker in the vineyard of public health frequently has an easier time of
it. He or she is better understood t=ause he or she is protecting the public
against its enemies and bringing to them information and action that they will
accept or reject.

School health workers have an added problem. Not only must they get the
acceptance or rejection of the student public, their ultimate consumer, but they
have a middleman to satisfy and persuade. They must convince the teacher, the
administrator, the dean that what they do with children is educational, not
merely preventive or therapeutic, that their prograrn advances knowledge and
understanding, cultivates an intimate relationship wifh contemporary culture,
and in every respect bears a kinship with the much-sought-after general or
liberal education.

The basis for such a program in both its operational and philosophic sense is a
thorough understanding of the nature of the child. We must persist in our efforts
to make the true nature of the child known to all. The child must be seen as an
entity, an indivisible totality. When the child gets his Salk vaccine he is not
merely being inoculated for polio. He is being affected totallyhis attitudes,
his feeling of self, his knowledge of irnrnunology, his relation to parent, family,
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and friends. This is the root. Mis understanding of child lifehis basic nature

and his subsequent nurturetranscends all of the specialities of all of us. It is
wider and deeper than medicine, broader than all of education, more complex
than nursing, and more inclusive than dentistry. Our only hope of understand-
ing what a child isand what can be done to aid and abet the child's best
interestsis to read widely about him, study his life and his problems, and
listen carefully to others as they bring their evidence to the conference table.

The years of evolution of the science and art of educating children is still in
danger of being set back by the irresponsible and uninformed critics of modern
education who would have us give up all except the classical reading, writing,
and arithmetic. Scientists, philosophers, and the professional educator know
how unsound, how wasteful, how contrary to the facts of human life this
position is. The American people want the education of their children to be
successful. They want their children to make the most of their opportunities.
This means that the school must be as concerned about the ability of the child to
receive an education as it is concerned about what is taught or what the child

does with it. Concern, therefore, about the health of childrenabout the

physical, mental, and social welfare of the childis an absolute necessity in

modern education. Programs directed toward this end are neither frills nor
luxuries but are basic to the successful accomplishment of any program of
education that aims to help the child become an effective person.

This is our challenge!
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Guidelines for
Teacher Preparation

We recognize that teacher preparation in physical education, health educa-
tion, and recreation can and should never he szandardized throughout the
United States. Efforts w evaluate curricuinra.= f:tr. the preparation .of such
teachers by the use of common denominauma..of measurement can be only
partially effective because of the host !.7.t" wantabil. "Iiihe essence of these
evolving three fields is one of change.and littplad SAM-n=1Z it would be completely
irrational to expect sameness. The preparariem.y.f guidelines becomes danger-
ous business. They must be presented with fbillamierstanding that their wisdom

needs to be tested against the contemPIiiiirv ociai.andibiological scene and also
against the declared objectives and pin-pose of the institutions doing the
preparation. We offer these guidelines, rnerefore. merelyas points for discus-
sion.

L. Professional students in physical edur-Trion should know the difference
between physical education and physical training. These terms are not
synonymous, and although at one time in history they might have been used
interchangeahiN, it becomes clear now that differentiation can and must be
made. Physical education involves an abundance of thinking, self-guided
action, evaluation of experience, analysis of comwequences, and choice. Physi-
cal training it-Ivol yes patterned behavior. /rarlePT evaluation and response-to-
command activity involved in drill but a milmnrof thinking and self-directed

Delivered at the Midwest Association for Health.:RUysacal Education and Recreation, Detroit,

Michigan, 1964.
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activity. It relies upon exercise for physical development without regard for its
total impact on the person. To understand the difference thoroughly, a student
has to be prepared well in the educational literature of both the 19th and 20th
centuries, selected for its pertinence to the purposes of education in general
vis-a-vis the growing child in a free society.

2. Professionai students in health education and physical education should
be made aware of the contemporary emerging patterns for education in both
format and content in order to adapt the curriculums in these two fields to the
complex needs of the society which these emerging patterns are attempting to
meet. This goal would also require a wide reading of the current literature
relating to the evolving patterns of education in America. Students should know
what is happening to the self-contained classroom and about the emerging
curriculum formats for the future. They should know about the instructional
projects of the National Education Association and should be acquainted with
the activities of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
and its Curriculum Commission. They should have a reasonable understanding
of curriculum trends not only in our fields but in other fields in order to gain
clues to the directions of curriculum evolution. There is no reason to believe,
for example, that school and college health education and physical education,
as now taught in schools and colleges, will remain in its traditional format or
administrative context, nor is there any relson to believe that material taught
now in health education or physical education will be taught 15 or 20 years from
now. Therefore students should be prepared not to resist change but to accept it,
not only to work along with it but to take the leadership in this kind of evolution.

3. Students in physical education and in recreation certainly should be better
prepared to solve the emerging new problennS' in preparation for the use of
leisure and should be able to make concrete responses to the needs of the
white-eollar unemployed, the unemployed adol.....,cent, the housewife, and
many Other large segments of our populations whose leisure patterns are going
to be altered as the passage of time creates new circumstances in the work-
leisure cycle. They must be better prepared to introduce people to a wide range
of interests and to develop appreciations, understandings, and appetities for
outdoor pursuits and for art, drama, music, singing, playing, and dancing.
They must be confronted with the problems involved in the development of a
satisfying social life indoors as well as a life of activity in the out-of-doors.
They must be made aware of the social, political, and industrial problems of
urbanization as these problems encroach upon the use of space. Perhaps the
preparation of school and college students in the activities useful to them at
schocl and college age is insufficient; they must be made more acutely aware of
leisure skills useful in adulthood.

4. We should strive for a rather pointed development of professional pride
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and a consciousness of professional worth which will raise the professional

student in our fields above the usual operational level where many of our people

are now to be found. Our fields are now in competition with the quack, the
proprietary muscle-builder, and the physical fitness "expert" who plies his

trade without the scientific foundation our teacher preparation curriculums are
capable of giving. It is not necessary for our graduates to be confused with the

opportunist or the phony. Nor need we cooperate professionally with any and

every local or national endeavor to develop or promote inadequate conceptions

of the relation of exercise to the good life. Nor need we apologize for our efforts

to relate the potential intellectual and social learnings inherent in our fields to
the best cultural standards of our society. Our games and sports do not need to

be conducted at the level of those who would exploit youth for personal or

economic gain. Surely the student of physical education and recreation can be

brought to see the significant relation between behavior on the playfield and

behavior in our complex social milieu. Such problems as integration, rivalry,

group hatred, and the search of the individual for worth can be highlighted as
being clearly related to the experience on the playfield. Unless our students are

impressed with these potentials, we miss a good share of the basic values of

these two fields.

5. We should prepare athletic coaches and recreational leaders with an
understanding of the serious and significant roles they play in our society. Too

long have we failed to penetrate to the deeper meaning of athletic participation
in the evolving personalities of the boys and girls who play. We have had
enough evaluation by the scoreboard only. It is high time we began to cast our

appraisal of both athletics and recreation in the more clinical terms of their
social significance and their values in controlled adaptation to individual need.

People will never take either athletics or recreational activity seriously until

personnel in the fields take themselves seriously. Some day, it would be well,

for example, to run some studies on the cultural contributions of sport or similar

investigations of some penetration to match the endless reams of useless
statistics on passes completed or field goal assists. In our search for excellence

we have sometimes cited the competitive varsity programs as our answer to
grandeur, but in so doing we have honored the ringmaster and forgotten the

horses, made more out of the ceremony of presenting the cup than evaluated the

effect of losing upon the vanquished,

6 We should hope that somehow we could inspire these students to read
widely about this world of ours. Not only would they profit by broadening
themselves as people, but they would gain deep and important insights into the

significance and relationships of physical education to the human condition.
This sort of reading,. or listening, or travel would be mainly a cultural enter,
prise, not merely a "practical" or an improved way to masterthe balance beam

or control the backswing. In the long run it would make better teachers out of
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our people. Do they know Bernstein, Bergman, Martha Graham, William 0.
Douglas, John Cage, or Arthur Miller? Have they read Profiles of Courage
or Edith Hamilton's The Greek Way or Viktor Frankl's Man's Search for
Meaning or Huston Smith's The Search for America or maybe Eric Hoffer's
The True Believer? Name two dozen more. Name oldtimers like H. G. Wells'
Outline of History or Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass. Perhaps a grasp of
social issues in American.life can bc obtained from the We inbergs' Attorney for
the DatnnedClarence Darroat. Could any of these fail to deepen the intellec-
tual penetration of the student into the field of recreation, say, or the other two
fields as well? It is out of such fabric that our scholars are formed.

These are suggested guidelines for the development of our curriculums in
teacher education. Approval by NC AT E does not mean we are at the pinnacle.
The status quo is comfortable but limiting. The future in American education
demands the steady and relentless destruciion of sacred cows and the preserva-
tion of only the best in today's programs. The future will require new content,
new administrative thinking, new ways of going about our business. We will be
shot down if we do not keep pace with our changing society.
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Section Three
Physical Education



A Holistic Point of View
for Physical Education

From what I can gather, we share many problems in common as we attempt
to develop a program of physical education for our respective lands. I can cite
five of them at the outset:

1. What should the nature of physical education be in Australia and in the
United States? Is there a particular type, a particular kind of program that
will best fit our respective societies? Or are we committed to eclectic
programs in order to satisfy the many diverse needs and goals of our
people? Are there established national characteristics and purposes,
biological or cultural, that should determine the nature of a physical
education program?

1. Are there variations in the interpretation of the concept of the whole
person that bear upon physical education?

3. Is or can physical education be a medium of learning, or is it merely a
conditioning or body-building process? Do we seek to develop a program
of physical education or physical training?

4. It' physical education is developing in Australia as an eclectic program,
trying to be all things to all men as it apparently is in the United States,
what then is the relative place of games, fitness activities, dance and
gymnastics, and all the other program components?

Ddivered at the annual meeting of the Australian Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, MelhoUrne, January 18, 1968.
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5. Can the nonacademic stigma be removed from physical education? Is this
a field of study worthy of university recognition leading to the traditional
credits, degrees, and other academic symbols?

In the course of this presentation I shall be bold enough to present some
thoughts bearing, perhaps, upon all of these with emphasis upon thc third: is
physical education, or can it be, a medium of learning, or is it merely a physical
conditioning process interspersed with pleasant games to satisfy the competi-
tive urge of the young? Are we talking about a program of physical training or a
program of physical education?

It is my considered opinion that to the extent you and I see physical education
as an avenue of learning, it will prosper in the world of education and become a
significant experience in the lives of our people. To learn through the experi-
ence in physical education is the principal, the most significant, value within
our power to arrange. It transcends in importance all others, even those of the
popular objective of fitness, or of self, or national aggrandizement through
supremacy.

Learning has been and is the first and most lasting outcome of the physical
experience. The primitive learned from climbing or combat; the child learns
from jumping rope or water-skiing. The adult learns from tennis or a walk in the
garden. Movement has always been a means for the development of under-
standing of oneself and one's world. This form of education is ancient,
primitive, native . It predates spoken language or art as a means by which
humans transmitted their cultural and developmental language to the coming
generations. Physical education is the oldest means of learning known to
humanity. It has served through the ages beranse of the inevitability of its
importance, and it has persisted in this Tole regardless of how our contem-
poraries may have constructed a temporal orsecular institution that purports to
educate the young in the eternal verities

Why? Because the person, whether the cleric or the academician knows it or
not, is whole. The person cannot be dk'fided, is not divided, and no matter what
fiction we may concoct about mind and body, physical and mental, academic
and nonacademic, these dichotomies bear no relation in fact to the essential
nature of the person. The fact is that the person is a whole, is one, a psychophys-
ical organism capable of reacting in many ways to the many and various
emphases of stimuli to which one is exposed in the course of a lifetime. The root
of this wholeness is, perforce, the cell. Its metabolism, its activity, its quality
determine the expression of the organism that is made up of these millions of
cells.

I trust I need not labor this point with you or cite the overwhelming evidence
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for it. This wholeness is the outstanding fact confronting physical education
todayin whatever country. To deny it, to overlook it, to ignore it is to set us
chasing after secondary outcomes, oblivious to the central importance of
physical education and perhaps afraid to take a stand on physical education as
education. It is sometimes more convenient to deny our heritage and claim
expediency and popularity through such obvious and simple values of fitness
and victory. These two can be seductive mistresses, indeed!

Perhaps this timid point of view was well illustrated the other day by a
graduate student in a physical education seminar who rather plaintively asked,
"Why do we have to be concerned with moral and ethical and psychological
and social problems, and not quietly be permitted to concentrate our efforts
upon the physical development of our charges?" Such innocence is refreshing!
Why not indeed?

It is this damnable fragmentation that has beset educational thinking for
centuries and that persists to prejudice not only our students but our educational
contemporaries. Fragmentation was the product of primitive efforts to under-
stand humans and their world. It was helpful to develop categores, divisions,
rubrics. So came the physical, the mental, the spiritual.

From that sort of fragmentation ofe human being it was only logital.thar
similar rubrics could be developed to=egorize human knowledge. If tarly
philosophers and clerics could conveniently carve the person into the
trichotomy and then proceed to develw the horrendous scale of prior values,
with the spiritual resting safely on tap and the physical on the bottom, then
scholars could more conveniently explore one of these hypothetical categories
without being overly concerned about the other two.

And thus the scholar in pursuit of knowledge assumed that the "intellectual"
processes necessary to debate with Socrates, write a sonnet, discover the
temperature of the moon, or rediscover the escapades of King Henry VIII were
exclusively valuable and not to be confused with feats of strength or the
derring-do of athletes.

Thus the "academic" life developed, and as knowledge broadened, infor-
mation about the world became too much for one basket to hold. So now we
have a plethora of categoriesastronomy and ecology, rhetoric and literature,
physics and chemistry, zoology and anthropology, geography and
economicseach one alleged to be a "discipline," a discrete something well
fenced in against the intrusion of enlightenment from abroad. What chance had
physical education, which by its very name could not be an intellectual or
scholarly discipline because it did not deal with things intellectual?
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We have the Greeks to thank for most of this. In spite of the fact that we
moderns are supposed to be indebted to those ancients for their prototypes of
physical education programs, I personally am not overly impressed with their
contribution to our understanding of humanity and the problenis that confront
us today. To be sure, the Greeks sought health of the body. They had extensive

gymnasiums, palestras. They started the Olympic games. Yet there was some-
thing lacking, something missing. I think it can be identified, because it has
lived to haunt us and to keep us from full acceptance in the so-called academic
circles.

The Greeks did not consider activity per se as having potential within it for
the enrichment of self, as Imeans of relating to others, or as a means of learning

about one's world. It wils essentially a conditioning process. useful as a
caretaking or developmental device to put the individual in shape to make war,

to be a good citizen, or to be a slave. There is no evidence tuom Plato or
f'rotagoras or Socrates that would lead me to believe that they invierstood that
rie dynamics of experience in movement could contribute to-the thinking
process or, in fact, was a part cf the thinking process. Aristotle and Isocrates

were devoted to rhetoric as the way of education, and they would encompass

physical training in their system offiy because they sought a sound body to be
the custodian for the sound ccundor to produce healthy young people for
slavery or war.

Right there we can put our finger on an image of us that has lasted 2,000

years. We were useful to the welfare, and not to the education, of young people.

In the pattern of the trichotomybody, mind and spiritwe were body,
nonintellectual, nonacademic, nonentities!

But now see what is happening! The walls of educational compartmentaliza-
tion are crumbling! We now have geophysics, economic geography,
biochemistry, and political science! The discrete disciplines are disappearing as
humans press on to a revelation of what they and their world really are. Old
answers are no longer good. Relationships are being discovered and under-
stood. A new formai is being developed for the study of humanity and its world.
The emphasis is upon the function, the happening, and less upon the structure
and the status quo. Concomitantly, further intensive study of the nature of
humanstheir physiology, the relation of endocrines to personality, the
physiochemical nature of psychological aberrations, the significance of
psychosomatic relationshipsall of these are destroying any remnant of the
human as an "intellectual" being whose education can be based on knowledge

and its mastery alone.

And we in physical education are, whether we like it or hot, right in the
middle of this development. The movement experience is being seen not just as
a developmental phenomenon but as an educational one.
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We are beginning to realize that because of the inescapable oneness of man,
what he does, how and why he moves, where he goes have a bearing upon his
education. When the little child learns to jump rope there is much more to the
product of the activity than improvement in coordination and cardiac return.
Whether on the balance beam or tending goal, something is going on in the
brain of the participant. We can either ignore it or plan for it and do aomething
about itbut we can't wish it were not happening. It is within this.z_ea of total
response that the educational potentialities of physical education reside.

As the walls between disciplines crumble, so does the wall between the
physical and the intellectual. We will soon have to make a choice. We will have
to make up our minds as to whether we are a field of learning or just a
perspiratory art. We will have to decide whether we are caretakers or babysit-
ters for the mind or whether we are central to the total development of the
person. In short, are we devoted to a physical training or to a physical
education?

Those two are different. I believe we should take time to outline the
differences. I am of the opinion, having had experience as both student and
teacher with both physical training and physical education, that there is more
than a semantic difference. The differences are real and demonstrable and bear
upon the relation of our field to education as a whole.

To differentiate we must begin with some consideration of what education is.
Not everyone in our world understands that the common thread of an education
is the development of the ability to think. This is the central purpose to which
the school must be oriented if it is to accomplish either its traditional tasks or
those newly accentuated by recent changes in the world. To say that it is central
is not to say that it is the sole purpose or, in all circumstances, the most
important one, but it must be a pervasive concern in the work of the school.
Many agencies help to achieve educational objectives, but this particular
objectivethinking--will ordinarily not be attained unless the school focuses
on it. In this context, therefore, the development of the rational powers of every
student must be recognized as centrally important.

If you were to ask me to define what I mean by "thinking," I would borrow
from the philosopher Kilpatrick, whose definition is simply "all that the
organism does in advance of:overt action to size up the confronting situation and
make plans for dealing with it; during action, to evaluate the process and shift

, the means, if need be, in order the better to effect the aim; and after action to
draw lessons for the future from the whole experience." There are, of course,
other outcomes to be defined in terms of personal growth, recognition and
evaluation of oneself and one's powers, the development of an orientation or
relation to others, a liberation from imposed authority, and certainly the
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development of ap adaptation to the culture in which one lives. These terms are
significant and high-sounding but nevertheless real as we seek to guide the
educative experience rather than to allow to develop helter-skelter with no
more assured outcome than the acquisitiol of knowledge.

Training, on the other hand, involves teaching, drill, or discipline by which
the powers of mind or body are developed usually in preconceived directions or
responses. The term is usually associated with the training of athletes or
animals for specific performance to produce a response not necessarily chosen
by the one who responds. Training does not involve choice upon the part of the
one trained. Nor is it concerned with identity between the thing to be learned

and the purposes of the learner.

Within this context then, what are the essential differences between physical
training and physical education? I would like to describe the differences in four
categories: purpose, orientation, method, and goals.

In terms of purpose, it has been traditionally clear that physical training aims
to train the body in such tangibles as coordination, strength, physiological
health, and endurance. It directs its attention to the production of the sound
body as the vehicle for the housing of the sound mind. It admits the dichotomy
of mind and body.

Physical education, on the other hand, purports to develop the whole person
and is as concerned with one's intellectual, social, and ethical and spiritual
development as it is with one's "physical" aspects. It recognizes no
dichotomy. It sees the child as a person, not something to be exercise& not
something to be dealt with in any fragmented scase. h realizes that what
happens to a child happens all over, and it cannot limit responses to any given
experience such as strength or endurance. A physical educator knows that such
exercises designed to produce those limited objectives or r_zurposes will
nevertheless and inevitably have a bearing upon other aspects of-oe personality
and the self-image of the participant.

In orientation, physical training becomes an end in itself. It seeks, through
fixed and predetermined responses, immediate and measurable growth. The
fitness score becomes the symbol of status. The skill of the performance
becomes the end-all and be-all.

Physical education, on the other hand, recognizes that all of its actimities are
but means to an end, conffibuting to growth in function, to the enrichment of the

quality .of the personality, and to lifelong learning and participation. Physical
education sees physical fitness not as an end in itself to be acquired, measured,
and perhaps bragged about but as a means by which other and more socially
useful ends of life can be attained.
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In method, physical training has traditionally been authoritarian. It has used
the response-command system of procedure. It has sought disciplinea disci-
pline of response to one who gave the command and preconceived the kind of
response thought necessary or desirable in the situation. It is the coach of the
team calling the signals from the sidelines. It is the drillmaster ordering the class
in calisthenics. The authority has characteristically been that imposed upon the
student by force from the outside.

In physical education, we have sought he involvement and participation of
the student in seeking the ends in viel.k It involves creative endeavor. It
encourages problem solving. It has admitted students and their interests,
purposes, and needs to the selection of the way in which the team is taught or the
class proceeds. It is far more democratic than authoritarian in the way things get
done. Motivation comes from the inside, and the discipline is a self-imposed
one.

In goals, physical training has sought, as we have mentioned in our discus-
sion of orientation, the short-range achievement of arrival at the fixed and
predetermined state. Practice has brought the student to the norm. Sweat has
been produced; strength can be measured; the test has been taken; the passing
grade is given. The future relation of the student to the program is of minor
concern .

In physical education we seek continuous activity independent of the short-
range goals of the teacher, so that the individual is prepared, as one might be in
the study of literature, for self-perpetuating participation for a lifetime. The
goals are long-range. The physical education class in school is seen as only the
instructional period preparing the individual to live the kind of a life that will fit
into the culture. It is self-perpetuating, whereas physical training is self-
defeating. It is not satisfied merely with physical attainments but, on the
contrary, seeks the adaptation of the individual at the ethical, esthetic, and
behavioral levels as well. If behavior in the social realm is a recognized goal of
education, then physical education cannot escape responsibility in this area.

Physical education recognizes that one of the earmarks of an educated person
is capacity for decision. The kind of choices one makes in various situations is a
measure of one's ability to relate to the culture of the times. Thus, it seeks to
teach through discussion, problem solving, example, and analysis those be-
havioral characteristics that mark the educated person in society.

Applied to the curriculum, physical training consists mostly of unimagina-
tive, repetitive exercises of limited scope and directed mainly toward the
production of response to command and physiological well-being. It is the mass
exercise of military preparation. It is the marching and countermarching of the
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European systems of the 19th century. It consists mainly of a set of activities

many of which are extrinsic to the basic purposes of the growing individual and

pay a minimal amount of attention to individual variations, needs, and dif-

ferences.

Physical education, on the other hand, is characterized by a wide variety of

activities chosen because they relate to the needs of the growing individual. The

individual is recognized as different from all other individuals. Physical educa-

tion turns the gymnasium and play fields into laboratories where a great variety

of activities are taught, most of which we hope are intrinsic to the growing self

and whose purpose are for the most part extroverted and not wholly related only

to physiological return. It does not confine its activities to the gymnasium but

uses the library, the out-of-doors, the discussion group in order to tackle those

problems and to learn about those activities the outcomes of which relate to the

totality or to the total development of the person.

Now I leave it to you to decide which of the two fits best into your concept of

Australian education. I think I know which comes closer to meeting the needs

of American youth, although I am not contending that we in our country have

happily arrived at such a universal program.

I am fully aware of the fact that when I talk this way about physical education

and emphasize the element of thinking that should dominate the response of the

student, people are likely to ask, "Whatever do you mean by implying that

there can be an element of thinking involved in such an experience?' ' This is not

too difficult a question to answer when you realize the unlimited possibilities

and opportunities therein, nor is it too difficult to illustrate the point when you

realize that whether you like it or not thinking goes on in the experience. Our

problem is largely one of assisting the individual to make the most of the

opportunity to think. He will think. You can't keep him from it.

It requires thought, for example, to evaluate one's own place in relation to

other competitors, to otherpeople, to playmates, and to one's group. It requires

thinking to establish value judgments with reference to the ethics of the garrie. It

requires thinking to arrive at some reasonable analysis of one's part in the

solution of a strategy problem or to chart a course for a cross-country run or to

climb a mountain. It requires thinking to plan logistics for a camping trip or to

solve an equipment problem.
It requires,thinking to write a choreography or to

dream up plays to be used in a game. It requires thinking to originate a game, to

choose leaders and captains, to solve one's personal problems of security and

comfort within a coMpetitive situation. And, of course, as one watches our

school or public sports, one does some quiet thinking about the character of

human nature while witnessing the behavior of crowds or competitors. There is

no dearth of this sort of opportunity. The only questions involved are the
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questions of locating the opportunity to assist students in their thinking and to
present them with time and opportunity to think the situation through in some
kind of intelligent analysis. One can liken the teaching of physical education,
therefore, to the teaching of dramatics. One has to develop not only skill in the
art but also to analyze and understand something of the meaning and impor-
tance, ,

Were we to be successful in developing the full potential of physical educa-
tion as an educative experience, we would have no problems with our academic
colleagues. We would stand clearly revealed in our own merit and undeniably
productive of significant value. But to attain that state, whether in your country
or mine, the following developments will have to occur throughout our pro-
gram:

1. We will have to have professionally prepared personnel. If we are
searching for our function, seeking the fullest reason for our being, we have to
begin with the functionary. Who is a teacher of physical education? In my
country we are slowly eliminating the quack and the mountebank. We are
slowly getting people with a university education and advanced degrees. We
still have our jolly old swimming coaches who pose as physical education
teachers or football coaches who enter the field with no sense of their educa-
tional responsibility. We still have quaint people with quaint systems of
exercise or impresarios of exercise marts who claim to be the world's greatest
physical educators!

I hope you have eliminated these people. If you haven't, you must. The time
has passed when physical education can be a haven for washed-up athletes.
Neither game skills, varsity medals, nor international athletic reputations are
criteria for professional ability in physical education. The emphasis on prepar-
ing teachers must switch from athletic experience to a study of human life in its
personal and social setting. Then comes a study of the skill of soccer or football
or dance or whatever as useful tools from which to choose to get the best results
in human development. The activity becomes the instrument contributing its
share to desirable transformations in human personality.

An analogy to medicine is appropriate. One does not apply cobalt therapy,
even though it is useful, unless the patient requires it. Neither football, nor
soccer, nor dance, nor anything else is good unless it is inherently useful and
taught in such a way as to contribute to the needs of the individual making use of
the activity.

We need standards for the professional preparation of physical education
teachers that are no less high than standards for other fields and perhaps higher
than most. A four- or five-year preparation in physical education, with its full
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complement of study in child_ development, human biology, educational
philosophy and pedagogy, social analysis of the culture of the people, are bases
for understanding the uses for and techniques of teaching our enormously large
range of activities. These are the tools of our trade, and to master these areas
requires a university education, recognized with the usual educational trappings
of degrees, honors, and credits. Any other treatment is a remnant of the
mythical thinking of a bygone age.

But we, the physical educators of any land, nntsrpull ourselves up by our
own bootstraps. No one else will do it for us. The task of weeding out the
quack, the uninformed and unprepared, is distinctly ours. People won't take us
seriously until we take ourselves seriously enougb 3in develop a solid profes-
sional group.

2. We had better quit boring people to death with stupid exercises and
activities repeated ad nauseum and get down to the business of teaching a
program that is intrinsically interesting and that will prepare for lifelong
participation. We should make of the physical education period a rich
experiencenot a dull oneand no more of this clever business of taking
boring exercises and dolling them up with music. or whistles or funny com-
mands or even prizes or penalties. We have bored people long enough with our
ridiculous mystique of "the physical." It is time we made our classes rich with
utility, interest, novelty, adventure, and involvement. Our classes should be
fun, and they should have an emotional appeal in which the individual becomes
involved with his or her own performance and that of others. May the good
Lord protect us from these repetitive exercises we make children go through
every period in the name of physical fitness, national pride, the President's
physical fitness program, Rule Britannia, or whatever!

It is time to realize that a rich experience will lead to other experiences in the
same vein. If they like what they learn from us, they will go on to be lifetime
participants in something. There are far too many people who find physical
education a terminal experience. When they are finally released from the
requirement, they give away their sneakers! What a pity! What a pity we did not
whet their appetites for further exploration of somethingfishing, camping,
climbing, skiing, boating, anything! A rich experience leads to a lifetime of
exhilarating participation, to self-realization, not just as a child, but as an adult,
to self-fulfillment, not just as students, but as adults and parents. We are
talking, of course, about physical education, from which rich experience:,
people learn, become educated. They learn to direct themselves to become
self-contained and no longer dependent upon the arrogance of the drill master
who counts the cadence and tells us which muscles to stretch and when.

3. Let us vigorously explore some of the new frontiers of physical educa-
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tion. The four-minute mile was important, but so is some understanding Of the
relation of success in motor skills to the catatonic or disturbed child. Is there a
controllable therapeutic procedure emerging from the use of the group situation
inherent in sport that can be useful in the treatment of psychotic states?
Evidence today indicates there is, and the use of an intelligently developed and
scientifically applied physical education program in schools and hospitals for
the disturbed is a field of rich promise.

Winning the Olympic games is great, and we will spend a few millions
making sure our finest athletes do ,vd I at Mexico City; but it would also be fun
to spend some money on exploring the relation of games to vision. The whole
orientation of the blind to the environment can be favorably affected by a type of
motor training involving identification of moving parts with the purpose of the
expression. Reading skills can be improved as a result of improvement in motor
coordination. We need to know more about the relation between active partici-
pation and scholastic achievement or what effect experience in dance will have
on retarded children.

We know enough about exercise and strength to last us a long time. I wish we
knew more about success in sport vis-a-vis juvenile delinquency or social
interaction of any kind. Will vigorous forced muscular effort favorably affect
schizophrenia or the establishment of an appropriate image of self? Will guided
experience on the field of play improve social interaction? Let us find out and
pay equal attention to something like this as we do to those two very pleasant
divertissements for the highly skilledthe Davis Ciip and the America's Cup!

4. Let us put "physical fitness" in perspective. What is the role of physical
education in health and fitness?

I once wrote, speaking of the United States, that undoubtedly we need a
strong populace for either a warm peace or a cold war. To guard the health of the
nation is a worthy ambition no matter what our destiny may be. To control
disease; to improve nutrition; to prevent mental and nervous diseases; to seek
emotional, social, and intellectual stability; and to secure appropriate growth
and development of children and youth become almost an abiding national
passion. We are committed to such effortand enthusiastically so. Our form of
political life not only requires a nation of healthy citizens but guarantees them
the right to be healthy.

So once again programs of physical education are being asked to step up the
intensity of their purpose and the vigor of their content in order to save youth,
and thus our country, from desuetude if not actual destruction! But we cannot
do this by the simple expedient of re-emphasizing an atrociously unscientific
but popular term"physical fitness"and seek to cure all the ills of the flesh
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hy the application of a 600-yard run or a series of push-ups. This is what we

have been doing. I hope you have not. The result has been a serious loss of

prestige for physical education with a corresponding growth in health educa-

tion, because the latter has recognized the whole range of developmental
requirements of young people and has recommended broad programs for their
fulfillment.

The need for activity on the part of the human organism has been well
established. Documentation is unnecessary, The evidence is clear. The human
is an active creature, and activity is important to growth, development, and
survival. The need for exercise is here to stay.

t3ut apparently nature does not care a bit how one gets the exercise needed,
The form the activity takes is biologically unimportant as long as no harm is

done. Run around the block, play football, dance a jig, or climb a telephone
pole. The heart does not care. Muscle does not care. The Nous abdominus,
which is a pretty important muscle in maintaining visceral order against visceral
chaos, does not care whether it is used in basketball, bowling, or burglary, as
long as it is used, If muscular strength is what we are after to correct the evil
ways into which we have fallen, nature does not care how we get itor at what
price. Strength-building activities can he anything that builds strength, and thus
they need have no other purpose, no other meaning, no discernible relation to
anything significant except strength itself.

I tun afraid this is the sort or thing that sonic of us are calling "physical"
fitnessa sort of muscular development that comes from exercise and that can
be used for any purpose at the discretion of the possessor. But scientists,
philosophers, educators, and the.J.letter informed physical educators have pro-
claimed that there is more to fitness than muscle strength. A conference of such

people in 1956 described fitness as "that state which characterizes thc degree to

which the person is able to function." It implies the ability of each person to
develop most effectively his or her potentialities. And the conference agreed

that fitness is maintained at-a .high level only if' motivation is continuously
present! This requires an inner desire. The activities that produce fitness must
have mciining.

We must make sure that we see such fitness exercises and tests for what they
arcusually exercises for strength, spinal flexibility, or enduranceand not
assign virtue to them beyond their command. Such exercises do not guarantee
values from the realm of the social or moral. The problem is to make the
exercise experience an effective instrument of the life of ideas, human relation-
ships, enriching recreations, and rewarding enthusiasms. To allow sport to
serve other than socially constructive ends is to ignore the profound educative
possibilities in physical experience. The cMcial question is not whether we
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slmll employ the physical but how we are goilig to use it. The choice is
fundamentally never between the physical and the mental but how to acquire an
intelligent attitude about each.

I think when all is said and done there are two things that bother me about this
physical fitness business. One ,is that we know there are other factors: nu-
tritional status, the presence or absence of disease, hereditary weaknesses,
endocrine misbalances, mental health, and a dozen other psychophysical ele-
ments that have as much bearing, if not more, upon this thing we are calling
physical fitness as does strength or spinal flexibility. The other is that we seem
to be "making hay" out of the popularity of a myth. We are deluding the public
when we claim our place in the sun because of our contribution to "physical"
fitness, when we have just built our whole reason for being upon the holistic
nature of the human. How can we claim fame because of our alleged contribu-
tion to "physical" values when we know such fragmentation to be illusory?
What are we afraid or? If we cannot make our stand on the basis of the inherent
value of our activities to total development, and not just claim refuge in "the
physical," we ought to pick up our hockey sticks and go home!

I suppose if ive knew more about, humanstheir biological as well as their
psychological naturewe would be less gullible on this fitness business and
thus be less liable to misrepresent the field to thf: others.

And now for a passing salute to our critics or our detractors! When one
consults the record of social problems unsolved or looks at the number of school
dropouts and other glaring failures of our educational systems, one is amazed at
the temerity or our detractors. When one exanlines human needs and require-
ments, when one takes the trouble to learn something of the biological and
psychological interdependencies and interrelatedness that characterize the
human being, one can oniy be disappointed at the kind of treatment we in
physical education receive.

One can only be amused and saddened at the prevalence of this spurious
intellectualism that seems to hold that a person's greatest accomplishment is to
transcend nature, to rise above it, to free oneself from the restrictions of the
physical and biological. To be sure, humans are having great fun and great
difficulty relating themselves to nature. The human controls the atom, pollutes
the streams, eradicates disease, transplants hearts, levels mountains, and as a
result, some gain the impression that the human is something special, some-
thing immune to the forces of nature.

But the human is not that at all. A person is but one more living speck upon
and within the galaxy of nature's phenomena. The human is natureone
particular representation of it and subject then to all the conditions and require-
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ments nature establishes for development and survival. Activityand we
represent the active lifeis one of those conditions. Surely even the most
haughty of our academic critics must, deep down, admit of the place of activity
in the total development of any individual.

Any other view of us, of the place of physical education in the development
and education of people, is a kind of intellectual anti-intellectualism. It is the
informed person not being informed enough. It is the expert not knowing the
origin of his or her expertness or the conditions under which expertness is
developed.

The intellectual belies intellectualism by displaying an ignorance of human
nature through a wish to perpetuate the mind-body dichotomy. There is no surer
delusion than to believe that intellect can be developed in the so-called tough
academic courses, and those alone, while the "social" and "physical" aspects
of youth are deliberately left out of the "academic" curriculum.

Such a position defeats the very purpose of the critic and, if followed to its
ultimate conclusion, would bring the whole structure of this spurious intellec-
tualism crashing down in a chaos of frustration, nervous breakdowns, and
maladjustments. There is no surer fact in all of' life than the dependency of the
intellectual processes upon the physical for their functional adequacy or effi-
ciency. Let it be known over and over again that the quality of learning depends
upon the quality of the tissue doing the learning, and we in physical education
have a great deal to do with the improvement of quality in living tissue. Nor can
a student of human life ignore for a minute the inherent contribution of motor or
movement experience to the development of wisdom, understanding, aware-
ness, and most ot' all to self-realization. The human being feeds on something
vastly more complex than protein molecules or differential calculus, and if we
want the person to survive, we had better provide this required nourishment in
both school and home.

We have a great contribution to make to students. I hope you enjoy making it
and they enjoy receiving it. Our principal obligation is to the student. We need
to help students look inside themselves, to examine their own thoughts and
feelings, to help theth confront and not evade their own anxiety and loneliness,
to treasure the idea and the hope that is theirs alone. The total development of
the individual must be the ultimate goal of an education and thus the ultimate
goal of each one of us.

Our niche in the educational world may he insecure in spots, but philogeneti-
catty it is as sound as a dollar, complete as life itself, baffling in its resistance to
evaluation, but of value to students beyond our present understanding. One can
only hope that the Lord will help us to deserve the esteem in which we hold
ourselves!
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Idealism and Its Meaning
for Physical Education

The most practical thing a physical educator can use is a philosophy. With it
we can evaluate what we are doing against what we are supposed to do. A
philosophy gives direction, keeps us on the track, keeps us honest in our
endeavors.

Without a philosophy teachers are likely to flounder. They rationalize. They
wander from pillar to post choosing activities and using methods that suit their
fancy. They are not sure where they are going. They are headless horsemen.

This is not a discourse on the usefulness of philosophy. It is an attempt to
illuminate the meaning of one philosophyidealismto the practicing physi-
cal education teacher. Idealism is a way of understanding that centers on the
reality of an idea, the reality of the mind. The idealist believes that all we know
about nature comes to us as a thought or idea, and that reality therefore exists in
the inner experience of the person.

It began with Socrates and Plato. It receives strength from the Judaic-
Christian concept of God. It was amplified by Descartes and Spinoza in the
17th century, and Immanuel Kant in the 18th gave it great force. In America,
such thinkers as Emerson, Everett, Mann, Bernard, William.T. Harris, Josiah

Delivered to the History and Philosophy Section of the American Association for Health.
Physical Education. and Recreation. Atlantic City. New Jersey, March 19. 1961.
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Royce, and a great number of .20th-century educators have advanced the cause.

Mary Whi ton Calkins ( I X63-1930) does as good a job as any in summarizing

the structure of idealism when she holds that the universe is our

sell and that this self perceives, thinks, feels, and wills. It is a responsible

phenomenon and not a creature of an all-dominating nature, submissive always

to natural or supernatural forces.

What, then, does this have to do with education in general and physical

education in particular.' Obviously, and in the first place. any such program of

education choosing to relate to idealism will be idea-centered. It will not be

centered on the child or the subject matter. The idealist has some notion of what

is absolutely good and that it is pcissible to ha.se a program of education upon the

goodness of God. This is idealism in education. Let us sce if we can present its

meaning to physical education in relation to (a) the learner, (b) the learner's

values, (c) the objectives of a program, (d) the curriculum in physical educa-

tion, and (e) evaluation.

The learner. Idealism cannot condone or SUpport any In rm or education that

conceives of the human being incompletely or inadequately. If we in physical

education perceive the human as body only as a biological organism respond-

ing only to "natural" forces, then idealism holds we are wholly wrong and

shortsighted. The human, tO the idealist, is real, but only when the mind and

soul are included. The idealist believes that the human is related to an order of

things broader than the biological, that intelligence and reasoning relate to God,

and therefore if we in physical education wish to do the greatest good for the

individual we will treat the person as something besides protoplasm to be

molded and stretched and made flexible and "physically fit." Thc idealist
challenges us in physical education to teach moral and spiritual values. The

idealist believes that the "body" is merely the physical expression of the nature

of the soul, and thus our concept (in physical education) of "build," strength,
physical fitness. symmetry, performance, posttire, contour, and such are mean-
inghil and important only when it is understood that they are of no significance

of and by themselves. They are not ends. They are to he developed not for their

own sake. In filet. any development of them at all is contingent upon du,

purpose and dfrecuon of their use. They must contribute to spiritual ends. This

makes many of our slogans and shibboleths empty words indeed!

As H. H. Horne says, "Education must abandon the theory that the mind is

an isolated entity caught in this mundane sphere and detained in thc body as its

prison house, in the favor of the theory that mind and body togetherconstitute

onc organic unity." ' There is nothing new in that, but I suggest it is the mist

powedill conceptever to bear upon what we do in physical education. It traps us

completely. It holds us firmly by our holistic throat and denies us forever the

doubtful privilege of not carint; what happens to our chare,es as long as thcy
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grow strong or perform well. It slams the door forever on the cult of muscle.

Self is a multiplicity but a unity nevertheless, and the sum of the parts is less
than the whole because there is a quality to the whole that does not reside in any
part. If these things are true then nothing we can do in physical education may
be judged by less than its effect upon the spirit of humans. We had better watch
our step when we enthusiastically back a massive program seeking physical
values without intelligently gearing these values into spiritually and morally
acceptable behavior.

::.kalisin holds two values rooted in existence: persons and the moral
Odren are perSons; players are persons; students are persons.

1,1inds, pvt.F.)nalities, souls. They are ends. They are not means.

Our .1: aod our players are not chattel for exploitation, not,tools to be
useit toi-i!ltr risego or reputation, not people to be shoved around, ordered,

booed, ridiculed, scolded for reasons of ours and not theirs. The
exploitat sc!moi and college athletes of today for ends not theirs would
make Ui g:ow. X.,int shudder in his grave, because it was he who challenged us
to "act so that in your own person as well as in the person of every other you are
treating mankind also as an end, never merely as a means."

Let proponents of post-season Bowl games, all-star games, state tourna-
ments be ware oi this philosophical indictment. If all selfishly ambitious
coaches :Ind sadistic "gym teachers" were judged by this point of view they
would vanish in the turgid atmosphere of their self-generated hot air!

The idealist recognizes evil not as self-subsistent but as a necessary possibil-
ity in a world where individuals have the freedom to realize the good. If the
good is centered in the spiritual self and the individual is the ultimate moral
value, then anything we promote in physical education adverse to human
interests is immoral. The lust for money, for status, for victory at the cost of
welfare; expressions of anger; the casual approach to violence (as Norman
Cousins would have it)these manifestations are evil because they deplete the
self.

Idealism holds that the moral imperative to do good is a part of the nature of
humanity. Humans may be confused, while they are young, as to just what
"good" is. Children may not know what "fair play" means. They have to be
taught. But if they are taught, the idealist holds they will readily respond. For to
do good, to avoid oppression, to teach fair play, to cultivate respect for others,
to conduct our contests on a high level of sincerity and integrity is to obey the
moral law.
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Objectives. As our own Educational Policies Commission put it a few years
back, if the supreme moral value in education is man himselr, then objectives in
physical education tumble into place rather easily. Their enumeration would
clearly distinguish between means and ends. Strength and body development
would not become objectives. They would become only means of aiding the
student to capture a realization of truth, beauty, and goodness, The spiritual
ideals of the race are the true objectives, and to attain them should command the
energies of all teachers. As President Bixler of Colby states it, the basic
purpose of education "is to help the learner distinguish the good and beautiful
from the cheap and the shoddy." Where in the day-by-day conduct of physical
education do we find tangible effort to accomplish this?

Actually, as measured by this idealistic philosophy, our programs from top
to bottom would profit enormously if we were to strengthen them in these
respects. We confuse means with objectives, fall short of true goals, become
satisfied with scores instead of character, and stumble aimlessly along mutter-
ing something about health for health's sake and the game for the game's sake.
We beam prettily when we test a million children with a dynamometer but fail to
construct a solid program or total development to orient the test scores through
some kind of relation to things that arc really important.

Curriculwn. The implications of idealism for the curriculum are endless. We
have neither the time norjhe space to mention them all. I shudder to think what
would happen to some of our hard-headed traditionalists if we ever took this
philosophy seriously.

In the first place, because idealism sees society not as a collection of
individuals but as an organism in which individuals participate, it would
endorse enthusiastically student participation in the planning of curriculums!
Teachers and students would work things out together.

In the second place, although idealism emphatically insists upon the freedom
for self-determination, it insists that such self-determination take place within a
matrix of social concern, with society providing the medium for nurture and
development. If this means to look with skepticism upon some of our individual
activities that turn an individual inward, provide little or no experience with the
interplay of social involvement, teach one to be a stuffy egoist, then perhaps
these activities can be played down and some of thcm eliminated in our
curriculum. Weight lifter's please note!

But mainly, 1 suppose, the idealist-7-being a skeptic at heartwould not
accept any curriculum or activity just because it had been used for a thousand
years or because somebody wrote about it in the Journal. Weight-lifting for
girls, obstacle courses, free-hand calisthenics, marching, anything traditional
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or bizarre is kmked at with a fishy eye and must be justified in the curriculum in
terms not of sweat, usage, or history, but in relation to the idealistic objectives
already stated. The idealist is not an edectric; the idealist abhors both mines-
trone and borscht!

The idealist would surely make room in the curriculum for the teaching of
social, moral , and spiritual values, and leave them neither to chance nor
imitation. The idealist bdieves that the teacher must be worthy of imitation, but
because it is so much easier to be evfl than good the idealist would have us make
room in our curriculum for discussion, analysis, and decision making in the
area of sportsmanship, ethical choice, and moral behavior.

And the idealist would throw into limbo any teacher of physical education
who usurped from the players the right to think. Perhaps this is method, but it
may also be curriculum. Modern big-time football to a full-blown idealist must
appear ridiculous! As Donald Butler says in Four Philosophies (1957), "Since
it is the self-activity of the pupil in which genuine education and development
take place, he wants the student to be confronted by decision and selection as
much of the time as is practicable. Certainly, he does not want the pupil's will
crippled by having his decisions and selection made for him." 2 Signals from
the bench in baseball and football and those intensive huddles in basketball
where the "mastermind" masterminds too frequently place decisions in the
wrong hands.

But activities encouraging creative expression, problem solving, and.effort
expended because something is inherently interesting and challengingthese
would receive the blessing of the idealist. The idealist would encourage
discussion of provocative questions, resolution of alternatives as the basis for
behavior, and the use of questions not so much to find what the student thinks as
to cultivate the student's judgment.

Evaluation. The principal outcome cherished by the idealist in evaluating a
physical education program would be the development of self-propelled con-
tinuous activity when school is over. Idealism says that learning takes place
within the self of the learner. This is not very different from the doctrine of
pragmatism. Both would reject performance in physical education that is
merely the result of command. Idealism would measure the outcomes in
physical education by the amount of self-education developed and used, not
merely by changes in the behavioral process but by changes all the way through
the self involving conviction and reflection on meaning and value. The idealist
would not be happy with any evaluation that merely showed statistical results.
The score is not a true measure of success, nor are data showing the number
who "came out" for intramurals. The fact of a million children having been
tested for something is less than meaningful; it actually would arouse suspicion
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about the educative validity of the enterprise. The idealist's measures are not
quantitative. The idealist waits to see what changes are made in the self.

And that, in essence, is the key to idealism. Self-activity leading to self-
,.

development involving the total self is to the idealist the important thing.
Physical education las well within this philosophical concept as it applies to
education because of its obvious and very significant potential as a strong
contributor toward understanding of self.

NOTES

I. H. H. Home, The Philosophy (Y. Ethicathni, rev. ed. (New York: Macmillan, I 93B), p. 37.
2. J. Donald Butler, Four Philosophies. rev. ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1957): p. 259.
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The Relation of
Principles to Practice

Physical education, like any other essentially activity curriculum, needs a
carefully drawn set of principles as guides to its development. Without them
there is danger of losing sight of what the activities are for, There is danger of
picking the activities without much concern for their bearing upon the student.
Without using principles as a guide one relies upon pragmatic experience, and
"it works" becomes the criterion for selection acontent and for administrative
practice.

But the wise person in physical education knows that almost anything will
"work." Success is not always justification for use. In a field heavily weighted
with administration or "practical" matters, the temptation is real indeed to
judge any curriculum or any practice by itS workability rather than by its
purposes or its effects.

For many years the teaching of physical education required little thought or
.planning. Little else was necessary than to step in front of the class, blow the
whistle, and start giving commands. That kind of a teacher could be prepared in
a year. He needed only a good voice and a 13.1w of tricks.

But in the 20th century people ask certain questionsnot only of education

Published in the textbook Physiml Education. revised edition. New York: Harper & Row,
1956.
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in general but of physical education in particular, What are the purposes of these

activities? What is the student thinking about? Does he learn anything? What
does physical education have to do with cultural values? These and a host of
other questions require answers. Physical education has to look inward to see

where it stands. It realizes that its routine practices need justification in
educational terms or they must be abandoned. They must beexamined critically

to determine their purpose, and their purpose must jibe with man's nature and
his social goals. Moreover, the program must be rooted in the same soil as the

best in all of education.

This view requires the formulation of purposes, of principles, of theory. It
forces the physical education teacher to look at any activity critically in terms of

its effect upon the total development of the student, and then, if the criteria in

theory or principle are met, to teach the activity so as to attain the expected

outcomes.

There should be no confusion about the relation of principle to practice. No
activity is valuable, none can be trusted, until its purpose can be established. No

program can be recognized as good until the principles upon which it is based

are known. Practice without principle is a headless horseman. The practical
person who scoffs at theory knows not where he is going or why. He merely
teaches to occupy the hour and lacks the vision to see potential directions. The
theoretician, or the one motivated and guided by principle, will always be the

master because theory has always been the guide, the forerunner. Theory is the
force, the genesis, of most of the world's planned development. Occasionally,

to be sure, someone stumbles onto a way of doingsomething, on an invention or

a discovery, without knowing why or how he did it. But for the most part
developments in science, industry, or education proceed in some planned
manner leading from a hypothesis or theory whose implications are being
explored. The theoretical physicist has been the guiding spirit underlying the
portentous recent developments in explosives. It was to test a theory that most

of our immunizations were produced. Washington and Jefferson and Hamilton

gave voice to broad generalizations and basic principles which found practical
expression in laws. The steam engine and the rocket ship existed first "on
paper," in the mind of a theorist who later guided the hands of "practical"
people as they worked out the idea. To operate from a theory or a principle is the

way of intelligence.

Physical education has suffered from too much "practical" reasoning and

not enough response to thought and principle. Its history in our schools is
littered with the mistakes of those practical people who have turned their backs

on progressive developments and who have been content with doing something

year after year merely because "it works." Usually, when one hears the
veteran teacher say, "Well, that sounds all right in theory, but it won't work in

practice," one can wager that he has only half-heartedly tried to make it work in
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practice. The proof or the validity of a theory may not be had until something
does work in practice, but the chances are that that frustrated old-timer is really
trying to say, "Don't bother me with any new ideas. I'm too comfortable the
way I am." Only yesterday, some older teacher said to a younger one, "Your
theories are fine but they won't work under today's conditions." That is being
said over and over in spite of the fact that young teachers with enthusiasm and
imagination are making their theories work time after time.

Particularly vicious, however, is the type of thinking which permits one to
hold on to a practice after all the logic, all the reasoning, point to it as in distinct
violation of good theory and principle. The exploiters of schoolboy and school-
girl athletes, for example, care little for fact or principle. These athletic
racketeers will overdevelop football, not in the best interests of boys, but for
their own glory and vain satisfactions. Community boxing tournaments are still
scheduled in spite of all the evidence to show how harmful, even murderous,
boxing is. The gloves are not golden but the advertising value is. The boys who
batter themselves into insensibility do so to provide sadistic thrills for spectators
and a smug satisfaction for the sponsors. The latter can tell of the good they do
in the field of public recreation! Practical, indeed, but devastating to human
tissue!

Or perhaps it is the coach who schedules 32 basketball games a season, or a
dozen or more football games, or who pits the undermanned squad against the
Big Team just to make some money. Of all the parts of the broad field of .

physical education which have magnificent possibilities for good, the field of
schoolboy competitive athletics needs most of all the courageous administra-
tion of high-principled men and women who know what they are doing and can
tell you why. And yet, too frequently physical education is judged in the eyes of
both the public and the educator by the activities of the professionally unpre-
pared spokesman who administers a program not by planned, thoughtful, and
rational action but by the rule of expedience and experience. That situation is
comparable to gaining an impression of the area of psychology by believing the
words or admiring the practice of some phrenologist. Or ofjudging medicine by
the standards of chiropractors or witch doctors. Physical education cannot
fairly be judged by the activities of the small group of unprincipled fakers who
advocate some exercise or other or who conduct athletic programs for commer-
cial rather than educational ends.

The ideal would be to conduct all the various aspects of a complete program
according to principle. Within such a program nothing would be done solely for
expedient, practical, or popular reasons. It would first have to meet the test of
its relationship to a sound principle. "I agree with you in principle" would
become a commitment to find the practical answer which would exemplify the
basic purpose involved.
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The modern physical educator is obligated to develo7 frurn _the study of the

nature of the needs of man a set c r principles or theories which, when cultivated

in practice, will produce the ideal type of program. ThaLis the invitation to the

young teacher of today.

Did the men of De Soto and Balboa and Champlain, as they roamed the

forests of continental North America in the 16th and early I 7th centuries, play

any games, or sing any songs, or dance any dances? Did the colonials at
Jamestown and Plymouth Rock and Barnstable bowl on the green or do their

version of the Virginia reel? Very likely they did. Very likely the early
exploring parties as well as the permanent settlers brought along as part of their

way of living some games and sports better to express themselves and to add to

the enjoyment of living. From that meager beginning, froirn the occasional
wood-chopping or com-planting "match" of the New England farmer, from

the thin trickle of country dances allowed by the pious fathers, there came the

torrent of more vic2,)rous sports of a more leisurely populace in the 19th century.

Bowling and baseall, football and basketball, winter sports and tennis and
golf, took hold and children began seriously to learn to play. Now in the 20th

century the student of cultural anthropology has to reckon with our devotion to

games, to dance in all its forms, and to sports which currently command the
attention of millions of Americans.

One cannot help but ask why. Why do millions of children play marbles or

jump rope every spring? Why do millions of boys take to basketball every
winter with an enormous zest? What is this force? What can be done with this

phenomenon? The student of physical education wants to perpetuate it. He

wants the oncoming generations to learn the same recreational pleasures. He
sees their value to individual development. But he also sees within them
something more. He sees how they may be used to affect the character of
society. He sees them as an educational medium in which there is an interaction

between the individual and his group. Not only does the young girl or boy
"come into increasing possession of himself and his powers" through these

experiences, but the character of his expressions within the activities shapes the

kind of society in which he lives. His education thenthat is, his physical
educationrelates to the quality of these experiences and extends our concep-

tion of education beyond the Passive acquisition of knowledge about his world.

He becomes a participant within the world, and his teacher becomes his guide

and counselor as they seek to control the quality of the experiences.

When the modem physical education teacher reads of Dewey's belief that

"all education proceeds by the participation of the individual ir the social
consciousness of the race," he recognizes the play situation as immensely

laden with social implications. He thus is convinced that he must somehow

organize and control the situations to produce acceptable educational results.
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He is further impressed when he ponders the meaning 91' Dewey's comment
that "the Only true education comes through the stimulation of the child's
powers by the demands of the social situations in which he finds 1..oiself ."

Such statements give him a clue to the location of principles. He seeks their
origin and he knows where to look. He must analyze life the way man lives it.
which means he must analyze (id the way man constructs his society and (b)
man's own nature. If he can derive facts from these analyses. he can construct
principles: and if he can construct principles, he can operate a directed program
because he will know what he is doing and why.

An analysis of the social structure (i.e.. social, political, economic. ideologi-
cal) of a community or nation will give important leads as to the kind of physical
education which will serve the purposes of the people. In a democratic society
one would expect physical education to be conducted democratically. In a
regimented society one would use physical education to further the regimenta-
tion. In a nation geared constantly to war there would be a strong resemblance
between physical education and military preparation. In this volume we have
been speaking of a physical education geared to the peaceful pursuits of a
democratic society. and hence, to review, we find some of the following
characteristics available for translation into principles for physical education:

I. Equality of opportunity is sought. The Declaration of Independence
proclaimed that. It declared all men were created equal. meaning equal in their
title to opportunity --to fducational opportunity. Physical education responds
by establishing the af equality in the progrom. by opening its facilities
to all, by providio. for all. It :esponds by recognizing the dub as
well as the star, g:,is as boys.'by helping each to seek his avenue of
expression. excluding no one, giving excellence its due but sacrificing no right
of the poorer in ability' to extend the competence of the already superior. It
disavows special privilege. seeks to "give every man his chance.:' and reduces
the playground bully to a stature commensurate with the others. The great
documents of the nation proclaim such equality as the "veritable fact of the
days in which we live," and thus physical education ean only be subversive if it
denies by its administration or teaching the right of all to an equality of
opport unity .

2. Democracy promotes the general welfare. The general welfare places
individuals above institutions. "There can he no such thing as the welfare of
'the state' at the expense of, or in contrast with. the general welfare of the
individuals who compose it. Man is not made for institutions. Institutions are
made by and for mankind, " Physical education responds by adapting the
program to the individual insofar as it possibly ean. It seeks the individual's
welfare. It creates a program suited to him and does not ask him to sacrifice his
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best ir..rests for the good of the program..lt helieves in "team spirit" and
"team loyalty" only as long as such a miniature "state" does not requirn

performance at the expense of his general welfare.

3. People pilfer individual enterprise to regimentation. Other forms of
government are distinguished from democracy by their reliance upon force,
upon regimentation, upon the response of people to the commands of the rulers.

Democratic people prefer to govern themselves, order their own lives, and
enjoy creative self-expression. Physical education responds by rejecting the
response-command type of activity, by seeking spontaneity and student initia-
tive. The teacher becomes the guide, not the drillmaster. Mass exercises and
blind indoctrination both disappear, and proposal, discussion, and popular
decision become the vogue.

4. This (kmocracy pursues happiness. The Declaration also proclaimed
that. It gave to the individual the right of pursuit of happiness and thus placed its
attainment high on the scale by which we "judge the effectiveness of social
life." Such happiness "is that abiding contentment that comes from a complete
and abundant life, even though such a life includes, as all lives must, both
success and failure, prosperity and adversity, sunshine and shadow, cradle

songs and funeral hymns. To be happy, we must know the realities of life,
whatever they may be. We must be able to understand relative values in the
midst of confusion, to seek the deeper meanings beyond the shallow, to desire
worthwhile achievement in the midst of much that is trivial."

Physical education responds by conducting a program where such elemental
satisfactions may be had, where success and acclaim are more dominant than
frustration and anonymity. . Physical education believes in providing opportu-
nity for each to achieve success according to his lights and through his own
efforts to attain happiness. It seeks joy, fun, contentment, pleasure. It hopes to
avoid those situations which provoke anger, resentment, or sorrow. Its games
thus should be conducted in an atmosphere of friendly rivalry in which the
values derived are from the game and not front the anguish of the defeated
opponent. Physical education seeks to bring to all a large measure of basic
happiness hy providing rewarding skills in activities which are meaningful to
the individual.

5, Twewieth-century (America tends to place human values above the mate-
rial, The days of the great land grabs, the exploitation of natural resources, and
the sacrifice of human valuesin fact, human beingsto the attainment of
wealth have passed. Our social institutions now seek ways of conserving pet
only the natural resources but human resources as well. Human values are now
important. People cling to religious concepts. They educate for character. They
pride themselves upon seeking no territorial aggrandizement through war.
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They seek only that free people inay live in peace. To enrich, preserve, and
prolong human life has become an important goal of our society.

Physical education responds by studying what the "average titan" seeks. It
knows he wants something satisfying, something to cheer for, to brag about a
little, to take pride in. Physical education recognizes that he wants to be a little
bit different from the rest, a little bit distinguished. So it teaches him a wide
variety of activities, hoping he can become distinguished in one or more of
them. It knows he abhors the monotony of health "exercises." He does not
want health that badly. He is one not to be content with a miserable status
quowith boredom, or poverty. He seeks the good life, and if a tennis court
figures in his calculations he is likely to get it. The physical educator knows that
books were written alter man learned to read, so he teaches people to play
tennis, knowing that the provision of the court will very likely follow.

Modern physical education values more the good which conies to the
competitor than the size and value of "the gate." It dislikes exploitation: It
disapproves of using children for ends other than their own. It prizes human
welfare ovet Lommereial advantage or the inflated ego of the promoter or
alumnus. In so prizing it comes closer to the basic purposes of the democratic
way of life.

6. Respect far personality is the central social theme of the demacrath. way.
If the concept of democracy involves a cluster of ideals, then education
becomes the principal effort to "actualize the social ideals into human be-
havior." 5 People must be taught to act in reference to each other with the
respect born out of a high appreciation of the value of human life. Physical
education responds by believing that above all other values, above the victory,
above strength, above skin, the quality of the interpersonal experience is
paramount. All else is secondary. The principal aim, the prior objective, is to
teach people to get along with each other in mutual respect. Only thus can
physical education most closely be related to the central theme, the chief
ingredient of the democratic way,

7 . Our culture prizes its freedom. Our colonists came to North America to
find freedom. They knew what they wanted. They wanted freedom of choice,
freedom to come and go, free boundaries, free schools, free speech, and
freedom of religion. These were compelling things. And in the years since
colonial times the people have fotight bitter military and legislative battles to
preserve these freedoms.

Physical education has resporded by realizing that \vithout choice there can
be little freedom. To be free to choose requires a knowledge and experience of
things to choose from. And as J. B. Nash says:
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In order to choose. a man [Mist be able to distinguish between good,

better. and best or that which is helpful as against that which is hurtful,

and must have had a wide play and recreational experience gathered from

such fields as art. crahs. nature exploration. music, drama, literature. and

sports and games Tin: re is hut a nairow range of choice it' his diet has

consisted of little Vat the radio, television and movie thrillers where he

sits on the side lines and does not participate,"

This is a compelling reason why a physical education program must he broad

rather than narrow. varied rather than inonotonous. The student consunler is

entitled to sufficient experience to give the base for choice. There is no (me

sport. tut one game, no one activity which is good for everyone. Otte cannot

eMoy freedom it* one ,is not free to choose from among many.

These are hut seven examples of social tenets which lie at the root of a

modern program. There are many others.

Physical education, as a part of the general educational pattern in America.,

enjoys local autonomy. There is no national program. There is no federal

Ministry of Education which prescribes the kind of physical education that shall

be taught in our communities. This local autonomy is a principle derived from

the original colonial conception of states' rights. It was provided in the Con-

stitution that the several states shall provide their own educational program

without interference or direction from the federal government. The principle

has remained intact for over a century, and states have successfully resisted,

through the Congress. any effort to vest the control of education in the central

government. States have developed their own programs, established their own

minimum standards, financed their own schools.

To physical education such a principle means that, above the minimum limits

established by his state, every physical education teacher has the responsibility

of developing his own program subject only to the direction and approval of the

local school officials. A teacher thus nmst have initiative, resourcefulness, and

ability to create and admilUster. The responsibility and authority are largely

local. No one will tell him what to do, He may pick and choose. It becomes

essential, therefore, that he be a competent student of his field, able to weigh

values, to study needs. and to meet needs with an appropriate program.

Occasionally. the complexion of local politics affects physical education.

Changes in party government, emphases in economy, social attitudes, varia-

tions in the interpretation of the so-caP:d welfare state, will modify its pro-:'

grants in some places. The teacher will he familiar with such local conditions

and will build a program in accordance with the strength of the local wishes. No

principle is involved particularly except perhaps that of expediency, which
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frequently affects adversely a strong adherence to more fundamental social and
political points of view.

Principles arise from an analysis of the working conditions under which the
population lives. If leisure is on the increase, physical education moves to meet
the need for its constructive use. Physical education tries to equip its students
with worthwhile and interesting activities that can contribute to the enjoyment
of leisure. It' technology lessens the need for manual labor, physical education
responds by developing vigorous sports and other activities in its program and
by teaching its students the necessity of compensating for the inactivity forced
upon them by the industrialized society.

If the labor movement seeks certain advantages to union members through
recreation at the plant or in the community, physical education attempts to teach
the young how best to enjoy the facilities once they become eligible for them.

It is patently not enough that man's society be analyzed to discover some-
thing about physical education. Man's nature must be looked at also. The facts
of his unity, of his growth and development, of the way he reacts and learns
these are basic. It' one were to assay the relative importance of the two sets of
facts, i.e., from hiS society and from his nature, one would recognize the
stalemate argument between heredity and environment. Man cannot achieve
anything socially unless his original nature permits him to. The genetic strain is
a limiting factor. It sets upper limits. The quality of tissue which composes any
given individual determines his maximum achievement. Education cannot
prepare for any form of society unless the organic and psychological poten-
tialities are there which will make for its attainment.

Thus physical education must know man and be guided by his nature. It will
he worthwhile to review briefly some of the elements to illustrate how princi-
ples grow out of the facts of man's life:

I . The human animal is intended to be an integrated whole. The forces of
disease, worry, the sedentary life, and gthers may lead him toward disintegra-
tion, but basically he strives toward the harmonious functioning of all his
powers each in relation to the other and all in relation to the whole. Physical
education responds to this by teaching activities which occupy the whole of
man, rather than those which segment him. Totally developmental activities are
preferred to those which deal only with muscle or with body areas.

2. The increase in size and height, the growth of the vital systems, can be
studied and the predicted rates and states known at any given time in a child's
life. Measures of growth are available. Some things are poSsible at certain
growth stages which are not possible at others.
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Physical education responds by adapting its program to those growth stages.
It hopes not to ask too much of its studenN, nor does it want to lag behind with

activities insufficiently stimulating for the growth needs.

3. Muscular development is indispensable to the welfare of the total or-
ganism. Physical education responds by developing the principle .of central
muscular involvement (as opposed to peripheral), of large muscle activity. The

program then emphasizes free-swinging, free-moving games and dances which

must of necessity be developmental in the abdominal area.

4. Boys and girls differ in their physiology, their mks of maturation, their
anatomy. Physical education applies what it knows not only of individual
differences but of the differences between the sexes and produces two similar
but nevertheless different programs. The practice is geared to the principle of

difference which is derived from the facts.

5. The organism is expendable. Tissue gives out. It may be attacked and
destroyed. Conversely, it heals. It repairs itself. Physical education knows of

these processes and tries only to facilitate, never to interfere; only to develop,
never to tear down. Knowing disease processes, the intelligent teacher would

never ask for participation during disease. Knowing metabolism, the teacher

would give ample time for repair of fatigue.

6. Individuals var.v from one another and within themselves from time to
time in heart size and power. The heart can be damaged. Conditions should be
favorable for its growth. Activity can antagonize the heart when it has been
previously damaged. The program must be adjusted individually to compensate

for heart variatiOns.

7 . The new interpretations of perception have an obvious bearing upon
learning motor skills. Teaching must be done in the light of the facts. The mark

of the antiquarian is his failure to use such newer knowledge when it can be

applied.

8. Man can learn best when he learns all over. The sense of motion, of
knowing where one is in space, of feeling muscularly the thing being experi-

enced, is basic to all animal life. The physical education teacher studies these

relationships and knows that an intellectual appreciation of a sport is a poor
imitation at best of the real understanding of it which can only be gained by

taking part in it. That is why he prefers acjivity to discussion, participation to
watching. He also understands how possible it is to learn more of art, for
example, by painting or drawing, more of literature by trying to write, more of
games by playing them. The program deals with this sort of learning. It is total
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9. A study al the M'I'MUS system indicates Iww important it is to the vital
systems to have consciousness divertedj'rom them. Physical education responds
by developing a program which endeavors to fix attention on an objective rather
than upon form, to aid in substituting an object-consciousness for a self-
consciousness. The program seeks to avoid the self-adulation of some activities
and substitute a selflessness more likely to be derived from others.

10. Common causes of disintegration of tht, personality (ire known. The
program of physical education seeks to substitute status and security for

. frustration and rejection. It seeks to control the play situation so that it can be
sure of the relation of the participant to others within it. The program is
concerned about those who participate. The outcomes in personal development
are significantly :Imre important than those on the scoreboard or on the balance
sheet.

There are scores of other such elements from analyses of the nature of man's
make-up. The way one learns, the role played by interest, the desirability of
accurately appraising oneself, the facts about muscle warm-up, of digestion--
these and other elements are all of sufficient importance to modify a program of
physical education.

And thus, physical education analyzes the cut of man's culture, his society,
his nature, the conditions under which he lives. The teacher realizes that he
must answer these needs, must contribute to appreciation of fine living, of
beauty, of happiness. The program will die unless it bears a recognizable
identity not only to the deeper purposes and directions of man's society but also
to nature and to his basic capacities.

Principles of physical education are thus derived from the way people want to
liveand programs which express these principles affect the continuation or
alteration of these social patterns.

NOTES
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Decalogue
of Principles

John Dewey once said that no program of education could survive in a
democracy except that it draws its life from the people. There is no merit in
advocating any program or point of view unless it stems from the discernible

facts of man's life or his society. The empirical, preconceived, and biased

notions of one who argues without his facts Dewey relegates to the mumbo-

jumbo of superstition and rationalization. To advocate something because it is

old, or has been used before, or merely on the say-so of the pundit is a form of

influence hardly fitting in our educational planning of today.

In physical education there have turned up some notable instances of viola-

tions of Dewey's premise. We generally give what meager credit is duc, for

example, to Jahn, one of the early 19th century fascists of Europe, for using
physical education most effectively as a device for the creation of a nationalism

that was neither based on the facts of man's organic function nor in keeping with

the best of his social and psychological possibilities. How successful he was

can only be judged in our timc by the repeated wars wc have had with the

products of his ideology.

Other such usurpers of the rights of people have come and gone. Most of

Delivered on the occasion of the retirement of Blanche M. Trilling as director of physical

education for women at the University of Wisconsin, May 1946. Published in Journal of Health

and Physical Educotion 18:4-5. 50-54: Januat, 1947.
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them have gone, although ctmtemporary physical education, like contemporary
education, shows the marks of their abuses. Today's struggle to determine what
shall be the nature of a modern education is unfortunately as much an effort to
throw off the old influences as it is to create something new and more closely
fitting the American scene.

Today's professional group of teachers are the beneficiaries of hard, patient,
and productive work on the part of those who have lived in this half century. As
a result of this work we have seen an American program of physical education
evolve to the point where we can see its outlines. We can recognize its shape
through the fog of tradition. What we are doing today in physical education is
the outcome, the product of this analysis of American life by those who have
forced us all to look at American people as our only source of what is good in
our educational institutions.

In the first half of this century we resisted many varied attempts to capture
physical education and make of it something which would have died in the last
half. Many have been the flamboyant schemes to perpetrate a national physical
culture bereft of anything but physical outcomes. We might have been over-
whelmed with an athletic aristocracy which honored only the perfect perform-
ance of the highly skilledand all male, at that. We haven't much of that today.
When impressive Nils Bukh came over and taught Danish .gymnastics many
rushed to imitate. We might have modeled our programs after many another
off-shore influence because there have been dozens of them trying to capture
our imagination. We have been urged to take up jai-lai and marching, red drills
and white, high bars and low bars, free hand and heavy, this system and that,
and we have received them all, forgotten most, and moved on seeking only the
activity, the method, and the outcome which must, as Dewey foretold, jibe with
the things we as a people are and want to be.

But now we are emerging from our formative years. The early work of the
great men and women of our field was passed on to strong minds and sure
hands. It is timely to say that we are at last growing up, still somewhat
adolescent in thought and practice, to be sure; but the writer feels that our
professional fiascos of this last great war, born out of our immaturity, are
among our last, and that heneeforwa.d we will mature to the point where we
will know what physical education in American schools isshould be and can
be.

For with us, as with all other professions, principle has been slow to evolve
but once established has dominated practice. Our principles have been a
century in the making. The discovery of the facts of man's organic life, of his
psychological behaviors, and of his social nature has been a slow and continu-
ing process, basic to the establishment of principles. The revelations of the facts
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of man's life, the formulation of principles based upon them, the establishment
of objectives as outgrowths of principles and the development of practice to
attain the objectivesthat has been our pattern of srowth. All other patterns
have died of their own unsoundness.

These principles then have set the stage for the future of physical education in
our land. May we phrase a decalogue of them and cite them one by one as
characteristic of American physicial education today?

FIRST: That American physical education must be in the image of the American democ-
racy, must bc rooted in the culture of American people, and must have no values different
from those conducive to life in the republic.

We no longer can tolerate a physical education for the few. We cannot rest
until there is to be seen in every program in the country an equality of
opportunity for all, for girls as well as boys, for the skilled as well as the dub, for
the handicapped as well as the normal, each to seek and find his appropriate
physical education. For rich and poor, and for all races and creeds we must
follow the great beliefs of all education and bring to everyone the facilities,
time, and instruction to participate in the great heritage of dance and sport,
games and athletics. People everywhere, on the farm and in the factory, in the
cities and in rural areas, must feel the impact of our work.

SECONt): That the practice of physical education must forever acknowledge the known
and proven fact about the human organism.

We have resisted quackery before and we must continue to do so. The false
claims for exercise, the spurious training processes, the legend of deep breath-
ing exercises, the misplaced emphases upon muscle development, and the
panaceas for healththese and others fade away under the bright light of fact.
In their place has come a rational program of developmental activity, suited to
age and sex, to condition and need, and taught well by people who know the
possibilities and limitations of human life.

THMD: That in all of physical education there is but one set of purposes, one standard of
values, and one criterion for measuring the worth of practicethe good of the individual.

No other standard is acceptable in democratic education. We sacrifice the
individual, exploit him, use him as a means rather than as an end only in time of
war. In peace his right to development, to self-expression, to self-direction, and
his responsibility for self-control are paramount. We can sacrifice no player for
the sake of the team or for the glory of the coach. Glory in victory must be
enjoyed to the fullest only if it is earned not at the expense of the individual.

We cannot use commercial value, or expediency, or selfish purpose as
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criteria to judge the worth of an activity or of the relation of an individual to it.
We must put in first place the welfare of the American girl and boy and accept
no values but those which reflect their best interests.

Fount*: That physical education contains within it a great potential for learning, for the
cultivation of reflective thinking, and for the intellectualization of our choices.

There are some who say there is no thinking in physical education. They
believe it is "entirely physical," that no thought is needed. Others say that our
form of education is really training, the establishment of fixed habit. And so at
one time it might have been. There is little of probletn solving, of the search for
experimental application of suggested answers, and the recognition of conse-
quences in the learning of the pirouette or the giant swing. Little intellectualiz-
ing goes on in marching and calisthenics. Such are reflexive stunts rather than
reflective acts. So also is the training given in many high-pressure sports of
today. The coach does all the thinking, solves all the problems, and requires a
performance quite within the category of a fixed habit. But actually a physical
education moans teaching the skills and behaviors within activities so as to
allow for student participation in the planning, in the decision. It requires the
anticipation of situations involving choice and the hope for the development of
a flexible habit that gives the learner the means of solving the problems as he

meets them in his constantly changing world. Opportunities are unlimited in
physical education for learning and for reflective thinking. The richness to be
derived from teaching in physical education is not in the sheer fact of perfor-
mance but in the quality of the thinking that produced the performance, either

good or bad.

FIFTH: That the teaching of values on the ethical-moral plane must assuredly he as definite

and planned for as those of skill.

We deal with individuals. As adults, we begin teaching individuals when
they are infants. The first things taught are individual behaVior patterns.
Eventually, we want courage, unselfishness, and a fine sense of honor. No
child can grasp any such abstractions except that he form them from a constella-
tion of specific acts or behaviors. Learning to be a "good sport" begins when
he walked away from the swing in a huff because someone else got there first,
Learning about cooperation might well have begun on the ball diamond when
he learned "not to be a pig about his turn at bat." We need to reduce the
learning about this code of ethics of ours, these complicated moral values, to
teachable elements. We need to isolate tnerl, see thom, teach them, and
evaluate their development as surely as we measure speed in swimming or the
length of a jump. Physical education cannot dodge its responsibility for the
cultivation of its rich potentialities in this area of personal ccriduct.

SIXTH: That physical education is as much a social science as a biological one because its

outcomes are measurable in terms of group behaviors as well as organic enrichment.
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In a democracy we leant to operate in groups. We express ourselves, test our

expression against that of others, then go along if necessary with the opposition

for the good of the whole. We were not born with such talent. We have to learn

it. In physical education we know all about such group action. The team, the

club, the room, the classthose are the units with which we work. To learn

how to help in the adjustment of the individual to the cross-currents of other
personalities within the group is one of our privileges. We must develop the

social competencies within our students. Students can be taught within the

group that greatest of all lessons within a democracyrespect for personality.
They can be helped to avoid the unsocial behaviors of selfishness or bigotry,

and we can claim distinction in this field only when we know as much about

how to assure a social acceptance as we now know how to teach the forehand

drive. Physical fitness is not enough, nor are coordination and skill. These three

must not be allowed to monopolize our efforts as we strive for outcomes.

Physical education is irrevocably a multiple-outcome experience, and our

methods must be so devised as to secure them.

SEVENTH: Thal the activities and methods producing an objective extroverted flow of

consciousness are inore to be desired than those which turn the individual upon himself

towanl an introverted development.

This principle, based as it is upon the well-known facts of the psychosomatic

relationships, sounds the death knell for body-building, body-worship, and

self-adulation. It explains the unhappy fate of weight-lifting, the ballet, and too

much form in anything. It explains why golf to many is such a confusing mass

of frustrations in which the player, desperately striving to remember his knee,

elbow, nd chin, flukes his shot through self-consciousness as surely as the

speaker complains of gastric butterflies when he worries more about the
impression ft will make than about what he has to say. The exhibitionist, the

poseur, may be products of this method, and our selections of activities rind our

methods of teaching can avoid these outcomes frequently by directing the flow

of consciousness outwardon the ball, the mountain, the choreography, or the

w<;lfare of the opponent. We in physical education have a responsibility, shared

with other influences, to be sure, for producing the more productive, socially

useful personality.

Etcarrit: Th at physical education, far from being an isolated and quite foreign element

within the curriculum of American education contains within it elements quite identical

with the other expressive arts.

It is no accident that physical education has historically and now cultivated a

lively correlation with music and art, drama and literature. No singular offshoot

is our solid development of dance in all its forms as a means of human
expression. These relationships are to be expected. Anything else would be

foreign to the way people have always lived. The ceremony and festival, the

pageant and party have always and do now call for a natural and inevitable
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relationship of movement to all the others. We can well forget entirely, , if we
ever entertained the idea, that a physical education Mvolves only games and
athletics, and that all else is completely incomprehensible.

NINTH: That physical education stands upon its own Net as a profession, solidly within
the scientific and soc ial culture of the race, beholden to no other group, but Nady to work
cooperatively with other professions for human betterment.

The old inferiority complex we used to have is fading away. We are more
sure now of our contribution. Soon it will be that those educators who do not see
the values inherent in a physical education will themselves have lost their
intellectual integrity. The process of human development cannot remain
forever obscured by the dust of academic tradition. Our profession is soundly
established. We have within our own ranks people of great intellectual strength
and from other professions we have been assisted by great and significant
revelations concerning the social and organic importance of the kind of educa-
tion with which we deal. Onee we lived in the backyard of education under the
shadow of medicine. We do so no longer. Our contribution to human develop-
ment is sufficiently in the open now to allow us to say with a modest assurance
that we can and do make, not supplementary additions to growth and develop-
inent , but unique and . original ones.

TENTH: That the high quality of leadership is the primary desideratum of this as of other
professions, and that the American university must keep its standards high and its efforts
unremitting for the selection and preparation of intelligent, well equipped, and cultured
women and men teachers of physical education.

We need leaders. All of education needs leaders. Where education has failed
to meet national crises it has failed in leadership. Where physical education
sometimes goes awry and runs madly down some dead-end streets it does so
because its leadership takes it there. Teachers everywhere must be taught to
think, to discriminate, to evaluate, to teach. Certainly in physical education we
have had enough of those who remain in the rut of tradition.

Nor need American universities apologize for their existing curriculums in
physical and health education. They are strangely constructed in some places,
that is true, and the academic eyebrow raises sometimes when we abuse the
privilege of giving academic credit by awarding it to mastery which involved no
intellectualizing. But by and large our curriculums are stable and reputable. We
know in general how to build them, and as the years go on the physical
education teacher graduating from one of our universities will measure up
perfectly with the professional bachelor in other fields.

Thus the decalogue of principles is completed. It is the fulfillment of the first
cycle of growth, the heritage which our predecessors have left us. These are the
directions physical education is now taking.
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Wherein Lies Significance?

Wherein lies siunificance? We have been searching for it for many years.
Memory has its disadvantages. I find it extremely rewarding to have been a

participant in the development of physical education during this last half
centuryduring the years from 1920 to 1970a half century of search for

significance!

We are in 1971 now, but our mission is not yet accomplished. We have not

yet found allthe significance that I am surc rests within the field. As I look back

on those 50 years in physical educat.;^-, I can report that it has been a
strugglea fascinating struggle to explore, to uncover, to look and to see,
and to find out what them is v,itain this field that, entrances us all.

I can think in my 50 years of Amy Morris Homans of Wellesley, ofJ. Anna
Norris of Minnesota and Gertrude Moulton of Oberlin, of Ethel Perrin of
Detroit (one of the most remarkable women we ever had in our fieldlittle bit
of a thing who ran the whole city of Detroit's program by herself), of Laure n-

tine Collins and Mabel Lee, Remember Gertrude Colby and Mary O'Donnell
of Columbia? Katharine Hersey and Lydia Clark of Ohio State? Blanche

Trilling and Mary Channing Coleman? Great names. Helen McKinstry of the

YWCA, Margaret McKee of Missouri, Alfrieda Mosscrop, Ethel Saxman,

-----
Delivered to the Association of Physical Education for College Women at the annual meeting of

the Southern District of AA HPER at Oklahoma City, February 25, 1971.
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Marge D' Houbler, among many others, sonic still around, sonic passed on to
their reward, But it was a rare privilege to struggle with those valiant souls to
find significance, to create upon the unstable foundation which was ours--the
unstable foundation of essentially German and Swedish and Danish and Eng-
lish herifa?, 'o find an American program suited to our people, our society,
and our purposes.

As I think of those names I have a feeling always of the great and courageous
efforts they were making, as our predecessors, to create, evolve, and develop a
program to fit the needs of our people, particularly the youth in our society. We
were not always successful, That is to say, we are not capable yet of saying that
this is our program for our people. It is difficult in a pluralistic society, So all I
intend to do is suggest three or four sources of significance.

First, it is of consummate significance that we persist in our efforts to
develop programs that reflect the social, the political, and the educational goals
of our people and that have no value in variance from those goals. How difficult
it is to create a program in the image of our democratic societYpartly because
we have had a hard time defining our democratic society, partly because by its
very nature it is an elusive quality (much more so than sonic of the other
political systems the world has known in the last century), partly because you
and I, if we were to make an honest confession, would probably say we have not
at all times done our homework. We have not read Jefferson, Madison, Henry
Adams and Lincoln and John Dewey, Jane Addams and Horace Mann,
Woodrow Wilson and Jack Kennedy, and probably not even Leiberman or
Norman Cousins, great persons who have woven part of the backdrop of
American education. They have struggled to help us create programs of
American education that reflect the best of this great idea which broke upon our
shores 300 years ago.

I suggest that those people I have mentioned are so important in physical
education that you and I cannot possibly find significance until we have read
them. It is easier not to read. Our field is such a happy field that it is easier not to
do our homework. It is much easier to go over to England, find something that
is working over there, and bring it over here. It is much easier to do some
research on American Indian dances and put them in the junior hign school, to
introduce yoga or karate or judo, to resurrect the formalism of the Swedi-h
gymnastics programs or to bring over Danish. It is much easier to find some
gimmick, sonic novelty, something esoteric, something slightly offbeat out of
which we can make a cult than to do our homework and try to figure out what it
is that the world of education can contribute to the preservation of the particular
society, to figure out what our goals arc as a people of 200 million Americans.
and then build a program to match it.
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Is there a structured choracter to the society in which we live'? Sure there is,
Our legal structure is one. Based upon Blackstone, it carries the tradition of our
legal system, our courts; our whole process of legalism is based upon clear
principles. Our world derives from those principles and includes authority
figures from the family to the teacher to the police. 111010" (A\ 11 'field, we have
our rules and our officials, our umpires, our referees. It is sad, therelore, when
you see us failing to encourage adherence to authority, to the basic structure
upon which our legalistic system is based. We are significant, after all,
Children leara about authority on our basketball floors and our hockey fields.
They should come to respect the word of the official as the iiuthority figure. 'File
official is the governor, the judge, the magistrate that romilles through our
society,

Thus, when one reads of the activity of some of our organizations that seem
to be ignoring this basic element of structure in our society, one is saddened.
When one reads, for example, of the activities oldie NC A A and their system or
penalties for violators of the law, one wonders! Many colleges, particularly
through their men's athletic programs, get themselves in trouble because of
violations of certain rules, and those colleges, of which inine was one sev,:ral
years ago, are penalized. They have to remain out: their teams may not share in
television royalties or participate in a bowl game or a championship contest
sponsored by the NC A A because theSr are in violation of a certain rule. The
penalties are inflicted upon the institution, not upon the offender. Our whole
legal structure is based upon the idea that the orrender is the one who is brought
to court and penalized it' found guilty. But if Oklahonia or Ohio State is
penalized by the N C A A. the whole system is set down for a year or soevery
team and every player. When we were set down about seven years ago because
of certain infractions of NC A A regulations On the part or our coaches of one
sport, all players in all sports were affected, and thus our world-champion diver
could not go to the championships, and the tennis team could not go to their
tournament, and the basketball team could n6t go to theirs because of' the
offense committed by stimeone else! It is as if you offended and I was

penalized, which is in coniplete violation of the basic structure of our legal
system.

It is difficult when one sees the shady cheating, the violent disruption of
college games, the showboating of coaches as they encourage players to violate
the The difference between throwing a seat cushion and a rock is not very
great. If we are willing to condone throwing seat cushions, it is just a small step
to throwing rocks. If those of us who have lived through tumultuous times
cannot teach our children ill the physical education classes to protect our legally
established cultural patterns, we have missed an opportunity to find the poten-
tial significance of our field. It' we cannot teach our children to accept the
consequences of their acts, if we cannot teach our players to accept the role of



Officials. we are not finding a significant relationship hetween us and the goals
our sliciety seeks. This is one of the reasons I have always thought that behavior
is just as important, if not more so, than skill.

It is significant that students understand purpose in all of their el; ,eational
experience. Today therc ; a rather healthy revival of John Dewey, and having
been a student of John Dewey many years ago on Morningside Heights, I
remember his constant pleas to the educators of his time to understand, to
explain, to illuminate purpose. Why, said he constantly to us, what is the
purpose of this? What is the purpose of the Cotton Bowl, the Rose Bowl, a
hockey game, a swiniming meet, a volleyball contest? What is the purpose of
algebra and of English history and of geometry'? He has always, in his writings
belabored the impotence, the futility or teaching in the classical tradition of
Latin and algebra and requiring them for all without a single explanation of
why.

The most significant and important question that can be asked in all of
education is "why "'? That is why I so much enjoyed an experience I had some
years ago on the advisory committee of a Job Corps installation in New
Bedford, Mass., run hy Bill Saltonstall, the cousin of the famous senator,
Everett Saltonstall. Saltonstall had conic out or Exeter after 20 years of dealing
with "the upper classes." In the Job Corps, he ran a beautiful school for 480
dropoutsmen and boys. 16 to 18 years old, that our system of education had
missed completely. They had dropped out because, as one of them said to me,
"I didn't care particularly about the names of the English queens. I wasn't too
terribly eXcited about algebra." "How did you feel about physical edueation?''
said I. He said, "I hated the stuff. He didn't know I was a physical education
teacher, so I pursued the matter. "Why didn't you like it?'' He said, "I have
never known a meaner man or a more sadistic creature than my gym teacher."
He meant the authoritarian demon who ordered them, marched them, counter-
marched them, punished these lads in physical education. I said, "What do you
want to get from the Joh Corps'?" He wanted to bce o me, a data processor.
."What do you want to do if you can't become a data processor?'' Antl he said,
"I want to become a physical education teacher." Amazing switch. I said,
"Why?" He slid, "Because I realize that in that field there were potentials,
there was an opportunity to deal with the kind of a guy I am--7-a dropout." He
was black and he was a victim and a refugee of the great riots in Buffalo. But he
said, "I can see. I did see, and I hope to have chance to bring to life the meaning
and the purpose of what physical education can estahl ish.'' Needless to say, we
had quite a conversation about that!

Purpose is important. What is the purpose of karate, hallet, judo, boxing,
yoga, basketball? We must find purpose in things we do, and our purposes must
reflect accurately the basic social and political purposes of our American
society.
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The second source of significance is one with which I have bored you many

times before, but I must mention it because we have suffered long enough from

the popular misconception that physical education is strictly a physical thing,

that we do not deal with people but with protoplasm. Therefore, we seek to

achieve nothing hut strength and other physical values. Hence, we bring back

mas.s exercise and physical training, and we do not know the difference between

physical training and physical education. In my estimation, this is blinding. It

has been my observation that not more than 20 percent of our people around the

country seek any other values than those emphasized by the adjective "physi-

cal. Maybe a little leisure creeps in now and then, or someone talks about

movement, but for the most part, we still think of ourselves pridefully as
purveyors of physical fitness. We have to remake this concept before we find

our significant potential.

Wc have to recognize that physical education experience is distinctly a
personal thing not measured by protoplasmic quantity, not measured by

heartheat or the EKG or the Kreb's cycle or the fitness scores. These are

nothing more than means by which we can get some purchase on the total

eval.ration of the experience that a girl or boy has with us in our program. We

have an obligation to the student. Our principal task is to deal with her as a total

human being. We need to help her look inside herself to examine her own

thoughts and feelings, to help her to confront and not evade her own anxiety and

loneliness, to treasure the idea, the hope, the LI Nelopmentnot just the care and

feeding of an individual. The experience in physical education can produce

acceptance rather than rejectitin, success rather than frustration, self-
actualization rather than disintegration, fun and pleasure rather thandebilitating

tensions, recognitions of reality over fantasy, the development of sclf-respect

rather than self-negation. These are the big ends for physical education, the big

wordssuccess, acceptance, .self-actualization, self-direction, self-respect.

Why the student unrest of the 1960s and spirited 70s? There have been many
versions around the country. I think, and I agree with Norman Cousins and

other writers, that certainly this generation of students wants to play a part in

determining their own education. Why must I take algebra? Why is physical

education required? Why? Unless wc come up with the answers, we're gone,

we're sunk. The answers in our ficktare perfectly clear: rich, exciting experi-

ence for most people. I agree fully with René DuBos, who emphasizes that life

in America can become enriched only to the extent that we measure its quality

and not its quantity. We do not care about our fleet or our Gross National

Product or the number of federal employees we have or any other statistic, but

the conceal has to be centered upon the quality of the lives of the people, all 200

million of us. Thus, theonly reason in terms of this element of significance for

our existence is the contribution we can make to the emergine personality of the

developing girl and not to the Kreb's cycle and not to the fitness test.
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Wherein lies significance? May I suggest a third source? I think the signifi-
cance of our field can be found as long as we keep in mind that physical
education is a whole thing. We must never allow oursel yes to segment it, divide
it into its parts and thus allow the parts to obscure, to dominate, to usurp, and to
blind us to the wholeness of the experience and the profession. I am frightened
with what has happened to medicine with the development or the specialist
the otorhinolaryngologist, the psychiatrist, the neuropsychiatrist, the
internista whole field of 14 or I 8 or 22 specialists. liwe do this sort of thing in
physical educationdevelop specialists in gymnastics, dance, motor learning,
and exercise physiology and forget that the field is a whole field employing a
wide variety of different activities to produce the kind of results in the develop-
ment or hunmn personality that we're afterthen I do not think we will ever be
able to find significance.

I am very much concerned about dance today. Dance seems to be moving
away from its origins in physical education to the performing arts. What is a
performing art? Is football a performing art? Is basketball? Golf? Tennis? Why
does dance have the character of the performing arts? Dancers are performers,
and is what they do an art? I dare say it is both, but is it not physical education?
Is it not part of the education of the iodividual? Does it not contribute to the total
person? Arc teachers of dance today more interested in the movement than the
movers? I know what dance is, but I hate to see the field going Broadway. I saw
Villella the other night and Nureyev a month or two ago; they arc magnificent
dancers. But what kind of people have they become because they are dancers?
That is the crucial question. To fragment the field to the point where we fail to
have a common purpose or to understand each other would be the greate,t
mistake we could make.

In closing, let me suggest that we will find significance when we realize that
our "discipline--if there is such a thingwill be found not in such artificial
subject matter demarcations as physiology or movement or skills or chemistry
or even philosophy, but in the revelatk;,.; of our contribution to the science of
human experience. Therein lies significance. We must pursue this exploration
to find those elements indigenous to our movement experience that make the
contribution to the human being developing in our evolving but nevertheless
broadly structured society.

To find this, I believe, was what our forebears tried to get us to do. 1 am
hopfng that the search or those women I mentioned at the beginning will not be
abandoned or fortzotten as we grow in number and size and importance and
dignity. Significance lies in our contribution to the totality of human experience
as we seek to live in a society directed toward clear goals of which the
enrichment of human personality is the essential element.
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An Armenian from
Des Moines

My principal credential for occupying this spot of privilege is that I knew the

man, Holger F. K dander, whose memory wc celebrate today. We were friends

or long and pleasant standing. We shared accommodations at at least two

prores.sional meetings. and when it came time to recognize him with the

presentation of the Howe Award from the American School Health Associa-

tion, the committee asked me to prepare and read a citation. In it I said. "A
prominent contemporary churchman described a liberally educated person as

one who has a clear, conscious view of his own opinions and judgments, seeks

the truth in developing them, is eloquent in expressing these judgments, and is

forceful in arguing them." Holger F. Kilander qualifies fully. Kellic was

nmtivated by an indomitable will to serve. Rarely has our profession contained

a man who exemplifies with such absolute clarity the happy combination of

altruism, sharp intellect, and an infinite capacity to he useful. Here was truly a

professional cosmopolite. His record was fantastically broad. He was a writer

of distinction. He was a stimulating professor in health education. His research

effmt is renowned. He was a .sportsman. world traveler, raconteur, and admin-

istrator.

My ferent hope, at this moment, is that these remarks of mine will do justice

to Dr. Kilander, whom you have chosen to honor by dedicating this meeting.

The I loh.!er F. K dander Memorial Leclure .a the annual nwvring of the Eastern District

nj AA MLR, New York, March 16, 1974.
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The title of this presentation would suggest that I knew gentleman from Des
Moines. Indeed, I did. I remember him well. I had an unplanned luncheon with
him at the hotel just before a 2 o'clock meeting with the Iowa Physical
Education Association. The hotel was crowded with teachers, and teachers
were not in very good repute at that time because of the attacks made upon us by
such dubious authorities as Admiral Rickover, John Hersey, Clifton Fadiman,
and others. They were contending that American education was of a low order
and that something drastic should be done about it. My companion at the table,
after he had ascertained that I was a teacher, made a rather startling remark;
"You teachers arc the Most imt-, tint people in the world." Gratified by this, I
suggested that he explain why he thought so. He replied that it was his belief
that it was on the shoulders or teachers that the preservation of this democratic
society rested. Hc insisted that to maintain our freedom as free persons in a free
society, the principal task or teachers was to convey to the oncoming generation
the full meaning or these concepts. He had seen his country destroyed by the
invaders. Their freedoms were lost, families destroyed; the whole fabric of
their society had oeen disintegrated by tlic oppressor. Hc wanted desperately to
prevent that from happening here, and he placed us teachers in the front line or
defense against it. Hc was an Armenian, and Armenia had been destroyed by
the Turks in 1915-16.

I have thought a great deal about what he had in mind, particularly what it
meant to us in physical education, health education, and recreation. Is there
something within thc scope of these three fields that will accomplish his
purpose? Does the field of recreation, as, we know it, have a bearing upon
preserving our free society? May the same thing be said about health education
or physical education? What did hc mean? My table companion indirectly
challenged us to examine our contribution to frec pt.rsons living in a frec
society.

Whcre do we begin? We are three fields. Are we separate in our character and
influence, or are we related'? I believe that we are quite obviously rclated in that
wc spring from a common clement of concern with and influence upon thc
qualitative aspects of human experi, as it relates to the whole person.
Probably the only reason we exist is to !udged by the contribution we make to
the emerging personality of the human beingto thc integrated self, reaching
beyond the commonly recognized boundaries of the mental, physical, and
emotional levels of consciousness not yet easily recognized in Western civiliza-
tion. This sort of thing is described, perhaps, as a transpersonal self involving
wholeness not readily acknowledged by those not prepared to think beyond the
familiar dichotomy of mind and body. Whatever our eventual concept or
wholeness may become, my contention is that the three fields will find thcir
similarities in their essential contributions to it.

We will, and do, make that contribution through a processthe process of
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educationby which humans come into increasing possession of themselves

and their powers through increasing and continously expanding participation in

the achievement of the race, while they evaluate and re-evaluate this achieve-

mein as they gain control of the methods nf using it.

Once we grasp the nature and purpose of this process as it fosters the

development of humans in their holistic state, I believe we can make a strong

claim to a potential and important contribution to the perpetuation of a free

society for free persons. But such contribution will not come automatically just

because we say it is there. We have to work at it. We have to educate people to

want to preserve their freedom, then to construct and reconstruct their society so

that it is preserved. The key is eduratimt and its bearing upon the whole person.

For example, I have often wondered why so many of our people, particularly

in physical education, shy away from such effort and are content to tell the

world that we are so terribly "physical." It is not too difficult to become

physical. The Turks who destroyed Arthenia were very physical in their
invasion, as were the Nazis when they took the Low Countries, as were the

NigerianSin their destruction of the Biafrans, as were the sheriffs and their dogs

at Selma and the police in Chicago. Strength is strength wherever you find it,

and if its production is the only mission in life of a physical educator to the

exclusion of the purposes to which strength is put, then we have a very easy task

indeed.

But my Armenian companion was talking about something else. He was

talking abut the preservation of freedom, about teaching people how to live

together as free persons in this free society. To us in physical education the

implication is clear: Whot is our purpose, the overriding purpose of our

existence? Is it strength'? I doubt it.

In preparation for our meeting this afternoon, I have been brushing up on

some current writing in physical education. I was hunting for some evidence

that physical educators are currently exploring their contribution to the society

that sustains them. I chose to examine the last three issues of Quest, thus

sampling the writing of that group of intellectuals who write for the college

associations. I did not find much because, as one writer put it, most institutions

offering the doctorate in physical education encourage their candidates to

specialize in such su ! lisciplines as exercise physiology, sport psychology,
motor learning, or sports sociology. That latter subspecialty might have some

promise, but I could not find much beyond Ellis and Hubbard on human and

mechanical factors in crgometry; a paper on the deception paradigm and
debriefing, and Renshaw on thc nature of human movement studies. I found a

paper on the taxonomy of i 1.search , Studer on moving man to moving man--but

with no hint that it might be important to study the purpose of movement. In the
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most recent issue, of those perused, Podeschi wrote a promising piece on the
further reaches of physical activity, and Roberta Park entices us to believe that
there are alternatives of nonactivity that might bc used in the future. There were
stories on chronobiology, holography, trend extrapolation. So it was pleasant to
read Ann Jewett prognosticating the future, telling us that physical education
will focus on each person, will be seen as a continuing educational process with
voluntary -.,Heipation, and stronger and more creative leadership will
predomina- just as Williams and Nash and Wood and Perrin and
Hetherington used to tell us 50 years ago.

Wc will have to put up with many diversions and excursions into research
esoterica before wc strike pay dirt in the form of an implementation of our
programs as an effective tool for the perpetuation of the free democratic
waywhatever the future holds that to be.

Overall, the review of recent literature was reasonably reassuring. If it is safe
to make any judgment on the basis of the contents of that one bi-annual
publication, Quest, wc are gaining. We are getting there. Monographs put out
by those college associations contain more material germane to the challenge I
have been describing.

But I found one scholar in the field saying that he "rarely ever uses the term
physical education anymore"he substitutes sports medicine. I can only
conclude that he does not know the meaning of the word ethication and equates
medicine with it. I understand those in dance find it more comfortable to think
in terms of the "performing arts" than to evaluate thc rewards in personal
development that come from the educational experience of being creative in thc
world of dance. Dance as a performing art can be equated rather easily with skill
on the high wire, the balance beam, the high hurdles, or thc "front four." The
human element of total growthintellectual, social, moral, total growthis
ignored for performance only of the athlete, the dancer, or the elephant on his
box. That is all that counts it" we conceive of our activities solely in terms of
performing arts.

I read about the mysteries of motor learning, of kinesthetics, of operant
conditioning, exercise physiology, and performance-based teacher education,
In fact, unless I am mistaken, there arc sonic college departments so anxious to
become accepted by the averred "intellectuals" or thc campus that they have
declared their emancipation from the lowbrow term of physical education and
have become something else sounding strangely like good old kinesiologythe
study of thc origin, insertion, and action of muscles!

What nonsense! What shallow and irresponsible thinking to discard the term
education for such mechanistic or biological terms related only to muscle action
and how to direct it!
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Whm are the goals of physical education in this day and. age? Strength?
Physical fitness? Skill? We won't quarrel with those as long as no one says they
are the principal or ultimate goal. They are not. Anyone can be strong and

brainless. Anyone can be physically fit and have the conscience of a murderer.
Anyone can win the Heisman T-ophy and have the social skills of a slob.
Strength, skill, and fitness dre not enough to have in this republic based upon a
free society of free persons.

It becomes of consummate importance that we build programs of physical
education that reflect the social, political, and cultural character of our society
and have no goals at variance from that character. It is important to realize that
physical education is a complex discipline involving such potential outcomes as
self-expression, skill, systemic integrity, fun and enjoyment, acceptable be-
havior, understanding of self, and understanding of human interaction. From
the inescapable human interaction can come an understanding of the democratic
way, including as its principal ingredient respect for personality and an under-
standing of ethics. Of course, to obtain all of these as outcomes is a prodigious
task and is so frightening to most people in physical education they back away
from it and choose simpler outcomes to explore and to obtain.

But of even greater importance than the individual and potential social
controls provided by the physical education potential is experience in thinking,
involving as that does examination of new and promising ways to solve
problems, application and evaluation of sonic of them, selection of successful
techniques, and resumption of the ongoing activity.

The Armenian meant that free persons in a free society learn to make
decisions and to accept the consequences of their decisions. Many of us have
been drumming upon this for years, and only recently have we felt the impact of
the American student who wants to participate in the decision-making process
that affects one's education and one's destiny.

How can we intensify this in physical education? By inviting students to
participate in elementary, high school, and college curriculum making; by
giving them a participatory experience in determining the strategy of games,
selection of their leaders, standards of dress, rule making, and choreography. I
am totally unable to understand today's trend in modern dance, for example,
which seems to emphasize performance rather than creative expression in
choreography. Dance is getting to be just like college football; the coach does
90 percent of the thinking. If tts, trend continues to the point where college
dance groups emulate Broadway as big-time college football cares only about
bowl games and being "number one," then I can understand clearly how and
why dance has lost its birthright as a physical education activity. This sort of
thinking requires an opportunity to evaluate current practice by testing, altering
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the practice if it does imt fit the recognized need, and then constructing new
ways of doir% things in terms of what has been learned.

This process of evaluating, of thinking through a problem, causes us to
examine our concept of the origin of authority. Wherein lies authority in a
democracy, and how do you teach people how to acknowledge and observe it?
In the first place, the Greeks understood that democracy meant simply "the rule
of people . We have borrowed the idea, and from Thomas Jefferson on down
to Lincoln, Wilson, Stevenson, William 0. Douglas, and a host of others who
have written about this democratic way, we have been told that we, the people,
are in command. We, the people, establish the rules by which we live. We, the
people, select our leaders, our councils, Congress, and our Presidents, and we
expect from them leadership in the image of our fundamental precepts in return
for which we acknowledge their authority in administering our complex soci-
ety.

The referee, the teacher, or the coach in our world of physical education
becomes the authority figure and is deserving of our respect because he or she
has been chosen by us to be our representative in conducting our interesting
activities. How can anyone, then, in physical education lie, cheat, use shady
practices, take the rules of the game unto himself for his own purposes to the
disadvantage of his opponents? Such practice is destructive of the society in
which we live. How could anyone riot, or encourage a riot, at one of ourathletic
contests? How could anyone cry the disrespectful "boo" without knowing that
he thereh. undermines the very authority we chose and agreed to live by?

And thus my lament about physical education, most sadly sung at times,
seems to center on our use or misuse of the word education. The word must
have a meaning. It surely can be better defined than merely to say that any old
experience is education. I suppose any old experience is education. Falling in
front of a subway is an experience, and it is educating. Robbing a bank is an
experience, and it is educating, but common sense tells us that sort of thing is
not what we are talking about as we try to describe the educational potential in
the physical education experience. There has to be some element of quality
involved, and that element has to have some relation to the social destiny of the
democratic culture within which we live and to the adaptation of the individual
not only to one's own growth and development potential, but to one's relation
the acceptable and evolving social patterns of society.

We have just described education as the process by which one conies into
possession of oneself and one's powers. Where better than in the dynamic
laboratory of the gymnasium or the playing field, the pool, the ski run, or the
dance studio can one learn of one's possibilities and limitations? Where better,
indeed, to find some answers to youth's question, "who am I?"
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Particularly potent is such an analysis of the relation to education of the
physical education experience if' we recognize that it is not sufficient that we
teach the telemark or the cross-body hlock as motor skills or teach our young
people to say Nice game- at the end of a contest. We must go heyond that into
the meaning of whatever behavior or skill is involved in terms of personal
growth, and the meaning of the interplay of personality upon personality as we
seek those laudable objectives of harmony, peace, and friendship among all
peoples of this world, Is there anything more anachronistic, inconsistent, and
downright stupid than to see an iTiternational ice hockey match purporting to
adhere to the Olympic ideal of understanding between nations, in which one
side seems bent upon beating out the brains of' the other side by any means, fair
or foul? The noun ethwation in our term physical education still has meaning. It

is about time we sought it out and tried to make something of it.

Is the concept of equality of opportunity important in all this? One of the first
concepts and administrative practices that we need to grasp fully, if A c are to
have a bearing upon the perpetuation of our free and democratic society, is that
we, as teachers of physical education and directors of recreation, need to
develop a firm, uncompromising. and unshakable belief in the equality of
opportunity for all people. Let us not be elementary about thi- We know, of
course, that not all persons are created equal, but when Horace Mann opened

the American school system to all, he meant that opportunity for learning must
be spread equally to all children so that educational programs would mirror the
social status of democracy. We are only ahout half done with our task. Thcre
are still far too many girls and women, far too many boys and men, and far too

inan of the handicapped who as yet do nol enjoy the fruits of thr: physical

education experience or have access to recreational facilities.

We are talking about the 40 percent of all boys and girls who entered the first
grade this year but who will drop out for one or another reason before leaving
high school. The chances are their physical education experience did not mean
much to them while they were there. We are talking about the 400,000 children
who will be before our courts this year as delinquent, and about thc tens of
thousands of alienated adolescents. What arc wc doing on a broad scale to open
the physical education experience to these people? We are talking about thc
500.000 children with psychomotor handicaps and the 10 million hungry 'and

Idernourished children who will be permanently affected by the defects in our
society which deny them enough opportunity for growth. We are talking about
the 7 miliion children whose life expectancy is shortened by disease. hunger,
and despair. and about the 4 percent of all babies who come into this world with
birth defects and whose lives are hlighted uniess we, or others, can help them
compensate for their handicaps. And, of course, we arc thinking about thc

millions of others with cardiovascular and neurological deficits, pulmonary
dysfunctions. orthopedic problems, or metabolic disturbances who arc too
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frequently excused for some reason or other from experience with either
physical education or health education.

Of course, we remain respectful of the talented, and we go to great lengths to
provide the highly skilled with opportunity to cultivate their talent, but in
virtually every school system in the land there are thousands of children who
have not yet been brought within the physical education complex in a satisfying
manner, if at all. There are equal numbers whose communities have not yet
outlined the need for recreational programs for all. We have not yet directed our
attention fully to the meaning of equality of opportunity. and thuS we have not
seen the emergerre of the forgotten and rejected, the disparaged, im-
poverished, and the desperate who wish to emerge from the long dust that hides
them from our view and become refreshed in the bright light of history.
Theoretically, we have no society. We must do our part to open to the
whole scope of humanity, to wake sure we extend our program to all in terms of
their capacity to receive it.

I am thinking, as I say these words, of that magnificent expenditure of $170
million now going on i n New Orleans to proviOe a place for athletes in one sport
oi another to perform before appreciating masses, while in Roxbury, two years
ago, we had to close a couple of playgrounds in some of the less favored areas of
the city for want of about .$5,000 to keep them going! But I always have been,
and am now, of the firm belief that the physical education experience, based as
it is on human movement , can be, if thoughtfully and purposefully adminis-
tered, the most important force in all of educatior 1-* !iild development and
personal growth, It is up to us to make the most if it .4(1 not be diverted by
objectives not related to the development of the v.... child.

Now, let us look at health education. It has heen said that to be freefree,
that is, from the shackles of ignorance :tad fear, free to roam the unexplored,
free to use discovery and innovation-ins !mist possess knowledge in
abundance. The revelations of science a. philosophy. religion and communi-
cation must be theirs in order pot only to ui-iderstand themselves, but to so order
their world that they can survive the pressures of it, nopulation.

In health education we are intimately concerned with that point of view. We
fit right into the scheme of things. Ow- principal contribution to the require-
ments of a free society is that of providing knowledgenot knowledge, as we
have said over and over again, just to have knowledge, but functioning,
productive, and useful knowledge that can be used in helping us'to maintain our
lives and fe..ter oUr adjustment to a hostile and developing world. We will let
others be concerned with the transmission of the culture of the ablative absolute
and the War of Roses, while we become concerned about the knowledge our
children may possess that will point them in line congenially with the social and
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ethnic problems the War of Roses generated. Can anything be more fundamen-

tal than that?

Knowledge is significant, important, and basic to survival when it is the sort
of' knowledge not gained by accident or by cursory attempts to teach the

structure of the human animal, but knowledge that will permit a girl or a boy to

know the difference between science and quackery, between fraud and exag-
geration in advertising and the realizable ends in the relief of human suffering.
We need to provide a bat.1c and comforting knowledge that will enable our
students to read McCall's or Mademoiselle or Sporis Plush-wed or listen to a
commercial for aspirin or toothpaste and not be taken in by the extraordinary
promise held out by the hucksters. Such talent requires not a superficial

knowledge. It is something that cannot be transmitted once a week or on rainy

days by apathetic teachers. It requires the kind of time, depth, and application
now alloted to nnithematicsnew or old!

One cannot be free to develop one's own talent, create one's own satisfac-
tions. preserve and cultivate one's own family life, ward off the catastrophic
influences of war and pestilence and hunger, until one knows what to do and

why and how. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse can be dispelled only

through a workable, pointed, and militant knowledge.

Consider the temptations of the day and the more esoteric movements now
crowding in on us through religious, commercial, and other forms of social

institutions. How does one handle the implications of yoga or sensitivity

training? What of value is present in transactional analysis or psychosynthesis?
Has acupuncture been lying dormant for a thousand years only now tobe useful

in Western civilization? What about our oid friends chiropractic and os-

teopathy or any of the modern forms of manipulative medicine? Do our students

have a pretty good grasp of the nature of psychosomatic relationships insofar as

they are now known?

To prepare a child to be ready to deal with the onslaught of such esoterica will

require more than we are now offeringmore time, more literature, more and

better teachers--and we cannot go it alone. We have to have help from all the

sciences--from biology and physiology and chemistry and the social studies. If
some of our foundations interested in improvinq, the quality of human lives
wanted to do something tremendously productive in the next 10 years, the.)

could do nothing better than to call us all together for a conferenceall these
n, .y self-contained areas of study and all their basic offshoots and satellites
that would identify our principal health problems and proceed to synthesize the

contribution of each area as they aid in the solution of these problems.

Why not? We have had conferences on childhood, on-adolescence, and on
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